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ABSTRACT
A TRINITARIAN ONTOLOGICAL APPROACH TO THE CONGREGATIONAL
REVITALIZATION OF LOUDSVILLE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
by
John Eugene Heckman
The purpose of this study was to present an ontological approach to the
congregational revitalization of Loudsville UMC, modeled after the Divine Archetype of
the communio of the Trinity. Loudsville experienced plateau and decline in
congregational, missional, and financial areas of community life. The approach presented
in this study could potentially help congregations to rediscover their ontology and then to
align the community of the church to the Divine Archetype. This pre-experimental case
study of Loudsville United Methodist Church utilized content validity and a
nonrandomized one-group pretest/posttest with no quasi -experimental or true
experimental qualitative research designs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Definition of Terms
Several theological and technical terms are employed so that this study can
proceed with precision and exactitude. Some of the definitions of the terms in this study
take into consideration the previous work and historical development behind the
formation of these designations. The principal terms, although familiar to some, are
defined so as to clarify this study.
American Civil Religion
In 1762, Jean Jacques Rousseau wrote The Social Contract or Principles of
Political Right. In Book IV, chapter eight, he describes three types of religion present in
any society. The first type of religion emerges from a natural theology and is an apriori
deontological theism. The second type of religion present for Rousseau is the religion of
the citizenry. This civil religion is nationalistically codified and maintains certain dogmas
and rites. The third type of religion is the antithesis to the socially prescribed
deontological theism that emerges from natural theology and the religion of the citizenry.
This third type, regarded as worthless by Rousseau, is Christianity. Rousseau's ideas
influenced many scholars and students ofhuman culture and community. One in
particular was Robert Bellah. In Beyond Belief, Bellah explains Rousseau's contribution
to the understanding of civil religion and identifies the dogmas as being "the existence of
God, the life to come, the reward of virtue and the punishment of vice, and the exclusion
of religious intolerance" (172). American civil religion is, therefore, the nationalistically
codified belief system that maintains these specific dogmas.
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Circumincession
Circumincession is a synonym for coinherence and alludes to the mutual
interpenetration of the Divine Persons of the Godhead.
Coinherence
Coinherence is a synonym for perichoresis and communicates the interpenetration
of the Persons of the Godhead.
Communio
Communio refers to the interrelatedness of the Persons of the Trinity and the
interactional dynamic of community within the Trinity.
Community
Although Community is a common word used by the layperson, here its use is
saturated with theological and philosophical connotation. Historically, the doctrine of the
Imago Dei, as understood through the lens of trinitarianism, has been applied to the
freedom ofhumanity and the capacity for reason and self-transcendent thought. Others
have made theological application of the Imago Dei as pertaining to the existential
trichotomism of humanity. I believe one facet of being made in the image of the triune
Godhead is the capacity to be in relationship with another. When employing this term,
community, I am alluding to a basic understanding of the essential being of a person
made in the image ofGod. God is a community ofDivine Persons, and ifhumans are
made in the image ofGod, I argue that one of the attributes of the image ofGod is the
intrinsic ability to coexist in community with God and the creation. Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. argues, "[T]he central task of the theologian is not so much the
arbitration between theology and philosophy as an assessment ofwhat must be done in
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history to effect the restored and reconciled community" (qtd. in Erskine 8). Community
further conveys the inclusive vision ofKing's beloved community Community,
therefore, in this study is one of the attributes of the image of God manifest in humanity
and is also an eschatological event in v^hich barriers are broken and bridges are built
between people with differences.
Doctrine
Doctrine is used interchangeably with the word "Dogma." In Van A. Harvey's
Handbook ofTheological Terms, this word is well defined: "Dogma is applied to those
doctrines explicitly formulated by the church and held to be normative for its members by
the duly constituted authorities" (72). Doctrine, or dogma, in this study refers to the
beliefs and theological constructs that are generally accepted by both Roman Catholics
and Protestants.
Ecclesiological
Ecclesiological applies to those matters, issues, or topics ofor pertaining to the
Church. The biblical nomenclature is replete with reference to the people ofGod. The
Tanakh employs two Hebrew terms of significant import in the discussion of the Church.
These terms are qahal and 'edah. The term 'edah can refer to the summons to a gathering
and/or the act ofcoming together. The term is not a reference to the persons assembling
but rather a designation of the event ofassembling. The term qahal is used frequently in
the Pentateuch, the book ofNumbers in particular. Unlike 'edah, qahal references the
gathered people, particularly before the Tent ofMeeting. According to Millard J.
Erickson, "The word qahal, points to the community as centered in the cult or the law"
(1032). When people of faith consider the Septuagint's translation of these Hebrew terms,
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they find that qahal is rendered ekklesia. In the New Testament, ekklesia fiinctions as the
primary designation and illustration of the concept of the Church. The use of the term
ecclesial/ecclesiology resonates with the entire biblical witness, Hebrew Scripture and
New Testament, and references the Church as being the called out assembly of believers
united together in covenant with God. I understand the New Testament Church as being
the continuation and fulfillment of the previous covenants (Adamic, Noahatic, Mosaic,
Aaronic, etc.) God made with God's people.
Godself
I use the designation Godself in the place of "himself
' when writing ofGod or the
Godhead. Employing inclusive language ofpersons is imperative for this kind of study.
Deploying this term hopefially alleviates any potential discomfort fi:om non-inclusive
language as it pertains to God. Please note that the designation of Father, Son, and Spirit
is not changed from the masculine terms, only the pronoim that is referent.
Imago Dei
Imago Dei connotes the doctrine that emerges fi"om the book ofGenesis that
human beings are created in the image of the Godhead. The Imago Dei doctrine is
foundational to this study. Human beings were made in the image of the Godhead (Gen.
1 �26-21). According to Karl Barth, the image consists in the communal encounter present
within God. Within God's essential being is an I-Thou confi-ontation. In the essential
nature of humanity, this I-Thou confrontation also exists. Being in relationship to other
human beings and to God is what constitutes, for Barth, the Imago Dei (184-85). Millard
J. Erickson writes, "Barth maintains that within the very being ofGod there is a
counterpart; thus God experiences a genuine but harmonious self-encounter and self-
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discovery" (505). Many scholars have sought to explain the constitution of the Imago Dei
in human beings. Erickson explains the anthropological implication of this understanding
ofGod, "Man reflects this aspect of God's nature on two levels�man experiences
relationship with God and with man" (505). Karl Earth's explanation finds primary
application in this study.
Individualism
Individualism is a very complex term. Sociological theorists and scholars have
identified at least four very broad categories of individualism, each with its own subset of
varying delineations (Bellah, Habits of the Heart 142-63; Tocqueville 287-308, 506-10).
For the sake of precision and succinctness, individualism is defined in its broadest sense
to mean the ideal of self-reliance, autonomy, and self-sufficiency. Individualism can exist
in dialectical tension with community.
Institutionalism
Institutionalism identifies the ideological and philosophical enshrinement of a
particular institution over and against the individual. Institutionalism maintains that the
need of the institution is more significant than the collective and individual parts. This
term is used not only to convey the ideological matrix behind the position but also the
practice concomitant to the philosophy, namely the devaluation of the individual.
Institutionalism is the antithesis to authentic community.
Kingdom
Kingdom refers to the reign of God already present through the person, work, and
body ofChrist manifest by the Holy Spirit in the Church. Additionally, the word refers to
the eschatological hope for a perfect kingdom, yet to come, wherein the reign ofGod and
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the commvmity of the Godhead and humanity will be fiilly actualized. Classic theology
maintains that many doctrinal claims exist in the dialectical tension of the already and
not yet. The use of this term in the study continues this perspective.
Koinonia
Van A. Harvey defines koinonia as a "word frequently used in the New Testament
to refer to the peculiar kind of communion Christians have with God and with one
another in Chrisf (142). This word connotes the loving, self-giving community of
equanimity and mutuality modeled after the Trinity. "The word is frequently used in
contemporary theological literature to refer to the kind of community that should
characterize the churches" (142).
Ontological
Many scholars have addressed the complexity ofmetaphysics, being, and the
natvire of reality. After having considered the varying perspectives of these scholars, I
have opted for a basic understanding of ontological. The terms ontology and ontological
are used, in this study, to connote the essential nature and the potentiality at its most basic
level of a particular being or subject.
Perichoresis
Perichoresis is used when describing the mutual interpenetration of the Persons of
the Godhead. Other theological terms for this relational dynamic among the Persons of
the Trinity are coinherence and circumincession.
Plateau/Plateauing
Plateau/Plateauing refers to a congregation, collectivity, or organization that has
remained relatively stationary in its growth and health for a successive number of years.
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Revitalization
Revitalization is not a synonym for church growth. It is implicitly a reference to
church health but is used to communicate something more. In Latin, \italis means life.
To revitalize, therefore, is to bring life back to something. Since the origin and source of
life (thefontalis of life) is the Trinity, revitalization correlates to a congregation's
alignment to the model of relationality in the Trinity.
Trinitariocentric/Trinitario
Trinitariocentric/Trinitario is a term used to describe the centrality of the Divine
Archetype of the Trinity and the dynamics, ethics, and model of relationality among the
Divine Persons on human matters of faith, community, action, and perception.
Unitarianism
Unitarianism refers to the conviction that God is only one person and is the denial
of the personhood and deity of the Holy Spirit and Jesus Christ.
Utilitarian Individualism
Many types of individualism are prevalent in society. For the purposes of this
study, only one type is considered. In the eighteenth century, Benjamin Franklin
introduced an ideology to American culture that asseverated that rigorously pursuing
one's ovm personal and economic interest would usher into being the good of everyone.
This philosophy exalted self-interest, pragmatism, and opportunism (Bellah, Habits of the
Heart 32-35). Utilitarian individualism is one predominate cultural phenomenon in
America today.
Biblical and Theological Foundations
The formula, "/� the Name of the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit", is
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among the most cited, frequently quoted, and repeatedly invoked references to and about
the divine in both Protestant and Roman Catholic churches. Clergy bless congregations
and events with this invocation. Services ofworship are concluded with the articulation
of this formula. Some churches even require confirmands to learn about the doctrine of
the Trinity. The efficacy of learning about God's revelatory self-disclosure of the
indivisible unity of the Godhead and the blessed perichoretic communio is dubious if
such knowledge is not transformative. Congregations, clergy, and scholars spend a great
deal of time trying to prove the inexplicable and baffling mysterion, the Trinity, but
invest little time trying to apply the lessons that the Trinity offers humanity. What if the
ontology, relationships, and economics of the Trinity were, in fact, examples of life for
another community; the covenant community: the Church? What if the Trinity illustrates
what life in the Church is supposed to look like? What if the dynamics of
interrelationship and mutual self-giving love became the norm for the Church because
they are the norm for the community of the Godhead?
Among the greatest mysteries of the Christian Faith is the doctrine of the Trinity.
The doctrine is itself treated with the appropriate reverence in the Church; nevertheless,
because of the mysterious subject matter of the doctrine, seldom do pragmatic
applications of the insights of the dogma emerge. Although the essential nature ofGod
cannot be fully known or comprehended, the doctrine of the Trinity is the Church's
attempt at explaining the revelatory self-disclosure of the Godhead. The nature ofGod in
its totality cannot be defined, carmot be explained by rationalistic or any other means, and
caimot be entirely ascertained, even though many great minds in Christendom have tried.
Although many argue that the entire biblical corpus is saturated with the implicit Trinity
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communio, the very word itself, "Trinity," is an enervated attempt to describe the
indescribable. So, why even bother to discuss the Trinity? What pragmatic purpose could
such a consideration present? The answer is simple. This mysterion provides insight into
the very character of God and adduces a model for the ordering of the Church in the
Imago Dei. Human beings are created in the Imago Dei, and the Church is a community
ofhimian beings. The Church should reflect the Imago Dei. The revelatory self-
disclosvire ofGod is Trinity. Trinity is community and the Church is community. The
Church today could learn how to be together in koinonia through imitation of the
communio of the Trinity.
Background
Congregational revitalization is a passion for me. Friends, colleagues, and family
members have called me the "Bob Villa ofUnited Methodism." They have done so
because ofmy proclivity toward invigorating and restoring plateaued and declining
churches in my denomination. Many congregations fit into the category of plateau and/or
decline in mainline Protestant denominations and United Methodism. In the marketplace
abundant resources are available that attempt to revitalize congregations by using
strategies, principles, techniques, and insights from the secular business world (e.g.,
Bama, The Frog in the Kettle 82-96; Warren 155-73; Easum, Dancing with Dinosaurs
37-43; McGavran and Am 63-107).
The problem is that the Church is not a business but a body. The Church is not an
organization but a living organism. An inherent danger in approaching the issue of
revitalization with tools designed for collectivities intrinsically and ontologically
different from the Church is that the tools simply will not correct the problem. Although
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offering possible short-term benefits and potential temporal relief fi-om plateau and
decline, the secular tools can perpetuate and/or exacerbate the problem ofdecline and
plateau in the long run.
Church growth, church health, growth plus posture, and redeveloped church are
among the many catchphrases resonating throughout the halls of Christendom. Many of
these programs, stratagems, and models are based, in large part, on doing certain things,
performing particular tasks, and employing specific business/consumer-based
methodologies. This is what I call a behavioral approach to ecclesiological revitalization
(not to be confiised with B. F. Skinner's Behavioral Approach to therapy). Behavioral
approach, which presents techniques as correctives to dysfunction, represents one way to
strengthen and revitalize congregations through the implementation of certain practices,
activities, and performance model stratagems. I do not intend to critique or evaluate the
behavioral approach to congregational revitalization; rather, I suggest another way to
revitalize a plateaued or declining church.
The Problem
Mainline churches, such as those in the United Methodist denomination are in a
state of significant decline (Bama, Vital Signs 16-48; Easum, Church Growth Handbook
11-15; Schaller 9-33; Guder 77-109). Mainline churches have become very similar to the
other social collectivities in postmodern culture without the apparent concomitant
benefits ofvitality such as increased membership, greater participation, social relevance,
augmented volunteerism, and cultural significance. The ontological distinctiveness of the
Church has been significantly diminished, and the loss ofvitality (plateau and decline)
has become predominate, particularly among mainline denominations. As in the case of
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other United Methodist congregations, Loudsville United Methodist in Cleveland,
Georgia is a congregation that needed to be revitalized.
The Context of the Study
Two pilot programs of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational
revitalization were conducted prior to the one at Loudsville United Methodist Church
(LUMC). The pilot programs were not presented in this study as tests of validity
regarding the ontological approach to congregational revitalization. They do, however,
provide a narrative of the development, implementation, successes and failures, and
insights gained that have become instrumental in the case study ofLUMC.
In the contexts ofboth of the pilot program, congregational communities, careful
attention was paid to the larger community in which the churches existed, and certain
criteria were used to ascertain the strengths and growing edges of the churches (Thomson
First United Methodist Church and Chapel Hill United Methodist Church). The criteria
were the barometers of spiritual health. Most church growth and church renewal experts
identify average attendance at the principal worship service, Sunday school attendance,
missional giving, and the budget as primary barometers of spiritual health and vitality
(Warren 47-71; Easum, Church Growth Handbook 120-53; Schaller 223-39; Bama,
Second Coming of the Church 45-48; McGavran and Am 107). The barometers of
spiritual health are only indicators of the life of a congregation and should not be
considered determinative of the vitality and health of a congregation. If the barometers of
spiritual health of a congregation indicate plateau and/or decline, they simply
demonstrate the potential for improvement, called a congregational growing edge. The
barometers are carefully considered in Chapter 3 of this study, and the barometers of
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spiritual health at LUMC were seriously pondered.
LUMC is located in Cleveland, Georgia. Cleveland is a small town in the
northeast Georgia Mountains. Li fact, Cleveland is officially called, "The Gateway to the
Mountains." The seat ofWhite County is Cleveland. Helen is the only other incorporated
community. Cleveland was named after Colonel Ben Cleveland, who served in the
Revolutionary War. White County is the one hundred twenty-third county formed in
Georgia. White Coimty was created in 1 857 from a part of the earliest land lot county of
Habersham. The county was named for Newton Coimty Representative David T. White,
who helped a Habersham representative effectively attain passage of an act creating the
new county ("White County History" pars. 1-3).
"The earliest settlements in the area known today as White County were of the
'Moundbuilders' or Mississippian Native-American Culture. A prominent mound at
Sautee-Nacoochee is just one ofmany that exist in the state ofGeorgia" ("Archives of
White County" pars. 1-2; "White County History" pars. 1-4). In the late 1500s until the
1730s, Spanish miners looked for gold in the area. During this time control of the land
conceded from the Creek people to the Cherokee people. "The Cherokee were so
abundant in the northeastern part ofGeorgia during the Revolutionary War that the
southern Appalachians were often referred to as the Cherokee Mountains" ("Archives of
White County" par. 2).
As more and more white settlers moved into the area and land was awarded to the
winners of the Fourth Land Lottery, the Cherokee were forced to move west ("Archives
ofWhite County" pars. 1-2). The county did not experience the first population boom
until the 1 830s during the North Georgia Gold Rush. Gold had been mined in the
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mountains ofGeorgia since the sixteenth century, but when Maj. Frank Logan's black
slave found a nugget near Loudsville, the county began to experience a surge of growth
(par. 4). During the gold mining years, nine gold mines operated in the county.
Commercial gold operations remained profitable until as late as 1940.
By the 1 840s copious communities developed on the landscape. Concomitant to
the county growth were the demands on the county government. The time and difficulty
ofmobility created a problem for some local residents who had to travel more than two
days to get to the Habersham County seat. In the mid 1850s reducing travel time to
Clarkesville, Georgia became a campaign issue for the candidates. William Shelton, a
representative from Cleveland, proposed the creation ofWofford County. Shelton' s bill
was defeated in the General Assembly. Afterwards, David T. White addressed the
assembly. After a brief but eloquent plea from Senator White, the assembly reevaluated
the vote and passed the resolution. The citizens ofCleveland were so grateful they named
the new county "White" in honor of their benefactor ("Archives ofWhite County" pars.
5-6).
By the 1 840s numerous churches were present in Habersham Coimty. Loudsville
Methodist Episcopal Church had its begirming when the first settlers came to the area in
1832. The community of Loudsville, just over three miles from Cleveland, contained a
church, store, and a blacksmith shop. The first church was made of logs and was located
south of the present church building. In 1839 Mr. Frank Logan deeded two acres of land
on what is now the campground property. For 164 continuous years, Methodists and
other Protestants have been coming to Loudsville Campmeeting Arbor (which is
contiguous to the present sanctuary) for worship and spiritual renewal. The Loudsville
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Campmeeting and LUMC coexist in the community. Eventually, the first church had to
be replaced. The second church was a frame structure and was used for sixty-one years.
When that structure needed to be replaced, a third church was built. LUMC's third church
in its present location was built in 1901 on land donated by John J. Allen and James F.
Glover. Several members built the Church, and the lumber was cut and donated to the
church from the Ledford farm by Rufiis Ledford.
The population ofCleveland, White County undulated over the years. The area
was relatively untouched by the Civil War, but during early reconstruction, the area
suffered. In the early 1 870s a railroad boom led to a resurgence of growth in the
community ofWhite County. In 1899 Cleveland got its first telephone line. "The
Gainesville Telephone Company ran a single line to the city, and all who wanted service
participated in a rather large party line. In a short time Cleveland had its own
switchboard" ("White County History" par. 7).
By the turn of the century population decline was on the horizon until "Henry C.
Bagley, a railroad magnate from Cincinnati, Ohio, discovered the forests ofWhite
County" ("White County History" par. 8). The plentiful trees were ripe for harvest.
"Bagley built a railroad to transport the trees to markets and created camps [for his
workers] in Helen and Robertstown" (par. 7). The trees ofWhite County were turned into
board lumber and shipped to the northeast and mid-west. In a short time, the trees were
gone and the land was clear cut. Eventually, the lumber market and its workers
abandoned the land ofCleveland as worthless (par. 7). The area suffered another decline
in population.
New trees were planted and forests began to grow back, and the land was
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eventually restored. In the 1920s, with the advent of the automobile, the state ofGeorgia
began a series of road projects. "Included in these projects were roads from Cleveland to
Clayton and Blairsville" ("White County History" par. 8). During this time the federal
government began to purchase considerable quantities of land in the area devastated by
the lumber and mining industries and consolidated them into the GeorgiaNational Forest.
The population in White County began to increase as the landscape was restored. Today
the Georgia National Forest is called the Chattahoochee National Forest. At the present
time, tourism is the principle industry of the area.
Understanding the historical development of a community and the relationship
between the larger community and its congregations is important. Sociologists have long
understood the dynamics of relationality between a congregation and its surrounding
community: "We consider the members of a congregation an important bridge between
the congregation and its environment" (Roozen, McKinney, and Carroll 30). As the
environment ofWhite County and Cleveland undulated in its population and
demographic constitution, so, too, did congregations in the area. A phylogenetic
relationship exists between congregations and communities, individuals and their
envirormient, and any species and its surrounding habitat. This contextual reality is not,
however, deterministic. Observations of the phylogenetic relationality of a collectivity
and its community simply help in understanding an interactionist perspective of
congregations. Congregations, like many other sociological collectivities, are open
systems. "Congregations can never escape the influence of the social context, but being
conscious of its power brings some freedom from its power and freedom for being an
influence and shaping force within it" (31). Understanding the larger world ofWhite
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County in general and Cleveland in particular explains, in part, the uniqueness of LUMC.
Sociologists, "in an effort to map the various ways congregations understand their
role in public life," often use "four mission orientations" to explain the kind of
communities congregations are (Roozen, McKinney, and Carroll 83). These missional
orientations are the activist, the civic, the sanctuary, and the evangelistic (34). Based
upon the categories and socioeconomic and cultviral factors ofWhite County and
Cleveland, one would expect LUMC to be a family-chapel congregation with a sanctuary
missional orientation. This orientation would predispose the membership of LUMC to
escape the day-to-day life ofWhite County and enjoy a time of fellowship with relatives
in the church. Whereas, this may very well have been the way LUMC was in years past,
LUMC does not quite so easily fit into the family-chapel congregational type with the
sanctuary missional orientation category today.
White County's population undulated over the course ofmany years, drawing
different people from far away places for different purposes to its mountainous terrain.
Some came looking for gold, some came to harvest lumber, some came to farm, some
came to escape the urban landscape ofAtlanta that is an hour away, and some moved to
the area after having visited during a vacation. According to the Percept Study of the
area, White County's current population is 17,478 (see Appendix F). The study
anticipates a 13.5 percent increase in population over the next five years. Rural families
make up the largest lifestyle group in the area, and 95 percent of the citizenry is Anglo.
Single parent households make up 17 percent of the homes ofWhite County citizenry
according to the Percept Study. White County, in general, and Cleveland, in particular, is
both resort area and agrarian/industrial township. The average age of the White County
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citizen is 38.9, and the average household income is $42,294. Only 12 percent of the
population ofWhite County graduated from college according to the Percept Study.
White County is not a cosmopolitan community.
LUMC, however, is surprisingly cosmopolitan. Of the 135 active members, some
are descendants of the original families, and others are doctors, nurses, professors,
lawyers, educators, administrators, entrepreneurs, laborers, contractors, other
professionals. Many of the members of LUMC are new suburban and urban transplants
that can afford to live in this area. Educational levels of the membership and constituency
of LUMC are more varied than the larger community. In some ways LUMC is a diverse
community that only vaguely reflects the larger conmiunity in which it finds itself
For over 160 years, LUMC remained relatively the same size and socioeconomic
and educational demographic. In recent years, however, LUMC experienced a shift both
in membership, socioeconomic, and educational dispersions ofmembers and constituents
and active participation within the congregation. In the decade between 1991 and 2001,
LUMC left a three-church circuit, increased membership by 200 percent, increased its
budget by 300 percent, and became a station church. Nevertheless, the barometers of
spiritual health and vitality revealed that LUMC had experienced relative plateau and
some minor decline following their surge of growth.
The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to present an ontological approach to
ecclesiological revitalization ofLUMC modeled after the Divine Archetype, the Trinity.
This trinitariocentric approach could potentially assist plateaued and declining churches
to rediscover the essential being of the Church and humanity, align the community of the
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church to the model of the communio of the Trinity, and revitalize a congregation from
the inside out via a theological recovery rather than the appropriation of a learned
technique. The preexperimental case study of LUMC presents a nonrandomized control
group with a pretest-posttest design.
Research Question 1
How do congregants of LUMC experience communio at this church?
Research Question 2
How would LUMC have to reorder congregational life to imitate the revelatory
self-disclosure of the communio of the Trinity?
Research Question 3
What changes occurred in LUMC's congregational life subsequent to the
reordering according to the model of the communio of the Trinity?
Research Question 4
What other prevailing variables might correlate with the changes in how
communio is experienced by those who attend LUMC?
Description of the Project
The project consisted of four PowerPoint classes presented over a period of four
consecutive weeks. The classes were taught to forty-two members on roll at LUMC on
Sunday night, from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the sanctuary of the Loudsville United
Methodist church. Each of the non-randomized, self-selected subjects of this study was
an active member of the LUMC congregation. The presentation of the class material to
the subjects included lecture, question and answer, anecdotes, group interaction, and
humor with positive emotional appeal.
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Table 1.1. PowerPoint Program Plan
Class Topic Intent of Class
Session 1 The barometers of spiritual health
and the needs of the larger
community
For participants to imderstand the
spiritual and temporal condition of
LUMC and to feel a sense of
urgency
Session 2 The Trinity For participants to learn about the
communio of the Trinity and the
communicable attributes of the
Trinity and to experience a greater
appreciation for God
Session 3 The Church For participants to learn about the
nature and work of the Church
[from a biblical and trinitarian
perspective] and to experience a
creative dissatisfaction with the
present condition of LUMC
Session 4 Reordering Hfe after the model of
the Trinity
To present the mission and vision
statement ofLUMC and the
recommendations for the re
ordering of life according to the
information previously disseminated
Each class session dealt with a different topic and was designed with particular
intent (see Table 1.1). The first class session was a spiritual examination and reflection on
the spiritual health and vitality of LUMC based upon the barometers of spiritual health
and a critical look at the larger community ofWhite County. The second class was a
theological exploration of the doctrine of the Trinity that sought to draw correlatives
between the community of the Trinity and the congregational community. The third class
invited the participants to reflect upon the nature and work of the Church through the lens
of trinitarian thought. The fourth class presented recommendations to the leadership
regarding ways to reorder the life of LUMC to be commensurate to the communio of the
Trinity, celebrating the uniqueness of the United Methodist Church as it related to the
Trinity. This last class functioned as a prolegomenon for the one-day retreat that followed
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on 2 September 2002 at the White County Middle School Media Center. The material
related to the retreat dealt with the missional enterprise of the Church modeled after the
Trinity and the restructuring plan for LUMC (see Appendix I). The purpose of the one-
day retreat was to reorder congregational life and committees in accordance with the
communio of the Trinity and to help the participants begin their visional vocation as
leaders of the congregation.
Developing a strategy for effecting change is essential if the change is to be
lasting and efficacious (Bama, Power ofVision 131-50; Turning Vision into Action 35-
48; Warren 155-206; Easum, Church Growth Handbook 24-1 19). Among the many
expectations of this study was, after having gone through the four sessions, the members
and constituents would experience a creative dissatisfaction and desire to align the life
and praxis ofLUMC to the model of the Trinity. Creating a sense of creative
dissatisfaction among the members and constituents is paramount to the revitalization of
a plateaued and/or declining congregation. During the one-day retreat, the subjects were
trained for leadership and guided in the discovery of the biblical purpose of the Church
and invited to develop a missional and visional statement for LUMC based on their
biblical study. The subjects were also encouraged to strategically plan for reordering life
in the congregation according to the communio of the Trinity. The restmcturing plan was
presented to the Covmcil on Ministries for ratification on 3 October 2002 and then to the
Charge/Church Conference of the Church held on 3 October 2002 so as to cement the
changes into the church culture. Although the restructuring of community did occur at
LUMC, it does not prove the validity of the approach this study presents. The plateau and
decline of LUMC was tracked over a decade (as is the case with the two pilot programs).
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In order to track the implications and results, if any, of this trinitarian ontological
approach to congregational revitalization here at LUMC, a commensurate length of time
would be necessary.
Methodology
The purpose of this study was to present an ontological approach to
ecclesiological revitalization ofLUMC that is modeled after the example of the Trinity.
This preexperimental case study ofLUMC utilized content validity and a nonrandomized
one-group pretest/posttest with no quasi-experimental or true experimental qualitative
research designs. The primary instrument was a questionnaire on a five-point Likert scale
(see Appendixes D and E). This questiormaire measured the affective and cognitive
variables. The behavioral variable was measured by the participation in the principle
worship service and Sunday school, the conversion ratio ofmembers added to the
community between 21 Jione 2002 and 1 January 2003, and the amount ofmissional
giving budgeted for 2003.
Subjects
The subjects of this study were forty-two active adult members ofLUMC. For
this study, the population was sixty-eight and sample was forty-two. Every home of a
member on the roster at LUMC was mailed and asked to complete and return a pretest
questionnaire (see Appendix D). Those who responded by mailing in their pretest
questionnaires were invited to participate in the study. Sixty-eight pretest questiormaires
were mailed, and forty-two responded. These same forty-two persons were asked to
complete posttest questionnaires following the treatment and return them to the church
office (see Appendix E).
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A ministry survey used in both the pilot programs was also employed in the study
ofLUMC in order to provide some baseline material for the project (see Appendix C).
The ministry survey was mailed to every member's home separately from the pretest
questionnaire.
Variables
The independent variable of this research project was the PowerPoint presentation
presented to the forty-two adult members of LUMC. These four classes were taught on
consecutive Sunday evenings at LUMC. The classes employed the teaching methods of
lecture, small group encounters, group projects, visual aids and media, conversational
delivery, humorous anecdotes, and positive emotional appeal.
The dependent variables of this study were the affective, behavioral, and
cognitive changes made in relation to the presentation of the trinitarian ontological
approach to congregational revitalization and the restructuring of this congregation
commensurate to the model of the Trinity. Some possible intervening variables, which
might influence or help to explain outcomes, include pastor's personality, pastoral tenure,
predecessors' style, track record, and tenure, and number of years attending LUMC, and
personal bias of subjects.
Data Collection
A study of LUMC was conducted reviewing the North Georgia Conference
Journal information regarding the attendance at Sunday school and the principal worship
services, missional giving, operating budget, conversions and transfers, and capital
fund/church plant expenses. The historical, financial, evangelistic, and demographic
information of this congregation was studied in addition to the Percept Study ofWhite
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County. The minutes ofmeetings and Charge Conference and Annual Conference reports
were also studied. Listening sessions with every board, ministry, and group within this
congregation and visits with every member on roll at LUMC were also a part of the data
collection efforts in this study.
Instrumentation
A ministry survey was designed to ascertain the members' perception of LUMC's
community life (see Appendix C). This same ministry survey was used for both pilot
programs. The primary instrument was designed to measure the subject's perceptions of
LUMC in relation to the trinitarian communio prior to the reordering of congregational
life (see Appendix D). The same researcher-designed questionnaire was the primary
instrument used to measure the subjects' perceptions ofLUMC following the treatment
and the reordering of congregational life. The posttest questionnaire was administered to
the forty-two subjects two months after the congregation was reordered in accordance
with the revelatory self-disclosure of the Trinity (see Appendix E).
Included in the pretest mailing to the members' homes was a cover letter in which
the respondents were asked to complete the questionnaire with the understanding that
their participation would be expected in the study. The researcher-designed questionnaire
served as the primary source of data collection for the affective-cognitive variables. The
independent variable was developed using the ministry survey, the data collection on the
congregational statistics ofLUMC, the Percept Study ofWhite County, the material for
the one-day retreat, and the review of the literature in Chapter 2.
Delimitations and Generalizability
The intent behind this study was not to critique or evaluate the behavioral
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(technique) approach to congregational revitalization. The purpose of this study was to
present an ontological approach to ecclesiological revitalization of LUMC that was
modeled after the example of the Trinity. Having considered various theological and
doctrinal arguments and perspectives related to the Trinity, this research often brought
together theologians and scholars who represent polemic extremes yet have something
valuable to offer the discussion. Additionally, the research considered church
growth/health literature, sociological studies, and organizational change and renewal
literature. The expectation was to ascertain a model from the revelatory self-disclosure of
God as Trinity that offered pragmatic solutions to plateau and decline in mainline
congregations like LUMC. The changes that occurred in LUMC did not prove that the
model worked but did demonstrate the model's potential. Years of observation are
necessary to determine the actual long-term efficacy of the trinitarian ontological
approach to congregational revitalization in LUMC. This case study presented the model,
its implementation, and reported the behavioral, cognitive, and affective changes that
occurred as a result of the model's introduction into a nonrandomized control group. My
hope is that the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization could
possibly add to existing studies that attempt to revitalize plateaued and declining mainline
congregations.
Overview of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 of this study establishes the theological, doctrinal, and biblical
foundation for the development of this model and places those discoveries in
conversation with the literature on the cultural Zeitgeist, sociology, congregational
renewal, church growth, and organizational change. The research design is presented in
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Chapter 3. The pilot program component ofChapter 3 provides a narrative of the
development of the model presented in this study and demonstrates the relative efficacy
of the trinitarian ontological model in different ecclesiological contexts with similar
problems. The research findings from this study are presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5,
a synopsis and analysis of the research findings is offered.
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CHAPTER 2
PRECEDENTS IN LITERATURE
Conversation about the Church can be problematical. The nature, composition,
organization, mission, and politics of a church may convolute and complicate discourse
about congregations. Generalizations and categories fail to demonstrate the fiill range of
complexity and the variegated levels ofmeaning within congregations. Critiquing
churches and denominations is an equally arduous effort, looking more like an exercise in
fiatility than a precise inquiry. Erickson explains some of the difficulties of understanding
the church:
The church is at once a very familiar and a very misunderstood topic. It is
one of the few aspects of Christian theology which can be observed. Part
of the misunderstanding results from the multiple usages of the term
church [original emphasis]. In addition to the confusion generated by the
multiple usages of the term church [original emphasis], there is evidence
of confusion at a more profound level-a lack of understanding of the basic
nature of the church. (1026)
The existential questions regarding ecclesial ontology and essence abide at a deeper level
than the problems that emerge from the differentiated nomenclature used to characterize
what people of faith mean when they say "church." For so many in the pews today, the
concept ofChurch, what being the Church means, and/or the "sign" of authentic Church-
hood is not a subject upon which the masses consciously ruminate. Furthermore,
discussing the ontology of the Church necessitates consideration of both the ontology of
God and humanity, which exacerbates the complexity of the problem.
Genesis teaches that God made humanity in God's image (Gen. 1 :26-27). This
being the case, human beings should in some way reflect the Imago Dei. The revelatory
self-disclosure ofGod is, additionally, a revelatory disclosure of the being ofman and
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woman. Since the Church is comprised ofpeople, it ought to resemble that which God
has revealed about Godself. In Scripture, Christians are admonished, "Be imitators of
God, therefore, as dearly loved children and live a life of love just as Christ loved us and
gave himself up for us as a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God" (Eph. 5:1-2).
Nevertheless, serious dialogue regarding ecclesiology, anthropology, and the relationship
these bear to God can be quite cumbersome. Erickson further elucidates the difficulty of a
serious conversation about the Church:
The twentieth century, with its widespread aversion to philosophy, and
particularly to metaphysics and ontology, is far less interested in the
theoretical nature of something than in its concrete historical
manifestations. Thus, much ofmodem theology is less interested in the
essence of the church, what it "really is" or "ought to be," than in its
embodiment, what it concretely is or dynamically becoming. (1028)
Therefore, the subject ofecclesial ontology becomes further complicated by the
possibility of inherent disinterest in the very subject matter. Rarely does one find a
serious treatment of the subject in Westem theological inquiry. John Zizioulas is one who
does offer a cmcial reflection on the ontology of the Church. In his book. Being as
Communion. Zizioulas presents the Church as being a universal (catholic) community in
fellowship with all churches in general and the Godhead in particular through and in the
eucharistic encounter. Zizioulas writes about the eschatological nature of the Eucharist:
[T]he catholicity of the Church is ultimately an eschatological reality, its
nature is revealed and realistically apprehended here and now [original
emphasis] in the eucharist. The eucharist understood primarily not as a
thing [original emphasis] and an objectified means of grace but as an act
[original emphasis] and a synaxis [original emphasis] of the local Church,
a "catholic" act ofa "catholic" C/zwrc/? [original emphasis], can,
therefore, be of importance in any attempt to understand the catholicity of
the Church. (145)
Placing the complexity of understanding the Church in context with congregational
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plateau and the significant decline of active participation within mainline denominations
fiirther illustrates the difficulty ofmeaningful conversation about the ontology and praxis.
Mainline churches have experienced significant decline over the last several years
(Bama, Vital Signs 16-48; Easum, Church Grov^h Handbook 11-15; Schaller 9-33).
Some say that the reason for such decline is that the Church has lost cultural relevance
(Bama, Frog in the Kettle 29-47). Others say that the Church has failed to function in
concert with the sociological context and so refused to be acculturated (Sweet,
FaithOuakes 191-21 1; Hunter 19-34). Still, others asseverate that the reason for the loss
of significance and influence is that the Church has forfeited its ontological and
biblical/theological distinctiveness (Warren 75-84; Colson and Vaughn 29-37; Guder 77-
109).
A large body of literature exists today that explores the condition of the Church,
postulates the missional enterprise of the Church, and suggests ways of revitalizing the
Church through behavioral-oriented approaches. The purpose of this study was to present
an ontological approach to ecclesiological revitalization ofplateaued and declining
churches that is modeled after the Divine Archetype of the Trinity. This approach could
possibly help mainline churches to rediscover their essential being and then to align the
community of the church to the model of the communio of the Trinity. Many of the
methodologies today take an outside-in approach to renewal (a behavioral-oriented
approach). This study did not attempt to critique or evaluate the efficacy of behavioral-
oriented approaches to congregational revitalization. This study suggested that a church
could possibly be revitalized fi-om the inside out through a different model, a trinitarian
ontological approach.
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Cultural Context
The cuhural context in which the Church is trying to maintain socioreUgious
relevance and spiritual viability has radically changed from modernity to postmodemity.
The cultural milieu plays a participatory role in the systemic factors contributive to the
decline and plateau ofmainline churches. What is this shift from modernity to
postmodemity? Sweet explains, "'Modem' is but another name for a period in the West
dominated by ordering life according to rational, scientific means, the relegation of
religion to private choice, and the emergence of capitalism" (Aqua Church 23). Although
rather superficial in his understanding ofpostmodemity. Sweet is correct in his
supposition of the fluidity of the postmodern hermeneutic. Unlike the solidity of the
modem era, postmodemity moves and functions within a fluid cultural dynamic that
pours over barriers and erodes boundaries. The Zeitgeist is one ofparadox, fluidity, and
acceptable confiision. The postmodern hermeneutic of suspicion regarding metanarratives
has undermined (and perhaps rightly so at some point) the realization of absolute tmth.
The postmodem person recognizes that people, due to their situatedness, read,
speak, interpret, and rmderstand through variegated lenses of understanding, motive, and
volition. Because of this propensity to employ one's personal lens of interpretation, truth
becomes a relative matter because objectivity is illusory and subjectivity is virtually
inescapable. The lack of objective tmth, pushed to its uhimate logical extreme, can give
rise to subjective realism. The de-mythologized world ofmodemity attempted to
categorize the universe in neat arrangements. The postmodem person perceives the
systemic categorizations ofmodemity as, often, artificial. Leonard Sweet observes that
the problem with the old models that offered maps for navigating through the challenges
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of the modem world is that they are no longer efficacious in this postmodem world:
Modemity' s mental map was one of landlocked "landscapes." Its spiritual
sweep was "grounded" albeit rootless if not uprooted. Its definition ofGod
was even docked: "Ground ofBeing." As one would expect of a culture
whose favorite surfaces were solid, stable ones, it spent a lot of time
drawing boimdaries, fixing borders, building stmctures on "rock-solid"
foundations, and fighting boundary disputes. It distmsted fluids so much
that a bone-chilling slur was to say, "watered down," "wishy-washy,"
"squishy," or "groundless." (Aqua Church 23)
One of the underlying troubles with modemity was its desire for certainty. The secular
world has been significantly changed by the rise ofpostmodemism.
Postmodemity has brought to bear on leaders, and those they serve,
unprecedented expectations and unpredictable challenges. Leaders today, in both the
secular and sacred vocations, face several new realities that encourage the abandonment
of the staid and established models ofmodemity, opting rather for a conceptual logic
beyond the alleged solidity ofmodemism. Scholars in the field of organizational renewal
and secular business asseverate that people are cynical and pessimistic about their future
(Kouzes and Posner xviii). Modernity's models did not deliver what they promised.
Theorists are now beginning to drift away from the established paradigms of categorical
relationality and bureaucratic protocols and are embracing unorthodox fields of study and
innovative ways ofperceiving the world. Spiral Dynamics: Managing Values.
Leadership, and Change by Don Edward Beck and Christopher C. Cowan employs values
systems design, various schools of business management, neuro-linguistic programming,
the latest scientific research from neurobiology, multiple intelligences, memetics, and
paleopsychology to help release the potentiality of individuals and businesses in the
secular world. Innovation and experimentation, as Beck and Cowan demonstrate, are
acceptable in this postmodem world. A cultural suspicion of the established stmctures of
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society is no longer a possibility; it is a certainty. The perceptual framework of the
secular world is not the only thing that has changed. Power and its understanding and
application have shifted in the postmodem world.
Technology is one of the authorities (from modemism) in the postmodem world.
The modernist perspective placed its faith in technology (robotics, medicine, etc.) as a
curative for the ills of humanity. Postmodemist thought lacks the faith in technology
characteristic ofmodemity. Today power has shifted from those with titles to those who
are proficient in technology. The established normative influence that titles, positions,
and conventional hierarchical relationality had in modemity cannot necessarily be
assumed in the postmodem workforce. In the information age, the one who has
knowledge mles the world. Knowing and technology are bedfellows. Scholars in the
business world contend that the demarcations of differentiation are not as clear today
because technology is not a respecter of title, and information can be accessed by anyone
regardless of title. The postmodem world is a global network of contrived relationships
electronically linked together. Kouzes �ind Posner explain the significance of knowledge
in the postmodem world:
[KJnowledge is the new currency. Knowledge has replaced land and
capital as the new economic resource. Knowledge-added is the new value-
added, whether in goods or services. Despite the electronic linkages�or
perhaps because of them-the world, while connected, is far from a
community. There are more countries in the world today than a decade
ago. Fierce tribal rivalries threaten domestic and intemational peace, and
special interest lobbying tears at our sense of community, (xviii-xxiv)
A person's creed, color, name, gender, and nation are not inevitably determinative.
Through the world wide web, people have the potential to become generic. Because
human relationships can be digitized, the material world and the particular descriptives
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often used for human beings are no longer binding. People actually have the opportunities
to be the architects of their identity, despite their natural proclivities and/or genetic
dispositions. People's heritage, community memory, and connectivity to those that have
preceded them do not have to play a significant role in the postmodem digital world.
Even though people have the capability of being technologically connected one to
another, the world has become increasingly fragmented.
The cultural context of today's creative cynicism, cultural fragmentation, and
disconnected relationships has fostered a yeaming for greater purpose in life. Values and
virtues are discussed more overtly between both those in the secular and sacred
vocational fields. Human civilization has changed dramatically so as to reflect a new
socio-theological conception of reality and ultimate reality. With the rise of secularity,
however, "people are not substantially influenced by Christianity" (Hunter 20). The rise
of secularity in the postmodem world does not mean that people are irreligious. In fact, a
rise of interest in all things spiritual among this generation is discemable. With the
movement from modemity to postmodemity, a great skepticism has emerged, however.
"While many people still believe that social progress is possible, we find no one
still confident that it is inevitable. Society has not become the rational, humane, orderly
world that the Enlightenment expected" (23). The dramatic alterations in fields of
business, technology, and organizational operations, coupled with the growdng
dissatisfaction with the way things are, have significant implications for ecclesiastic
leadership. Postmodemity has presented to the Church new opportunities and a new
world in which to share the life-changing gospel of Jesus Christ. The postmodem world
is very similar to the historical context of the apostolic age in which the early Church
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began its ministry. Hunter describes the new context for the twenty-first century church:
Christendom is largely dissolved, and the peoples ofEurope and North
America are increasingly secular. The Enlightenment, which provided the
worldview for the secular West, is a spent force. Consequently, people are
increasingly receptive to, and searching for, a satisfying worldview. We
are, once again, in an Apostolic Age-much like the age that early
Christianity engaged. (23)
The problem is that, generally speaking, churches are slow to stay contemporaneous with
the shifts in power, knowledge, technology, and the ever diverging worldviews of those
they are called to serve and lead (Warren 195-96; Schaller 139-78; Easum, Church
Growth Handbook 16-23). Alan E. Nelson observes, "Those of us who offer services to
congregations ... believing that our trade will forever be the same ... assume that we are
immune [from the radical changes in society today] . . . These changes affect all areas of
life and service" (17). With modemity came a significant influence of secularization.
Secularization, however, is not a contrivance ofmodemity. The term "secularization"
originated during the Wars ofReligion to explain the removal ofpower and territory from
the Church authorities. In the Westem world, secularization can mean many things. For
the humanist, secularization is the extrication of an enlightened individual from the
domination of an antiquated religious system that exploits human frailties. For Christians
and other persons of faith, secularization is an ideology that undermines faith, subverts
the Imago Dei, and devalues humans and community. Peter Berger says, "By
secularization we mean the process by which sectors of society and culture are removed
from the domination of religious institutions and symbols" (107).
Modemity appeared to have domiciled the once undomesticated God by neatly
assigning all things, in heaven and on earth, into categories and classes. Of course, the
efforts ofmodemity proved illusory. In modemity, the attempt to categorize, define, and
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delimit God through the lens of secularization occurred. With the rise ofpostmodemism,
a general suspicion of the solid bureaucratic stmctures that have offered stability for
many years has emerged. Among the repercussions ofmodemity and the consequent
emergence of postmodemity was the prevalence ofhumanism.
Lyotard explains, "Humanism, whether Christian or secular, can be summed up
by the expression: man is something that must be freed. As for the nature of the freeing,
there are many different possibilities, from Augustine up through Marx" (3). The
liberation of the human being from the epistemological, ontological, social, theological,
political, economical and relational restraints of the environment have far reaching
effects. "For two millennia modemity has forged ahead by criticizing so-called givens in
political, epistemic, economic, ethical, technical, and perhaps even poetic thought and
practice" (4). The perspective ofmodemity has not necessarily bettered humanity. The
phylogenetic relationship between the mindscape ofmodemity and the betterment of the
human species simply does not make sense. One of the benefits of the modem world,
however, was the significance of freedom:
Modemity tries to think and bring about an emancipation without an other.
Such emancipation can only appear, in terms of the Scriptures, as
weakness and impurity, a recurrence of the Edenic scene. But modem
emancipation did at least open up an horizon. An horizon, let's say, of
freedom. Of a freeing of freedom. (9)
The categories, constmctions, and concepts ofmodemity are viewed with a hermeneutic
of suspicion by postmodemity and rightly so. Postmodemity asks the question, "Why?"
to all the categorically determinative postulations ofmodemity, fearing them as veiled
ploys for power. The postmodem critique recognizes the subjective reality of
metanarratives, and this verity breeds a mistmst of all collectivities, all stories, assertions.
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and categories. The Church is not impervious to such mistrust. In the light of
postmodemity, the viability of the once authoritative ecclesial stmctures of the modem
world has cast an indistinguishable shadow upon the cultural landscape. The mainline
church is merely one organization among the myriad of organizations that offer meaning
and belonging in this new world. Every organization is suspect today.
The prophetic voices of the age are no longer solely the Church heralding the
dismptive gospel. Today the prophets are also altemative rock bands, activists,
Greenpeace, PETA, the Rainbow Coalition, rap artists, gay and lesbian rights activists,
and the like. These are voices crying out from the margins about justice, love, and global
ethics, among other things. On one of the album covers of the Stone Temple Pilots, the
artists decry the rampant consumerism of the capitalistic West with the following words:
And to you dead and bloated nation of sleepwalkers, so content to drovm
in your own rancid apathy that your own minds and the minds of your
children are being bought and sold on the auction block by swarthy old
hogs, oh set a place for the auctioneer, he'll be coming to dinner tonight.
(Stone Temple Pilots)
While the Protestant Church was surrendering its protest, other collectivities found their
voice. The mission ofmany mainline churches seems to have changed from that of the
early Christian predecessors in the first and second century. Guder indicts the missional
program ofmany churches today as being economic, ecclesiastical imperialism (77-109).
Mainline churches today often operate on the premise of an ecclesiocentric missiology
wherein the church is a profit center (not prophet center), clergy are managers, converts
are currency, faith is commodity, and at 1 1 :00 Sunday moming the show starts, and all
you have to do is complete it before 12:00 so the Methodists can beat the Baptists to the
steak house or country club. The distinctiveness of the Church has, in many cases, been
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sacrificed upon the altar of cultural syncretism. The Church has, in many cases,
capitulated to consumerism. The relative autonomy and philosophical differentiation the
Church enjoyed in ages past has, for some, become only a memory (Colson and Vaughn
63-73). Mainline churches resemble economic and political bureaucracies rather than
communities of self-giving love. Instead of fianctioning with the relational dynamic of
distributive justice (Acts 2:42-47), churches have opted for the democratic ideals of
meritocratic and contributive justice. The normative influence of capitalism has affected
both the Church and those who desire to revitalize declining congregations:
Church growth has not only become big business. Church growth
literature often speaks ofproducts and services and investments,
[bjelieving successful business principles can produce similar results for
the church. (Colson and Vaughn 47)
The undercurrent ofpostmodemism has eroded the boimdaries that once
contained society. In the midst of this deluge of change, the Church has become obsolete
to many. The Church has become locked into outdated traditions and antiquated ways of
being and locked out ofthe once significant place it occupied in the culture. The
presuppositions of the ontological essence of the Church, the program and organizational
stmctures of the Church, and the praxis of the Church today generally reflect a
modemistic perception of life rather than a postmodemistic perspective. Thus, the Church
is struggling to maintain socioreligious relevance and spiritual viability in this cultural
milieu by holding fast to the old ways of being and doing or by imitating other
differentiated collectivities in some frail attempt to insulate itself against the postmodem
climate.
Modemity set the stage for the cultural factors contributive to the systemic decline
and plateauing in mainline congregations in Protestantism. Postmodemity created a
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hermeneutic of suspicion of all social institutions and the remedies for the revitalization
of those institutions. Four cultural phenomena, however, play the most substantive roles
in the demise ofmainline churches. A combination of American civil religion, utilitarian
individualism, institutionalism, and biblical/theological ignorance as to the nature and
being of the Church has left many mainline churches spiritually vacant. These four
factors have had a contributive influence in the plateauing and subsequent decline of
mainline congregations like Thomson First United Methodist Church (TFUMC), Chapel
Hill United Methodist Church (CHUMC), and Loudsville United Methodist Church
(LUMC).
The problem in the local church is symptomatic of the larger dilemma in
American Christendom today. Robert Bellah argues, "Few have realized that there
actually exists alongside of and rather clearly differentiated from the churches, an
elaborate and well institutionalized civil religion in America" (Beyond Belief 168). This
idea ofAmerican civil religion amplified and explained by Bellah, actually originated
with Rousseau. In Rousseau's estimation, religion played a perfunctory role in the
maintenance of society. He was not at all averse to the religion of the citizeiuy. In fact,
Rousseau believed that certain manifestations of religiosity had a utilitarian benefit for
the collective good of the citizenry. The essential dogmas of this societal religion are "the
existence ofGod, the life to come, the reward of virtue and the punishment of vice, and
the exclusion of religious intolerance" (172). Unfortvmately, American civil religion does
not appear to be an insidious undermining of the biblical witness of our classical
Christian theology, and therein lies one of the serious problems. In fact, American civil
religion does convey the general sentiments ofmost of religious America. Nevertheless,
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belief in the existence of a god is not the same as placing one's faith in Persons of the
Godhead (Heb. 2:19). The eschatological hope in an afterlife is characteristic ofmany
peoples, cultures, and religions and is not particularistic to Christianity. Bama contends
that 55 percent ofAmericans believe that "[i]f a person is generally good or does enough
good things for others during their life, they will eam a place in heaven" (Second Coming
22). The reward of virtue and punishment of vice is a works righteousness antithetical to
the gospel of grace advocated in the Scripture (Eph. 2:9; Rom. 3:24, 4:16, 6:14-15; 2
Thess. 2:16). Furthermore, tolerance is certainly a manifestation of enlightened civility
but is not necessarily a biblical virtue characteristic ofChristianity. According to Bama,
53 percent ofAmericans believe "all people pray to the same god or spirit, no matter
what name they use for that spiritual being" (21).
Bellah does not theologically critique American civil religion and so fails to
discem that its concept of God is not concomitant to the revelatory self-disclosure as seen
in the biblical presentation. "The God of civil religion is not only rather 'unitarian,' he is
also on the austere side, much more related to order, law, and right than to salvation and
love. He is actively interested and involved in history, with a special concern for
America" (Beyond Belief 175). H. Richard Niebuhr wams that the departure from
trinitarian faith and praxis is an "entrance into a variety of unitarianisms" ("Theological
Unitarianisms" 150-57). Other dangers emerge from the unitarianism and the requisite
utilitarianism that are the progeny of a departure from trinitarian faith. Reinhold Niebuhr
argues that the result of secularism and the disavowal of the sacred is the enshrinement of
egotism that becomes a sociological obligation to perpetuate (Brown 176).
American civil religion hails patriotism, civic duty, community involvement, and
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family as being essentials for the "religious" citizen. Whereas these merits are not
contrary to Christianity, they certainly are not concurrent with the claims of a trinitarian
Christian faith. American civil religion is viewed as being benevolent because it assists in
stabilizing society. Berger argues, "Religion has played a strategic part in the human
enterprise ofworld-building. Religion implies the farthest reach ofman's self-
extemalization, ofhis infusion of reality with his ovm meanings" (27-28). The Scripture
wams about this kind of religiosity describing it as "a form of godliness but denying the
power" (2 Tim. 3:5). The Bama Research Group discovered that 44 percent of Americans
believed "[a] 11 people will experience the same outcome after death, regardless of their
religious beliefs" (Second Coming 21).
American Civil Religion contributes to the decline ofmainline churches because
it offers a one-dimensional view of a sanitized God, enshrines patriotism over and against
discipleship, and proclaims a works-oriented religion not a grace-based faith. The
mainline Church today has been infected with this acrimonious "theology" that lacks the
depth of the biblical witness, is out of step with the Christian understanding of the blessed
Trinity, fails to discem the ontological reality of the conununity of faith, and misses the
mark on God's expectations for those called by his name. The difficulties that accompany
this kind of vacant philosophy are further complicated by the tendency toward utilitarian
individualism. TFUMC, CHUMC, and LUMC are not inoculated against this
acrimonious infection.
Alexis de Tocqueville, the nineteenth century French sociologist who wrote
Democracy in America, discovered an ideology that contributed to what he perceived
was the greatness ofAmerica. He called this philosophy utilitarian individualism. This
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system of belief is a synthesis ofpragmatism and humanism. The autonomy, self-
sufficiency, and self-interest of the human being are essential tenets of this perspective
(31 1-436). Bellah explains the relationship between utilitarian individualism and personal
interest:
Utilitarian individualism tends to speak about "rights" and "interests" of
the individual, and reasons largely in terms of the costs and benefits that
any situation or course of action is likely to bring for the individual and his
or her efforts to claim his rights or achieve her interests. (Habits of the
Heart 16)
Utilitarian individualism functions in such a way to further differentiate people, one from
another, so as to fabricate a relative autonomy that does not need community to
legitimate its system of beliefs in concert with any other. Rather than employing a
deontological ethic of the absolute right or wrong, or a teleological ethic of that which is
good for the larger collectivity, utilitarian individualism looks at life through the
axiological and ethological ethical lens of the individual. Emile Durkheim observes,
"Utilitarian individualism [is rightly criticized as an] egoistic cult of the self (45). The
delusion of the independent individual is quite complete. The larger collectivity is both
the progeny and producer of the individual. Autonomy is, at its very best, relative and, at
the very worst, illusory. The hegemony of collectivity prevents the valuation of the
individual over and against his/her situatedness. According to Bellah, in Habits of the
Heart, explains the American perception of autonomy:
The American understanding of the autonomy of the self places the burden
of one's own deepest self-definitions on one's own individual choice.
Most of us imagine an autonomous selfexisting independently, entirely
outside any tradition and community. (65)
Combined with the secularization of the West, utilitarian individualism calls into question
the validity of the societal and religious constructs and leaves the establishment of truth
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and legitimacy to that which is efficacious for the individual. Subjective realism is the
necessary by-product of such a philosophy. Utilitarian individualism creates the
possibility of "your truth" and "my truth" instead of ultimate truth. Berger notes the
inherent dangers that accompanied the secularization of society:
Probably for the first time in history, the religious legitimations of the
world have lost their plausibility not only for a few intellectuals and other
marginal individuals but for that of broad masses of entire societies. This
opened up an acute crisis not only for the nomization of the large social
institutions but for that of individual biographies. The collapse of the
alienated structures of the Christian world-view released movements of
critical thought that radically de-alienated and "humanized" social reality,
an achievement that often enough was bought at the price of severe anomy
and existential anxiety. (125)
Secularists and sociologists recognize the anxiety-producing dangers of a radical
utilitarian individualism. A generic human being, who exists independent of other
collectivities, does not and cannot exist. Authentic independence is, at best, mythical.
Theology and sociology inform that the tabula rasa does not exist in humanity;
nevertheless, Bellah reminds that for America, "Individualism lies at the very core of
American culture. American individualism with its primary emphasis on self-reliance has
led to the notion ofpure, undetermined choice, free of tradition, obligation, or
commitment, as the essence of the self (Habits of the Heart 142). The deceptive
perspective, inherent in much of Christendom today, is that one simply needs to make
peace with God individually and all will go well. The Bama Research Group reports that
8 1 percent ofAmericans believe "the Bible teaches that God helps those who help
themselves" (Second Coming 21). Biblical illiteracy and the lack ofChristian memory
are two of the many by-products of the subterfuge of such utilitarian individualism.
The combination of American civil religion and utilitarian individualism leads the
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proponent of such vacuous philosophy away from the biblical presentation and revelatory
self-disclosure of God into the deification of individuals and the pragmatic worlds they
construct. Many of the members and constituents ofmainline United Methodist churches
have capitulated to the community context and replaced the trinitarian theological
perspective with the rather common theo-philosophical matrix ofAmerican civil religion
and utilitariain individualism. These characteristically American social phenomena have
contributed to the decline in mainline churches by undermining the importance of
community, biblical faith, humility, objective truth, the revelatory self-disclosure ofGod,
and participation in ecclesial life. LUMC is not immune to these phenomena.
A third factor, systemically present in American society and LUMC that has led
to the plateauing of the church, is institutionalization. Colson and Vaughn charge, "The
hard truth is that we have substituted an institutionalized religion for the life-changing
dynamic of a living faith" (31). The antiestablishment ethos in American society has
instilled a subtle, but pervasive, mistrust of institutions. This mistrust has influenced
many people's perception of the Church. The institutionalization of the Church and the
concomitant mistrust of the establishment have worked together to divest the Church of
its authority and distinctive place in human life. Colson and Vaughn report, "81 percent
of the American people say that they can arrive at their own religious views without
regard to a body ofbelievers" (30). An inherent suspicion of the established bureaucratic
structures that rely upon the members and constituents to sustain them into perpetuity has
produced a disdain for institutions. Institutionalism maintains that the need of the
institution is more significant than the collective and individual parts. Institutionalism is
not only an ideological matrix but is also a practice concomitant to the philosophy.
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namely the devaluation of the individual. Institutionalism is the opposite ofutilitarian
individualism, but both are systemically present in American culture.
In America, the casualties of institutionalism fall into at least two categories. The
first category is the victim, who is fiael for the bureaucratic machinery of the institution.
In the free market system of capitalism in the West, institutions have the intrinsic
proclivity toward making individuals a means to the institutional ends (Weber 47-72;
Berger 9-10). Often the result of institutionalism is that some people dissent and become
radical individuals who resist institutional involvement on as many levels as possible.
Institutionalism can breed radical individualism. The radical individualism, bom of the
abuse and consequent mistmst of the institution bred within the individual, and the desire
and will to create a reality independent of the existence and sway of the institution in
question renders the individual all-powerful. The cyclical relationship between these
counter-productive forces in the social collective is severely detrimental to the perceived
legitimacy of the Church, or any other institutional entity. Friedrich Nietzsche, in his
book The Will to Power, explains the nature of the individual:
The individual is something quite new which creates new things,
something absolute; all his acts are entirely his own. Ultimately, the
individual derives the values of his acts from himself; because he has to
interpret in a quite individual way even the words he has inherited. His
interpretation of a formula at least is personal, even if he does not create a
formula: as an interpreter he is still creative. (403)
The second casualty is the institution itself. The institution loses its authenticity,
vivacity, and creativity because it becomes a consumer not a creator. Both categories
represent the collateral damage of the trend of institutionalism. Churches are not irrmiune
to this trend and the resultant perceptions of society. "George Gallup has found that while
almost half the country attends church services, only 6 to 10 percent of all Americans are
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what he terms 'highly spiritually committed'" (Colson and Vaughn 31). American civil
religion, utilitarian individualism, and institutionalization have affected the Church in
substantial ways. These theo-philosophical and sociological phenomena have instilled in
American culture indifference, suspicion, and, for some, hostility regarding the Church.
Hostility toward the Church and Christians are some of the by-products of these societal
trends. Feuerbach charges that religion creates a god in its own image in order to further
its collectivity's own agenda (qtd. in Westphal 124-41). Friedrich Nietzsche argues that
religion is a crutch for the weak and Karl Marx regards religion as "childish fetishism"
(144-45). For Marx, the Church pacified the masses into apathy by propagating a religion
that says "to hell with this world, look to the next one" (Westphal 141-46, 154).
Suspicions ofboth the veracity and substantiality of the Church and the God it
proclaims become commonplace as American civil religion replaces biblical religion,
utilitarian individualism replaces the communio of the Church and its triune God, and
institutionalism replaces the missional directives of the community of faith. The
detractors of the Church play a pivotal role in devaluation of the Christian community.
The most common effect that these phenomena have on mainline churches in general,
and LUMC in particular, is that the local church has become "just another retail outlet,
faith just another commodity. People change congregations and preachers and even
denominations as readily as they change banks or grocery stores" (Colson and Vaughn
41). Today Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, patriotism. Masonic groups, clubs, and socials have
replaced prayer meetings, healing services, Bible studies, and holiness. Many churches
have become service stations, capitulating to the cravings of consumers, and have
forfeited their biblical identity.
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The fourth cuhural factor that has contributed to the plateauing ofmainline
churches such as LUMC is biblical/theological ignorance as to the essential being, or
ontology, of the Church. An acute lack ofChristian or biblical memory is also present in
mainline churches today. A lack of cormectivity to the Bible exists among the members
ofmainline churches. The biblical story of the people of faith journeying with their God
is not the story of the typical congregant in mainline churches today. Biblical memory
and theological literacy go hand in hand. When the biblical story is not the heritage or
history ofpresent-day congregants, those congregants lose the memory of their ontology
in God and their place in the faith community. Biblical/theological literacy and memory
teaches that human beings are created in the Imago Dei (Gen. 1 :26). The Church is a
community ofhuman beings; therefore, the Church, too, should reflect the Imago Dei.
The revelatory self-disclosure ofGod is trinity; trinity is community. The Church is
community, but the Church today does not resemble the communio of the Trinity. The
values, vision, relational dynamics, and enterprise of the Church today does not mirror
those values, vision, relational dynamics, and enterprise of the Creator of the Church.
Lesslie Newbigin states, "Human life is both personal and corporate. No human
life can be rightly imderstood apart from the whole story ofwhich each life-story is a
part. The trinitarian faith brings together these two aspects of human existence" (Gospel
in Pluralist Society 164). The biblical witness is our story of faith and a record ofwhat
faithfulness (as well as faithlessness) can look like. Ignorance regarding the witness of
the written Word and the rich Judeo-Christian theological heritage has gone unchecked
too long in the Christian Church. The Bama Research Group found that 34 percent of
Americans believed that "[t]he Bible is not totally accurate in all that it teaches" (Second
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Coming 21). Distrust of the veracity and accuracy of the Bible would account for some of
the biblical/theological illiteracy in mainline churches but not all of it. Another possible
reason for the illiteracy present in mainline churches like LUMC is that people have
become spiritually inoculated against the potency of the Scripture. In other words, people
have been educated enough to perceive themselves to be astute in biblical knowledge
without actually arriving at erudition. In the same way that a vaccine works, introducing
into the body the very virus from which one wishes to be protected, God-talk (the
invocation of religious and/or biblical phraseology) and the cultural phenomena of
American civil religion, utilitarian individualism, and institutionalism have inoculated the
American people against biblical/theological knowledge. Presidents invoke the name of
God, as do many other patriots. In civic clubs and support groups, God-talk and or
references to a "higher power" are common. What has happened is that
biblical/theological ignorance has given way to syncretism and a pragmatic religiosity
constructed not on the basis of ultimate truth but of temporal utility. The presumptiveness
of the biblically ignorant has given rise to theological illiteracy. Hays explains the
relationship between metaphor and community:
The church itself, being transformed into the image ofChrist, becomes a
living metaphor for the power ofGod to which the text also bears witness.
The power ofmetaphor is dialectical: the text shapes the community, and
the community embodies the meaning of the text. (304)
Mainline churches, like LUMC, suffer from biblical illiteracy and theological myopia.
After being reclaimed by the biblical witness and the theological implications of the
ontology of God and humanity, mainline churches (like TFUMC, CHUMC, and LUMC)
could possibly experience transformation and become a formational presence in the
community. LUMC has a reputation for being a church for the community. Divested of
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its distinctiveness (bom of its allegiance to the Word and characterized by a richly
theological perspective), however, the church is nothing more than another civic club.
These four cultural factors explored thus far have a contributive influence in the plateau
and decline ofmainline churches, in general, and LUMC in particular.
Theological Context
The logic that guides the careful consideration of the theological context of this
study is the conviction that God is creator and human beings are created in the Imago
Dei. Many ways of understanding the ramifications of being created in the Imago Dei are
possible. Some people look to the rational dimension of humankind and constme that the
Imago Dei is herein illustrated (Gen. 1:26-28; 19-20; Ps. 8:4-9). Because humans can
conceive ofGod a posteriori, Thomas Aquinas deduced that the image of God was
present in the rationality of human beings (Erickson 499). Other theologians, such as
Augustine and Anselm ofCanterbury argued the moral, mystical, and metaphysical
components ofhumanity are manifestations of the image of God (McGrath 21-23, 42-43).
The possibility of experiencing the ultimacy ofGod apriori was, for some, the Imago
Dei expressed (Gen. 2:17, 2:25, 3:7). Some theologians interpreted the Imago Dei as
being substantive, as being something related to the physicality, psychology, and spiritual
composition ofhuman beings (Gen. 1:26; John 1:14-18) (Erickson 498-99).
Another possibility for understanding the image ofGod is the relational or social
view. For the proponents of this view, the possibility to be in relationship, to covenant
together, and to function as a community illustrates the Imago Dei (Gen. 2:18, 3:6-8,
4:1). When attempting to hypothesize the extent and/or actuality of the Imago Dei,
begirming with God is imperative. What can be ascertained about the nature ofGod?
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The revelatory self-disclosure ofGod is Trinity. Among the greatest mysteries of
the Christian faith is the doctrine of the blessed Trinity. The ontology of God cannot be
defined, cannot be explained by rationalistic means, and cannot be entirely ascertained.
Furthermore, the word "Trinity" appears nowhere in the Bible. For nearly four hundred
years, the early Church wrestled with the revelatory self-disclosure of the Godhead. The
doctrine of the Trinity was the attempt to describe the indescribable using the chosen
means ofGod, the revelatory self-disclosure ofGodself as contained in the Scriptxjre. In
adducing this model ofunderstanding the ontology ofGod, the classical Niceno-
Constantinopolitan pedagogy presented the fourth-century metaphysical language of tres
personae, una substantia. Jiirgen Moltmann explained the Latin West understanding of
the divine substance of the Persons of the Trinity:
Ever since TertuUian, the Christian Trinity has always been depicted as
belonging within the general concept of the divine substance: una
substantia-tres personae. The one, indivisible, homogeneous, divine
substance is constituted as three individual, divine persons. Consequently,
the converse also applies: the three persons are certainly different from
one another, but they are one in their common divine substance. (16)
The Cappadocians offered a better articulation, treis hypostaseis, mia ousia, (three
hypostases in one substance) and preferred a communal correlation of the Persons of the
Trinity (Harvey 244-47). Gregory ofNyssa was of particular influence along this
theological corollary (Barnes 260-90). This Cappadocian perspective did not become
fixated in Christian doctrine until the fourth century. The eastern Cappadocian
theologians resolved the early Church disputes with their formula for describing the
revelatory self-disclosure of God. Himdreds of years later, several Westem theologians
(e.g. Barth, Tillich, Rahner) opted for a rather philosophical impression of the Trinity,
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coming close to Modalism (Migliore 64-72). In the Augustinian-Thomistic theologies of
the West, the Trinity was discussed in terms ofhuman psychology, personhood, and
subjectivity. Daniel Migliore discusses the relationship between the economic Trinity and
the immanent Trinity:
If talk of the Triune God is not to be wild speculation, it will always find
its basis and its limit in the biblical narration of the love ofGod for the
world. This means that responsible Trinitarian thinking must always begin
with the so-called economic Trinity. All reference to the life of the
immanent Trinity rests on this basis. (61)
Migliore presents the doctrine of the economic Trinity as the begirming place for a
serious consideration of the ontology of God. Karl Barth explicated the difference
between the economic Trinity and the immanent Trinity. The economic Trinity refers to
the relational dynamics of interaction of God as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as
experienced in salvation history. The immanent Trinity relates to the three-fold love in
the divine being (384-489). Another way of designating the distinction between the two is
recognizing that the economic Trinity is what is observable ofGod's activity in salvation
history, while the immanent Trinity is who and what God is in God's inner being (Rahner
58-73).
Many possible theological hypotheses exist in the conversation regarding the
trinitarian ontology ofGod and the dynamic of relationality among the three Persons.
Theodotus, Artemon, Paul of Samosata, and Socinius proposed a dynamic
Monarchianism, but this hypothesis undermined the deity of the Son, regarded as an
illusion the diversity of the Persons, and denied the ontological union of the Persons
(Kelly 116-19). Praxeas and Noaetus put forward modalistic Monarchianism, which
asseverated that God is one but functions in history in three different modes of being, like
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three different parts in a play (1 19-23). Several hundred years later, Schleiermacher
revisited this theological supposition in his writings (Clements 210-30). Schleiermacher
(like Sabellius and Swedenborg) viewed the unity ofGod as modalistic monarchianism
(i.e. God is qualitatively and essentially one, but God's essence may be interchangeably
designated as different Persons when fimctioning in different modes). The personhood of
the Son and the Spirit is rejected, and God is understood, fi-om Schleiermacher' s
perspective, as one God with three different names corresponding to different roles God
plays in salvation history. In the early days of the Church, Arius postulated the indivisible
oneness of God and believed that the Holy Spirit and Jesus were lesser entities who were
subordinate to God and who did not share in the divine essence (Chadwick 129-36).
Hippolytus and Tertullian conceived of the Trinity in terms of economic subordination.
They believed that the Godhead was, in fact, a triunity, that is, three manifestations of the
indivisible divine substance. The consubstantiality, according to Tertullian and
Hippolytus, is evident in triadic events such as creation and the work of redemption
(Kelly 109-15). Eventually, theologians like Athanasius, Basil, Gregory ofNyssa, and
Gregory ofNazianzus presented what has come to be known as orthodox trinitarianism
(Young 109-19). These Cappadocians were the promulgators of the doctrines of
homoousias, perichoresis, tres personae, una substantia, and treis hypostaseis, mia ousia.
They believed that the ontology ofGod is perfectly unified in one essence and that each
of the Persons shared the same essence; nevertheless, the Persons existed in coinherent
consubstantiality (Erickson 321-41). According to the Cappadocians, the three Persons
are distinguishable in number and activity but are indistinguishable in substance or
essence. Gregory ofNyssa contended "if the same power, then the same nature" and the
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Cappadocians contended "common operations indicate common natures" (qtd. in Barnes
290). The formulation of these patristic leaders was able to take seriously the identity in
essence and collaboration in occupation of the Persons without denying the distinctions
within the Godhead.
The ontology of God is plurality in unity, and the antipode is true as well. The
ontology ofGod is unity in plurality. Colin Gunton, in his essay "The Trinity, Natural
Theology, and a Theology ofNature," states, "The doctrine of the Trinity is concerned
with unity in plurality, not an absolute plurality" (qtd. in Vanhoozer 89). The ontology of
the Trinity proves that plurality and unity are not mutually exclusive modes ofbeing.
Henri Blocher, in his essay "Immanence and Transcendence in Trinitarian Theology,"
argues, "The Trinity, as it incorporates plurality within the One, and as it unites the
Absolute God and a concrete finite man, signifies the dialectics ofbeing" (qtd. in
Vanhoozer 1 12). In the very character and nature ofGod, one of the paradoxes of life and
being is revealed, namely, that the hypostatic union ofplurality and rmity produces
something wonderful. The ontological reality of the revelatory self-disclosure ofGod
reveals not only the possibility for community in those who have been created in the
Imago Dei but also reveals that community is a part of the intrinsic nature ofGod and a
part of humanity as well. Unity, not radical individualism, is manifest in the essential
nature and essence ofGod and is present in the essential nature ofhuman beings. Radical
individualism in humanity is illusory because a human being cannot exist in a vacuum.
One facet of the human is being an amalgam of various relational encounters of
connectivity with the heteronomous environment. The generic human being does not
exist. As such, relationality is among the intrinsic qualities of being human.
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Differentiation of the individual is possible and necessary, but radical individualism (as a
rejection of connectivity to the larger environment) is illusory. Human beings mirror,
however remotely, something of the nature of God by being, themselves, relational
persons. Blocher discusses dipolarity and correlativity within the Trinity:
If God is caught in the perermial dipolarity of the One and the Many, as
the One opposed to the Many, he carmot claim real independence, absolute
primacy and ultimacy. He is defined by reference to another principle than
himself, he is included together with the plural world in a broader totality-
he is correlative. In order for God to be autarkic, self-sufficient, "self-
contained," noncorrelative, he needs to be the foundation ofboth unity and
diversity, holding them eternally within himself: so is he as the triune God.
[original emphasis] (qtd. in Vanhoozer 119)
Obvious embarrassment can be experienced for those Christians who present the
constitution of the divine ontology as expressed in the revelatory self-disclosure of God.
Embarrassment is natural primarily because of the paradoxical assertion concomitant in
the theological presentation of the Trinity. To claim that God is three distinct Persons in
one divine substance is ludicrous to reasonable human mind.
Perhaps the ideal in American society that comes closest to the revelatory
disclosure of the divine essence is e pluribus unum. This American ideal is, in actuality, a
statement that expresses the perichoretic interrelatedness of the Persons of the Trinity.
The indivisible unity of the plurality of the blessed Trinity is the first great insight
offering a sterling lesson for the plateaued and declining church. The unity in plurality as
evidenced in the Godhead suggests that human beings who are made in the Imago Dei
can also experience unity in the midst ofplurality. This existential possibility translates
also to the experience of being the Church. The Church is a gathering ofhuman beings
who have the ontological capability of experiencing unity in the midst ofplurality as the
community life of the church is modeled after the communio of the Trinity. The church
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could and should be a place where unity in plurality harmoniously exists. Just as in the
human body, many different organs and appendages comprise one body, so, too, the
Church is comprised ofmany different people yet only one community. This principle of
unity in the midst ofplurality finds its archetype in the revelatory self-disclosure of God.
Jesus claimed, "I and the Father are one" (John 10:30). Disunity in essential beliefs,
relationships, and praxis are not only an egregious marring of the essential nature of the
God the Church proclaims but also a disfigurement of the Imago Dei in which all people
were made and redeemed.
The potentiality of trinitarian theology can be fulfilled only insofar as one insists
on its primacy. Christian theological reflection ought to begin with the consideration of
God's triune nature. In the light of the theology of the Trinity, everything in life and
relationships looks different. In fact the Trinity is the lens through which the relational
world is to be perceived for the Christian. Therefore, another lesson for plateaued and
declining churches emerges from the dynamics of relationality between the three Persons
of the Trinity and the ethical character of those dynamics. Moltmann explains the
implications of the relationality of the Persons of the Trinity:
[SJince the trinitarian Persons are unique, they cannot merely be defined
by their relationship to their common nature. They have the divine nature
in common; but their particular nature is determined in their relationship
to one another. It is in these relationships that they are persons. Being a
person in this respect means existing-in-relationship. (172)
One of the primary expressions of the ontological identity of the blessed Trinity is
relationship. Moltmann points out that Augustine developed this theological
understanding of the interrelatedness of the Persons of the Trinity, namely, that the
relationality of the Persons provides insight into the human dynamic (170-95).
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Eberhard Jiingel adds to the conversation by discussing the activity of the
Godhead in terms of being and becoming. Jiingel entertains the existential questions of
essence preceding existence or existence preceding essence. In the tradition ofBultmann,
Earth, and Gollwitzer, Jiingel discusses the gracious and self-giving dynamic of
relationality among the Persons tow^ard one another and toward humanity in history (23-
25, 106-08). Jesus said, "Ey myself I can do nothing; I judge only as I hear, and my
judgment is just, for I seek not to please myselfbut him who sent me" (John 5:30). Since
humans are created in God's image, the relationality of the Persons one to another models
how human relationships should look. The relationship among the Persons of the Trinity
and the relationship of the Trinity to humanity can be delineated by one phrase: self-
giving. As relationship is an essential expression of the ontological reality of the Trinity,
that relationship has to be characterized by self-giving in order to present an adequate
descriptive of the kind of relationship the Persons have with each other and with the
creation.
Disinterested love, or agape, is the normative ethic for relationality among the
Persons of the Trinity. This agapic norm governs the revelatory self-disclosure of the
Persons of the Trinity in salvation history. Rahner points out that the relationality of the
Persons of the Trinity is a logical but not ontological distinction that can be made because
relationality cannot undermine the infinite unity of the Godhead (68-69). Self-giving love
is the relational norm of the Persons of the Trinity that characterizes their interactions
with one another and with human beings. According to Hans Urs von Balthasar, because
of the self-giving relational dynamic of the Persons of the Trinity, the Persons can enter
into a vulnerable condescension into human frailty and temporality (133-40).
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Reappropriating the pre-Augustinian, Greek theology proper, Rahner discusses
Heilsgeschichte (salvation history):
The invisible, incomprehensible God comes to humanity in Christ by the
power of the Holy Spirit. God's self-communication {selbst-Mitteilen) is
necessarily triune and constitutes salvation history to be what it is: the
total offer of God's self through Christ to the human being who is created
as the recipient of the self-communication ofGod, and who is made
capable by the Spirit of receiving God's free gift. The unity of the divine
persons is found not in a common essence . . . but in the person of the
Father and in the perichoretic interrelatedness of the divine persons.
[original emphasis] (x-xx)
Although offering an astute observation on the perichoretic relationality of the Trinity
and the self-giving ofGod through the Persons of the Trinity, Rahner falls short in failing
to recognize the consubstantiality of essence, or substance, of the Trinity.
The self-giving relationship between the Persons of the Trinity is a mutual
penetration (perichoresis) between the Persons who are of the same substance yet remains
distinct (John 14). Lesslie Newbigin, in his essay "The Trinity as Public Truth," argues
for koinonia:
The ultimate reality is the eternal mutual self-giving-in-love of the three
persons of the Blessed Trinity. . . [From this we see] "The goal ofhuman
existence is koinonia, the participatory fellowship of the entire human
race. It is obvious that a trinitarian understanding of God corresponds to
this vision of koinonia as the goal ofhuman existence, [original emphasis]
(Vanhoozer 6-7)
A second lesson, therefore, is presented to the Church. As the Persons of the blessed
Trinity live to be in self-giving, penetrating relationships ofmutuality {koinonia), the
Church should order its life and relationships accordingly as well.
Not only does the Trinity model the dialectical dynamic of vmity and diversity, but
it also presents the archetype for mutual self-giving relationality among persons. The
dialectical dynamic ofunity and diversity reveals not only something about the ontology
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ofGod but also what can be deduced about the ontology of human beings and, thus, the
Church. A third communicable attribute of the Trinity to be considered is the Doctrine of
Appropriations. Karl Rahner elucidates how the Persons of the Trinity function together
in the missional endeavor of the Godhead (1).
The Doctrine ofAppropriations sheds light on the modus operandi of the
Godhead in salvation history. The doctrine follows the classical Niceno-
Constantinopolitan pedagogy of the fourth century, using the metaphysical language of
treis hypostaseis, mia ousia. Although the ontological essence of the Persons is
consubstantiality (coinherence), specific actions "may be attributed (or 'appropriated') to
particular divine persons where suitable (the Father creates, the Son redeems, the Spirit
sanctifies) without denying that all three persons equally share the acf ' (Rahner 1 , Harvey
122-23). One Person in the Trinity to be considered more important than another is
impossible. The incomprehensibility of one Person to be active and independent of the
other Persons in the Trinity is galvanized in dialectical tension of treis hypostaseis, mia
ousia. Distinction of the Persons is not illusory but certainly paradoxical. The unity of the
Persons is ever held in dialectical tension, yet this tension is underscored by the divine
community's normative ethic of self-giving love. Migliore explains the nature of power
in the triune Godhead:
God is not absolute power, not infinite ego-centrism, not majestic
solitariness. The power of the triune God is not coercive but creative,
sacrificial, and empowering love; and the glory of the triune God consists
not in dominating others but in sharing life with others. (63)
The distinctiveness of the Persons is honored, while at the same time the unity of the
Persons is sure. Nevertheless, the Doctrine ofAppropriations does not claim that the
Persons of the Trinity act as independent individuals. The lesson is clear. Following the
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model of relationality as seen through the Doctrine ofAppropriations, the individual
members of the community of faith are to act individually and collectively
simultaneously. Each act ofministry can be appropriated by an individual but should be
done in such a way so as to manifest the ontogenetic unity of the body in mission,
purpose, vision, and ontology.
Joachim of Fiore adds to this consideration of the dialectical tension between
collective and individual action of the Persons of the Trinity. Joachim's theological
constructs revisited the Cappadocians, Basil, Gregory ofNyssa, and Gregory of
Nazianzus. Although rather unpopular in his own time and not widely accepted in the
present age, Joachim offered an interesting perspective of the activity of the Persons of
the Godhead in the historical context. Joachim's idea was that in three different epochs in
history the missional and redemptive acts of the Divine Persons were manifest (5-7).
Joachim, although coming close to dispensationalism, reflected on what he perceived to
be the Heilsgeschichte (salvation history) of the Father, of the Son, and of the Spirit.
Joachim's philosophy of history is reminiscent of Iranaeus. The ancient Greeks
conjectured over the meaninglessness ofhistory, the Romans considered history only in
terms of their civilization, and Christians were certain that history had meaning but were
uncertain about how to express the meaningfiilness of history. The historicality of
Christianity is something rather significant to the religion. Christians believe, as do those
in Judaism, that God is active in history, even though the very reality of history is one
facet of the created, temporal order. Time and history are created; nevertheless, God, in
God's sovereignty, chooses to be active within the context of history so as to interact with
God's creation. For Jews and Christians, God is personal and associates with the creation.
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God is not an immovable Mover nor an esoteric, yet absolute, principle. Joachim's views
on Heilsgeschichte attempt to address the mystery of the Godhead as being immanently
involved in history and yet transcendent over it. Although I do not asseverate the
dispensationalist thought that is characteristic of Joachim of Fiore' s understanding of the
historicality of the Trinity's activity, I think that he does remind one of the immanent
involvement of the Divine Persons in history.
Joachim, in Concordia Novi ac Veteris Testamenti, demonstrated the
simultaneous individual and collective missional enterprise of the Divine Persons:
The mysteries ofHoly Scripture point us to three orders of the world: to
the first, in which we were under Law; to the second, in which we are
under grace; to the third, which we already imminently expect, and in
which we shall be under a yet more abimdant grace. The first condition
therefore that ofperception, the second that of partially perfected wisdom,
the third, the fullness of knowledge. The first condition is in the bondage
of slaves, the second in the bondage of sons, the third in liberty. The first
in fear, the second in faith, the third in love. The first in the condition of
thralls, the second of freemen, the third of friends. The first of boys, the
second ofmen, the third of the aged. The first stands in the light of the
stars, the second in the light the dawn, the third in the brightness of day.
The first condition is related to the Father, the second to the Son, the third
to the Holy Spirit. (5-7)
Joachim's understanding of the dispensational historicality of the Godhead's activity is
interesting. Joachim hypothesized that even though each of the Persons takes the primary
role in a particular epoch, the other Persons are neither subordinate nor absent. His belief
was that each of the Divine Persons was incontrovertibly present in the activities of the
Others. Although modalistic in his attempt to define the Trinity in terms of
Heilsgeschichte, or epochs of salvific history, Joachim helps to shed light on a kingdom
ethic of the missional enterprise as being a simultaneously individual and collective
effort. Each of the Divine Persons are involved in the activities of the Other. Jesus says of
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himself, "I tell you the truth, the Son can do nothing by himself; he can do only what he
sees his Father doing, because whatever the Father does the Son does also. For the Father
loves the Son and shows him all he does" (John 5:19-20).
According to Joachim, the times and forms of the kingdom are entwined
with one another that the one is already pregnant with next, and presses
forward towards it. The kingdom of the Spirit is already implicit in the
kingdom of the Son, just as the kingdom of the Son was already prepared
for in the kingdom of the Father. (Moltmarm 205)
The lesson is clear: The individual members of the community of faith, the Church, are to
act individually and collectively simultaneously toward a trinitariocentric missional
endeavor (Bosch 390-92). Each act ofministry can be appropriated by an individual but
should be done in such a way so as to manifest the unity of the body in mission, purpose,
vision, and ontology.
The ontological reality of the revelatory self-disclosure of God reveals not only
the possibility for community in those who have been created in the Imago Dei but also
that community is a part of the intrinsic nature of God and, thus, humanity, too. When the
Church as a koinonia of human beings models its life together after the Divine
Archetype, it resembles something of the Imago Dei. Thus far, three ontological aspects
of the Trinity have been considered, and certain lessons have been appropriated from the
revelatory self-disclosure of God that give insights on what the Church should look like.
A fourth lesson for the Church emerges from an understanding of the Trinity as it relates
to the subject of legitimate power.
Earlier, the research suggested that a unitarian model of deity, characteristic of
American civil religion, might correspond to and perhaps influence the role ofpower in
negative ways in community. Leslie Newbigin, in his essay "The Trinity as Public
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Truth," discusses the nature ofpower from a trinitariocentric perspective:
Jiirgen Mohmann has suggested that the Unitarian model tends to validate
patterns of domination in human affairs. Against this, it is argued, a
trinitarian understanding ofGod provides us with an ontology of love to
replace m ontology of violence [bom of the conception ofhuman affairs
in which sheer power is the ontological basis ofeverything] (Vanhoozer
6).
Legitimate power is power that is both conferred, not usurped, and used in disinterested
love, not self-interested, personal gain. The interaction among the Persons always results
in the magnification of the Godhead. Domination is never the goal of the power dynamic
within the Godhead, but glorification is. Jesus explains the relationality ofpower within
the Godhead:
For just as the Father raises the dead and gives them life, even so the Son
gives life to whom he is pleased to give it. Moreover, the Father judges no
one, but has entmsted all judgment to the Son, that all may honor the Son
just as they honor the Father. He who does not honor the Son does not
honor the Father, who sent him. (John 5:21-23)
The glorification of the Godhead is the primary parameter of Jesus' use ofpower. The
self-chosen interdependence among the Persons of the Trinity, who share the same
substance but function in terms of their relational distinctions, demonstrates the
appropriate use ofpower within the Godhead. Jesus explained the relational dynamics
between himself and the Father:
When you have lifted up the Son ofMan, then you will know that I am the
one I claim to be and that I do nothing on my own but speak just what my
Father has taught me. The one who sent me is whh me; he has not left me
alone, for I always do what pleases him. (John 8:28-29)
The glorification/exaltation of Jesus is ipso facto the glorification of the Father and Spirit.
Mutual glorification, like that ofmutual iimerpenetration, or ontological coinherence, is
an unavoidable event in the work and nature of the Godhead. The Father cannot fail to
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glorify the Son and Spirit simultaneously. The Son caimot fail to glorify the Spirit and
Father simultaneously. The Spirit cannot fail to glorify the Son and the Father
simultaneously. Jesus taught his disciples: "This is to my Father's glory, that you bear
much fruit, showing yourselves to be my disciples. As the Father loved me so have I
loved you" (John 15:8-9). The right use ofpower among the Persons of the Godhead
differs from the use ofpower among persons in human community. Power is used not for
domination within the Godhead but for mutual glorification of the Godhead. Moltmann
discusses the polemic extremes ofunity and division and the spiritual dynamics ofboth
as they relate to the Trinity:
"Divide and rule" is the old, familiar method of domination. As long as
freedom means lordship, everything has to be separated, isolated, detached
and distinguished, so that it can be dominated. But if fi-eedom means
corrmiunity, fellowship, then we experience the uniting ofeverything that
has hitherto been separated. The alienation ofperson from person, the
division between human society and nature, the dichotomy between soul
and body, and, finally, religious anxieties are abolished; liberation is
experienced when people are again one: one with each other, one with
nature, one with God. (216)
Moltmann brings up another significant matter regarding the glorification of the
Godhead through the use of legitimate power. Power is exercised for the sake of the
glorification of the Persons. As the Persons exist as community, power is, therefore, an
expression of the mutuality ofcommunity (John 16-17). This power for the sake of the
glorification of the Godhead and the endorsement of community is condescended to
humanity. This power is self-giving, self-abnegating love and disinterested, sacrificial
service to another. This giving ofpower extricates one from the will to power and
liberates one to love and to be loved in return. Nietzsche explained the antithesis of the
use ofpower as seen in the Trinity: "Life is not the adaptation of irmer circumstances to
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outer ones, but will to power, which, working from within, incorporates and subdues
more and more of that which is 'outside'" (361). For Nietzsche, power is concomitant to
the subjugation of externals to the lordship of the individual. For the Trinity, power is for
freedom of humanity from alienation and for glory of the Godhead. The corrupt systems
ofpower and the degenerate uses ofpower typical of fallen humanity have nothing to do
with the legitimacy of the power ethic in the Trinity. Nevertheless, through the
redemptive work of the Persons, the use of legitimate power can be both understood and
applied in human community only as self-giving love. "God unceasingly desires the
freedom of his creation. God is the inexhaustible freedom of those he has created"
(Moltmann 218).
In fact, Jesus himself defines the missional enterprise of the community of
believers, who exist not only as an image of the communio ofTrinity but also as
instruments of glorification of the Godhead. Jesus prayed to the Father:
May they be brought to complete unity to let the world know that you sent
me and have loved them even as you have loved me. Father, I want those
you have given me to be with me where I am, and to see my glory, the
glory you have given me because you loved me before the creation of the
world. (John 17:23-24)
Moltmann rightly points out that the normative ethic of this love toward glorification,
manifest in the Trinity and potentially in the Church, is a love that seeks to unite. "The
truth of freedom lies in the love that breaks down barriers. It leads to unhindered, open
communities in solidarity" (216). Jesus expresses the desire to break down barriers, not
only between people but also between the Godhead and humanity (John 17:20-26).
The biblical witness to the use ofpower in relationality among the Persons of the
Trinity is clear. The interaction among the Persons always results in the magnification of
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the Godhead and the estabHshment (or ratification of) agapic community. Domination is
never the goal of the power dynamic within the Godhead. Churches that are comprised of
human beings made in the Imago Dei, who have the biblical witness of the relationality
of the Persons, and are in communion with the Persons should also employ power for the
glorification of the Godhead and establishment or strengthening of a self-giving
community of agapic mutuality.
Congregational Context
Careful consideration has been invested in the cultural context and the Zeitgeist of
this postmodem world with its creative cynicism, hermeneutic of suspicion, cultural
fragmentation, and disconnected relationships and the four socio-contextual phenomena
that have had a contributive influence on the decline ofmainline churches. Attention has
also been given to the theological insights that can be ascertained for the benefit of the
Church from a study of the ontology of the Trinity as that study intersects with humanity
in the Imago Dei. However, what would the Church look like, in this present
sociocultural context ofpostmodemity, if it were to be aligned to the revelatory self-
disclosure ofGod as Trinity and in concert with the biblical witness?
The idea of recovering a trinitarian-based ecclesiology presupposes that
congregations are not significantly employing this understanding of the Church.
Although exceptions to every observation can be made, the negligible presence of a
trinitariocentric understanding of the Church in mainline denominations is dubious. At
LUMC, the church understands itself as one agency among other similar social
collectivities in the community and not as something essentially different. The
combination of American civil religion, utilitarian individualism, institutionalization of
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the Church, and the bibhcal/theological ilHteracy of the people of faith has led
congregations away from the biblical presentation and revelatory self-disclosure of God.
The theological lapse in the Church today has led to (1) the deification of individuals and
the pragmatic world they construct, (2) the praxis of individuals as being a means to the
institutional ends, and, (3) the perception of the Church has divested it of its
distinctiveness and cutoff the present-day people of faith from the Christian memory of
their heritage.
Many of the members and constituents ofmainline churches have capitulated to
the community context and replaced the trinitarian theological perspective with the
characteristically American social phenomena that have contributed to the decline in
congregations. These phenomena undermine the importance of community, biblical faith,
objective truth, the revelatory self-disclosure ofGod, and participation in ecclesial life.
Biblical/theological ignorance has given way to syncretism and a pragmatic religiosity
that is constructed not on the basis of ultimate truth but of temporal utility, personal
preference, and cultural acceptability. The biblical witness is our story of faith and a
record ofwhat faithfulness (as well as faithlessness) can look like. The biblical witness is
a chronicling of the journey of God with God's people. As the story of all people of faith,
literacy has everything to do withmemory and being owned by the story, not merely
assenting to its veracity. If the Church is to recover a trinitarian-based ecclesiology, the
veracity of Scripture must be maintained, but the approach to Scripture must be
formational, and the intent must be transformational.
Many scholars, people of faith, and others involved in the Church and concerned
about the health and vitality of the Church look to Scripture for guidance and insight.
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Some have deduced that returning to the faith, self-understanding, and praxis of the early
Church would be efficacious for the Church in the twenty-first century (Hunter 36-52;
Ogden 19; Warren 96-97). These scholars look to the biblical record of the early Church
to construe principles that may find application and efficacy for congregations today.
Another way to receive that which Scripture has to offer the Church today, is an
ontological or formational approach. Hauerwas and MulhoUand advocate people of faith
becoming the kind of community that could receive and understand the Word ofGod.
Approaching the biblical witness with the intent to be formed by the revelatory self-
disclosure of God and God's communio is paramount:
Perhaps any technique or method or model, in and of itself, becomes
unfruitful and can even become damaging ifwe do not approach the
scripture in that mode of being which will allow us to be formed
spiritually by it. (MulhoUand 20)
Mulholland and Hauerwas present a case for an ontological perspective of the study of
Scripture. In other words, our mode of being (ontology), in large part, determines how the
scripture will be interpreted.
The ontological hermeneutic here asseverated is the assertion that "[w]hen we are
open to God on our side of the inspirational equation, the creative inspiration of the
scripture becomes the productive inspiration ofGod in our lives" (Mulholland 43). The
mode of being and motive of the reader adjudicates his/her interpretation of Scripture. If
the intent of looking to the Scripture is to ascertain certain principles and informational
items that will have a pragmatic efficacy in churches then that kind of information is
what will be found. If the intent is to become what God is creating one to be through the
Word that God is speaking one into being, then transformation by the formative dunamis
ofGod's Word and conformity to the will ofGod will occur. The approach ofHauerwas
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and Mulholland to the metanarratives of Scripture is one possible solution to the
hermeneutic of suspicion that emerges from postmodemity. Mulholland admits, "The
very thought of 'being conformed '-which clearly implies that we are to be grasped,
controlled, and shaped by someone other than ourselves-militates against our deeply
ingrained sense ofbeing" (29). Every living thing, every institution, and all things that
exist will be formed by something external to their ontological essences because temporal
reality is ever-contingent; therefore, spiritual formation is a primal reality for human
experience and life together. Humans are going to be spiritually formed in this life by
something. Human communities are going to be formed by something. For the Church,
"scripture is one of the primary channels through which God encounters us and seeks to
spiritually form us" (29). If one reads the Scripture with the intent of being formed by it,
then transformation is possible.
When seeking to recover a trinitarian-based ecclesiology, the Scripture must be
the primary guide and form the understanding of the ontological ramifications of the
Imago Dei in koinonia. Although the concept of and the term "Church" are often treated
as aNew Testament theological tenet, I am persuaded that a broader perspective of God's
people is needed if the Church is to be formed by the revelatory power of the Scripture.
Interpreting the Church as being only a New Testament phenomenon robs the Church of
its rich, theological heritage. Recognizing that the New Testament Church is the
continuation of the pervasive presence of the Godhead with humanity (that began with
Adam and Eve and continues today through the Church) can offer a theologically rich
perspective that is formational in its scope. The whole of Scripture is formational to the
people ofGod and should adjudicate the identity of the people and the mode of being for
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the people.
The Tanakh employs two Hebrew terms for the designation of the gathered
people. These terms are qahal and 'edah. Erickson explains the importance of the act of
assembling:
The former term, perhaps derived from the word for voice, refers to the
summons to an assembly and the act of assembling. It is not so much a
specification of the members of the assembly as a designation of the
occurrence of the assembling. (1032)
The term, 'edah, can have some sacred connotation as is the case with Deuteronomy
9:10, 10:4, and 23:1-3. Also, 'edah has been used to designate a broad-spectrum congress
ofpeople (1 Kings 12:3) in which even women, children, and Gentiles are included (Ezra
10:1; Neh. 8:2; Jer. 44:15; Ezek. 17:17; 27:27; 32:22). Erickson explains the significance
of the term qahal:
[T]he other term ... [qahal] appears especially in the Pentateuch, more
than half of its occurrences being in the book ofNumbers. It refers to the
people, particularly as gathered before the tent ofmeeting. The word
qahal points to the community as centered in the cult or the law. (1032)
Ample evidence from the biblical witness suggests that one facet of the Church is that it
is a called or summoned assembly ofpeople. Lothar Coenen compares both Hebrew
words:
If one compares the use of the two Hebrew words, it becomes clear ... that
'edah is the unambiguous and permanent term for the ceremonial
community as a whole. On the other htind, qahal is the ceremonial
expression for the assembly that results from the covenant, for the Sinai
community and, in the deuteronomistic sense, for the community in its
present form. (291)
The commimity ofGod is the created, called, summoned, convened community of
covenant people according to the Hebrew understanding of the term. One of the features
of the ontology of the Church, therefore, is that the Church is a summoned covenantal
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people created by and in relationship with God. This understanding places the emphasis
ofhuman "being-ness" as being in relationship with God and one another. Pannenberg
explains that the "being-ness" of the community of faith with the community of the
Trinity is the work of the Godhead and not human beings. "The source of the specific
mode of the Spirit's presence in the Church is to be sought, however, in his function of
mediating the fellowship of the Son with the Father" (268). Tillich refers to God as the
"Groimd ofBeing." Perhaps Mulholland would call God the "Orator ofBeing" because,
for Mulholland, God speaks being and community into existence. The formational
witness of the scripture is that the community ofGod can be understood only in context
of God.
The Hebrew words used to connote the gathered people in relationship with God
are not the only formational witnesses in Scripture. The Greek words also can shape our
comprehension of the Church:
When we look at the Greek words which are used in the Septuagint to
translate these Hebrew terms, we find that ekklesia is often used to render
qahal but never 'edah. The latter term is usually rendered by sunagoga,
which is also used to translate qahal. It is ekklesia, which is our major
source ofunderstanding the New Testament concept of the church.
(Erickson 1032)
The Greek rendering of this word enlightens further as to the ontology of the Church. The
word ekklesia refers not to just any gathering of a differentiated collectivity but the
assemblage of a peculiar people in a unique relationship with God and one another. The
historicality of the gathering is not ofparamount consequence. The sociocultural context
and political or philosophical ideology is not inherently eminent. The relational dynamic
of covenantal love and personal relationship with the Godhead is ofprimary import. The
Church, therefore, is the community ofGod's people, called forth to Godself, called out
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from the world, called under the banner of covenantal love. The Divine Archetype for the
ekklesia is not the early Church but the koinonia ofTrinity.
One of the facets of being created in the Imago Dei is the possibility of being able
to live and find meaning in community with God and one another. Community is a part
of the intrinsic nature of God and, thus, humanity, too. God is Trinity. The Church is a
community ofhuman beings called out of alienation into relationship with the Godhead.
The Church that reflects the Imago Dei is the community of God's people, created by the
Godhead, called forth to Godself, summoned out from the world imder the banner of
covenantal, self-giving love and agapic mutuality.
God is the creator of the natural world and the supernatural (spiritual) world.
Some laws and principles in the natural world can be used to explain relationships and
principles of the supernatural world. Jesus often used the natural world to explain
relationships in the supernatural world (Matt. 7:15-23; 13:3-52). In the field ofbiology
and zoology, the relationship between ontogeny (the development of an individual
organism) and phylogeny (the development of a class oforganisms in relation to
environment) can elucidate how the Church can model its life after the example of the
Trinity. Phylogeny capitulates ontogeny. That is to say, the environment in which an
organism finds itself significantly influences the development of that organism. If the
Church is regarded as an organism rather than an organization, then this natural principle
of development can assist the Church in becoming a community modeled after the
Godhead. Ogden argues, "Only a theology of the church perceived through the lens of
organism can create the climate for a full-orbed priesthood of all believers" (56). In
trying to recover a trinitarian-based ecclesiology, not only does the Scripture have to play
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a formative role in the recovery so also does the ontology of the Trinity. A phylogenetic
relationship exists between the Trinity and the Church. When approaching the Church
from an organic perspective rather than organizational perspective, the Trinity functions
as the environment in which the Church finds its meaning and being. The ontogenetic
development of the congregation will follow the phylogeny of the Trinity.
Of the many communicable attributes of the Godhead, four distinctive traits have
been explored in this study. These four triadic attributes addressed the sociocultural and
ideological factors contributive to the decline ofmainline churches. To recover a
trinitarian-based ecclesiology, the communicative triadic attributes of the Godhead must
be linked to the ontology and praxis of the koinonia, the Church.
The model ofunity in plurality in the Godhead is clearly discemable through the
dynamics of relationality among the Persons of the Trinity. Scripture teaches that human
beings are made in the Imago Dei. Scripture fiirther teaches that the church is a called-
out-from-the-world and summoned-forth gathering ofhuman beings in covenantal
relationship with God. A church should, therefore, be a place where unity in plurality
peacefially coexists. Just as many organs make up one body, many individuals make up
one church. Recovering a trinitarian-based ecclesiology transforms congregations from
institutions into communities that honor, celebrate, and fiinction in the envirormient of
different individual giftedness, while at the same time being an amalgamated
homogeneous society.
The relationality of the Persons one to another models for humanity, created in
God's image, what relationships should be. Boff explains the pragmatic implications of
the relational dynamics of the Trinity :
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The Trinity understood in human terms as a communion of Persons lays
the foundations for a society of brothers and sisters, of equals, in which
dialogue and consensus are the basic constituents of living together in both
the world and church. (1 18-20)
The koinonia ofequanimity a congregation is to be is reminiscent ofMartin Luther King,
Jr.'s vision of a beloved conmiunity (Erskine 8-25). Max DePree calls communities such
as this, places of realized potential. "The more I consider human potential and its
intricacies, the more I believe that not-for-profit organizations are increasingly where
people turn to fiilfiU themselves" (4). This line of reasoning goes back to the question of
ontogeny and phylogeny. A phylogenetic relationship between the Trinity and the Church
exists wherein the Trinity becomes the environment in which the Church finds its
meaning and being. Sociologists often understand differentiated collectivities through an
interactionist perspective of relationality. Sociologists recognize that a congregation
cannot escape from the formational influence of the larger community. Behavioralists
acknowledge the same influence wielded by environment on individuals. These
disciplines offer the theologian a way ofperceiving the formative influence of the
environment of the Trinity on the Church.
The faith community, modeled after the revelatory self-disclosure ofGod as
Trinity, will vinderstand that the environment of the Trinity creates the possibility of the
fiillness of the Imago Dei to be restored and actualized. Becoming a place for restoring
the fullness of the Imago Dei is the business of the Church. DePree contends that
congregations are in the person-development business:
Reaching our potential. . . doesn't have so much to do with the "how" of
our work as the "why." Because reaching our potential is not so much
concerned with the goals ofwhat we do as with the kind ofpersons we
intend to become. (6)
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Jan Milac Lochman offers three interpretive statements concerning the doctrine of
the Trinity. To confess the Trinity is to maintain that the personal life of the etemal God
is one of relationship. To confess the Trinity is to acknowledge that God lives etemally in
community. To confess the Trinity is to appraise that the etemal, relational, communio-
centric life ofGod is primarily characterized by self-giving love (173-83).
The relationship among the Persons of the Trinity and the relationship of the
Trinity to humanity can be delineated by one phrase: self-giving. Migliore says, "The
Trinity is essentially a koinonia ofpersons in love" (68). Self-giving love is the relational
norm chosen by the Persons of the Trinity to characterize their interactions with one
another and with human beings. The normative role self-giving love plays in the
relational interface of the Divine Persons illustrates and models the dynamic that should
characterize interactions within the koinonia. Roberta Bondi argues for self-giving love
from the perspective of the early monastic communities:
To Anthony in the desert and the men and women who came after him,
perfect love is the goal of the Christian life. [T]he goal of the Christian life
has to do with love, not mles: No amount ofpious behavior or Christian
discipline can replace love. (21)
Congregations are to be konionias of self-giving, disinterested love supremely
interested in others, not self-interest. Jesus described love as the willingness to regard
someone else as being more important than the self (John 15:13). Those antagonistic to
the Church have demonstrated a clear disdain for this ethic of relationality. Nietzsche
could not fathom the intelligence of the normative relational ethic of love:
Christianity is also abolition of society: it prefers all that society counts of
little worth, it grows up among outcasts and the condemned, among lepers
of all kinds, "sinners," "publicans," prostitutes, the most stupid folk (the
"fishers"); it disdains the rich, the leamed, the noble, the virtuous, the
"correct." (123)
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Love is nonetheless the dynamic that should characterize every thought, activity, and
intention of the community called out and summoned forth to be in vital relationship with
the Trinity. The undoing of the will to power is the trinitarian perspective of self-giving
love that forwards the best interests and intent for others at the expense of the one who
loves. This understanding ofpower as self-giving humility is a challenge to the
postmodem hermeneutic of suspicion regarding metanarratives because the trinitarian
model advocates a hermeneutic not of self-interest but of the interests and needs of others
as being primary.
The self-giving love and mutuality of the Persons of the Trinity directs that the
community of the Godhead share in all actions of one of the individual Persons. One
possible way of understanding this is the Doctrine ofAppropriations. The doctrine
teaches that although the ontological essence of the Divine Persons is consubstantiality,
specific works can be attributed to one of the Persons without the possibility of denying
the coinherence of all three persons as they equally share the act. Thus, Jesus could not
act in a manner contradictory to the will of the Father or the Spirit. The Spirit could not
act in a manner contradictory to the will of the Son or the Father. The Father could not
act in a marmer contradictory to the will of the Son and the Spirit. All Persons act in
concert with each other. Thus, for the koinonia that is made in the Imago Dei, each act of
ministry can be appropriated by an individual but should be done in such a way so as to
manifest the unity of the body in mission, purpose, vision, and ontology. The
congregation that is modeled after the revelatory self-disclosure of God as Trinity values
individuals for their own sakes and individuals live forth their individuality in such a way
so as to bring honor to the covenant community. Ogden charges the church with
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institutionalism:
Historically the church has been entrapped in institutionalism. The
institutional church resembles a corporation with the pastor as its head.
Locked into the hierarchical structure, the clergy are ensconced at the
pinnacle of the pyramid. As we discover the church as a living organism,
the body ofChrist, church members have been called out of the audience
to become players on the stage. Everyone has a part in this play. (19)
The radical shift in understanding the ontology of the Trinity and, consequently,
the ontology of human beings and thus the Church can transform the praxis of a
congregation. Ontology and praxis are wedded together, husband and wife, two halves of
an indissoluble whole. A congregation's ontology (being) and praxis (doing) caimot be
understood apart from one another. In much the same way that faith without works is
dead and works without faith is dead, so also the ontology and praxis of a living thing are
inexorably bound together, finding that one without the other is not only incomplete but
without life, meaning, and reality (Jas. 2). The indivisible unity of the Trinity cannot be
undermined by the activity of the individual Persons of the Trinity. So, too, should the
unity of the koinonia remain unadulterated by the activities of individual members of a
congregation.
The interaction among the Persons always results in the magnification of the
Godhead and the establishment (or ratification of) community. Never does a Person of
the Godhead do anything for selfish gain, political conquest, or personal ambition.
Whenever the Persons of the Trinity are active according to individual distinctive effort
or collective task, all is done for mutual glorification of the Godhead. The essential nature
or ontology of the Church should adjudicate the praxis of the congregation. Accordingly,
the koinonia should always fix as its ultimate end the glorification of God not the
individual, not the institution, nor even the ideology. Warren explains the underlying
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purposes of a congregation and the requisite behaviors that accompany those purposes:
Every church is driven by something. There is a guiding force, a
controUing assumption, and a directing conviction behind everything that
happens. It may be unspoken. It may be unknovm to many. Most Hkely it's
never been officially voted on. But it is there, influencing every aspect of
the church's life. (77)
In any established church, driving forces other than the biblical purpose and ontology of
the Church are inevitably present. Driving forces of the congregation provide the
foundation upon which the church builds its life and ministry. "The foundation
determines both the size and the strength of a building. A church built on an inadequate
or faulty foundation will never reach the height that God intends for it to reach" (86).
The shifts in understanding missions in the Church are the product of the very social
phenomena that are contributive to the plateau and decline ofmainline churches. North
American social conditions have played a formative role in ecclesiology in both the
United States and Canada (Guder 1 -44). Modem culture opted for a social order of
relative differentiation and individualistic aesthete whereupon autonomy and self-interest
served as guiding principles for decision making and identity. Out of this quagmire of
rationality, humanocentric optimism, and consumerism emerged a social contract for a
progressive society. Social constmcts within the society found themselves defined by this
new way ofperceiving the cultural context. Churches were not immune to the potency of
this new social order. Voluntary associations must keep their constituents happy because
they vote with their feet and finances.
The Church, as one voluntary association among many others, found itself in the
business ofhaving to procure and retain the loyalty of its patrons in order to support the
institutionalized infrastmcture that had taken centuries to erect. Ministry, missions, and
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meeting together became means to an end, the end being the perpetuity of the institution
(Guder 27). In this modem culture, order, efficiency, progress, and growth were applied
to the various collectivities through the mediums of reason, planning, rational technique,
organization, and managing. Like the many other voluntary associations, churches
believed that survival and relevancy were contingent upon the satisfaction of the rational
consumer. Churches began perceiving missions as one programmatic endeavor among
many others (72-73). Virtually all programmatic enterprise was designed, therefore, to
sustain, increase, and perpetuate the institution.
With the emergence ofpostmodemism, a new social contract was drafted.
Whereas rationality, order, stability, and models were the norms at one time, now
flexibility, chaos, fluidity, and metaphor are normative. Ecclesial stmctures have
experienced difficulty in addressing the immense changes that have precipitated. The
dissatisfaction of the voluntary constituency, the decline in North American churches,
and the relativism of tmth have all played a part in the desire to rediscover the mission of
the church. According to Guder churches need to move from an ecclesio-centric
missional enterprise to a theocentric enterprise (77-109).
Churches need to take the theological leap from being institutions that send
people for God to people who are sent by God to others. The emphasis on missions needs
to shift from being one programmatic enterprise of a voluntary association designed to
procure additional members to a vocational ontology of announcement of and invitation
to the reign of God. The move from a "vendor religion" to an apostolic missional church
that continues the work ofChrist Jesus through preaching, teaching, and healing must
occur. A theocentric missional enterprise of church would cultivate communities
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modeled after the interactional dynamics of the Persons of the Trinity. The mission of a
trinitarian-based ecclesiological community would be concomitant to the missional
endeavor of the Godhead. The mission that God is sending the Church forth to
accomplish is not a humanocentric undertaking. The mission of the Godhead is for the
whole creation. According to Elizabeth Moltmarm-Wendel and Jiirgen Moltmarm, our
evangel is "the great love story of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, a divine love
story in which we are all involved together with heaven and earth" (88). God desires to
reconcile all things unto Godself through the community that is modeled after God's
revelatory self-disclosure as Trinity.
The Church is not just a mere sociological phenomenon. It is not a differentiated
collectivity enjoying relative autonomy among other related collectivities that emerge to
address the felt needs of a particular people. The Church is not a totemic principle
embodying the projection of society's inner-self, both real and aspired. The Church is not
simply a cultural contrivance designed to address the need to express a sense of the
sacred as Durkheim contends (52). The Church is the community of God's people whose
life together is modeled after the Trinity. The Church is called forth to Godself, called out
fi-om the world, called under the banner of covenantal love, and sent forth as reconcilers
of the world.
Contextual Summary
Conversation about the Church is a convoluted affair. Placing the complexity of
understanding the Church in context with the significant decline of active participation
within mainline denominations and congregational plateau fiirther obscures the difficulty
ofmeaningfiil conversation about ontology and praxis. Something must be done to help
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mainline churches that are experiencing plateau and decline. Many of the methodologies
today take an outside-in approach to renewal or a behavioral-oriented approach to
revitalization. This study suggests another way to revitalize plateaued and declining
mainline congregations, a trinitarian ontological approach.
The cultural context in which the church is trying to maintain socioreligious
relevance and spiritual viability has radically changed from modemity to postmodemity.
The cultural milieu has given rise to the systemic factors of American civil religion,
utilitarian individualism, institutionalism, and biblical/theological illiteracy, which have a
contributive effect on the decline and plateau ofmainline congregations. The four
communicable attributes of the Trinity (1) unity amidst plurality, (2) self-giving love, (3)
integrated praxis of individual and collective effort, and, (4) the divine missional
endeavor, address these social phenomena and demonstrate what the Christian
community is supposed to resemble. As the Church is a community {koinonia) of human
beings, the Church should resemble something of the Imago Dei. A congregation that
recovers its ontological identity as being made in the Imago Dei as Trinity could
potentially be transformed and revitalized from the inside out.
This recovery, however, cannot be a mere intellectual or cognitive event. It has to
be something more than that. The trinitarian ontological approach to congregational
revitalization must be a cognitive, relational, sacramental, and organizational
transformation if it is to be successfiil. Of course, the congregation and the leaders need
to be taught about the nature and essence of the "Church," the meaning and implications
ofbeing made in the image ofGod, and how it is to align itself to the archetype, the
Trinity. Kouzes and Posner write, "We expect our leaders to have a sense of direction and
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a concern for the future. [L]eaders must know where they're going if they expect others
to willingly join them on the journey" (23).
Training the leadership of the congregation is essential to the success of the
trinitarian ontological approach. Cognitive training is only a beginning point. A cognitive
event alone will not affect a shift in the congregation's communio toward the archetype of
the Trinity. Max DePree writes, "One of the crucial tasks of leaders ... is to help move
groups ... in the direction ofmaturity as a community" (76). This is done, according to
DePree through the communication of the leaders of that community. "How do leaders
communicate? Their language certainly goes beyond mere words. Body language,
intuition, presence, accessibility-above all, behavior" (70). The leaders and the pastor(s)
of a congregation would have to model out the ethics of relationality that exists among
the Persons of the Trinity. This modeling of life together that is commensurate to the
relationality of the Divine Persons could move the cognitive understanding of the
trinitarian archetype to a behavioral experience. The leaders would need to help the
congregation adopt the ethics of trinitarian relationality as normative to the community.
Most denominations have creeds, disciplines, dogmas, doctrines and organizational
formats that govern congregational life. Employing the trinitariocentric ethics of
relationality as normative guidelines for community life should not prove too difficult,
especially if congregational leaders model these ethics for the larger believing
community. This "trickle down" process of vision sharing is an effective means of
transitioning a conmiunity (Bama The Power ofVision 141-46). These cognitive and
relational facets, however, would not be sufficient unto themselves toward the reordering
of congregational life in accordance to the trinitarian ontological model. Another facet is
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imperative if enduring change in congregational life is to occur. Experiencing
trinitariocentric communio with the Divine Persons and one another is essential to
congregational transformation.
Table 2.1. Code of Ethics Modeled After the Trinity
Ethics of the Trinity Christian Code of Ethics
Unity of different Persons I will celebrate my uniqueness and the uniqueness of
others while insisting upon, by precept and example,
the oneness in spirit, purpose, love, and mission in this
church.
Self-giving love among the Persons I will love and respect my brother and sister more than
myself, my own interests and ambitions, and personal
preferences. I will let my brother and sister love me in
this same way.
Unity of purpose and mission I will do all in my power, by precept and example, to
fiilfill the purpose and mission of this church alongside
my brothers and sisters not for fear, for duty, for
reward, but for love of God and others.
Use ofpower for the glorification of Godhead I will use the authority invested in me for the sole
purpose of bringing glory to God the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Spirit and not myself
An understanding and experience of Eucharist as community is essential to the
success of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization. One of the
great misconceptions in the Church today is that Eucharist is something that is done
instead of something that the Church is; that the Lord's Supper is an act or a praxis of the
community rather than commimity itself. In the trinitarian ontological approach to
congregational revitalization, Eucharist is not merely activity but is, more importantly,
community. The westem perspective Zizioulas writes about influences the church in its
understanding of the Eucharist by trying to delineate between life and being, being and
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truth. "The problem reappears along with the Greek conception of existence which has
found a place in our westem minds" (79). Zizioulas explains the meaning ofpraxis:
In our westem minds the use of the word "life" implies the idea of
something "practical" as opposed to "contemplative" or "theoretical," and
thus the use of this word brings us automatically back to the Old
Testament idea of tmth as praxis. (78-79)
The existential understanding of duality that finds its form in Aristotelian thought
comprehends life as that which follows being, or, in other words, essence precedes
existence. "Now if the Greek mind was unable to say in the same breath [original
emphasis] 'being and life,' the Christian had to say both at once" (79). This ontological
approach to tmth, life, being, and the practicality ofexistence is essential to the
understanding of Eucharist as community.
The act of breaking bread and drinking wine as being essential to the recovery of
a trinitarian ontological way of being the Church may seem ludicrous at first glance.
Zizioulas asks this very question: "How could a theology of the eucharist lead to an
identification of existence with life?" (81) From a scriptural perspective, the answer can
be found in the fourth gospel account wherein Jesus presents a discourse on spiritual food
(John 6:25-59). In this discourse Jesus explains food or bread as something more than
merely the sustenance for his flesh. Jesus explained that he was sustained by something
significantly more important than merely food. Jesus redefined the staple of nourishment
and infused it with existential meaning. Another way to understand bread, according to
Jesus, was to recognize the common staple as the self-giving love of the Father through
the Son by the power of the Holy Spirit. Jesus explains that which tmly sustains life:
For the bread of God is he who comes down from heaven and gives life to
the world. I am the bread of life . . . For I have come down from heaven
not to do my will but to do the will of him who sent me. (John 6:33-38)
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Jesus' teaching about bread moves beyond an understanding relegated to merely practical
matters ofphysical sustenance to an understanding of bread that has ontological and
theological significance. The pedagogical style of Jesus took the banal, plebian things of
life and imbued them with cosmic import. Jesus' pedagogy continues the Judeo-Christian
theological perspective that the Divine Persons intimately interact with the created order,
rather than maintaining an aloof, austere posture. Jesus adds to his didactic discourse:
I am the living bread that came down [emphasis mine] from heaven. If
anyone eats of this bread, he will live forever. This bread is my flesh,
which I will give for the life of this world. I tell you the truth, unless you
eat the flesh of the Son ofMan and drink his blood, you have no life in
you. For my flesh is real food and my blood is real drink. Whoever eats
my flesh and drinks my blood remains in me, and I in him. (John 6:51-56)
Jesus' teaching weds together essence and existence, substance and praxis, being and
doing. Jesus does not, like Aristotle, place life and being juxtaposed to one another. For
Jesus, life and being are identical. For Zizioulas and for Jesus, the holy meal, the
Eucharist was and is community. Zizioulas vmtes, "The life of the eucharist is the life of
God Himself, but this is not life in the sense ofAristotelian movement which flows out
mechanically from the interior of existence" (81). The life that flows out of Eucharist is
the communio with the Godhead: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The perichoretic
circumincession of the Persons of the Trinity is the Church's eucharistic experience of
God and the catholic Church. Life is only truly experienced and actualized in the event of
communion with the Life Giver, the Trinity.
This dissertation is about revitalizing plateaued and declining congregations.
From the beginning of this study, the definition of revitalization has been clear. This term
is not a synonym for church growth. It is implicitly a reference to church health but is
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used to communicate something more. In Latin, witalis means life. To revitalize,
therefore, is to bring life back to something. Since the origin and source of life (the
fontalis of life) is the Trinity, revitalization correlates to a congregation's alignment to the
model of relationality in the Trinity. A congregation could not be truly revitalized
independent of the Eucharist event. "The eucharistic experience implies that life is
imparted and actualized only in the event of communion, and thus creation and existence
in general can be foimded only upon this living God of communion" (Zizioulas 82).
In order for a church to recover its ontological identity as being made in the image
of the Trinity and be revitalized from the inside out, something more than a mere
intellectual or cognitive event must occur. The trinitarian ontological approach to
congregational revitalization must be a cognitive, relational, sacramental, and
organizational methodology if it is to be successful. In a behavioral-oriented approach, a
list of tasks must be accomplished in order to effect change. In this ontological approach,
being and experiencing communio with the Persons of the Trinity and with one another is
essential to success.
Research Methods
A large array of literature is available for the novice researcher that can facilitate
the attempt to present a thoughtfiil, logical, and honest study of a problem. A variety of
different research processes, designs, and methodologies can be employed for different
types of study. Many concerns accompany scholarly research such as sampling, research
design, extraneous phenomena undermining the integrity of the scholarly inquiry, and
issues of validity. Reviewing research methods literature can provide necessary insights
into scholarly writing and study design and may address the inherent aforementioned
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concerns.
Regardless of the design, approach, or methodological bias, all scholarly research
needs to be structurally, intellectually, and organizationally sound. With every study's
approach, positive and negative ramifications of the design are possible. Educational and
sociological research has its ovra set of varying difficulties to overcome and
shortcomings to consider. Paul Leedy explains the relationship between basic research
and other types of research:
Much that is said about basic research will also be applicable to the many
pragmatic varieties of research activity: applied research, action research,
developmental research, and so on. The difference between the pragmatic
forms and the basic form of research lies in the depth to which basic
research probes the underlying causes and meaning of observed
phenomena and in the sophistication with which it demands that the
collected data of observation be interpreted. (3)
According to Borg and Gall, "Few educational studies are able to employ truly random or
representative samples ofnational populations. Yet, unless samples are extremely biased,
the results often have important implications for the population" (154). Theological
researchers often experience difficulty in drawing correlatives between the findings of the
congregational research to the general population and, even, the ecclesial population.
Social, theological, and educational researchers are often faced with circumstances that
are less scientifically favorable than other disciplines. In the book. Research Methods in
Social Relations, sociological researchers are reminded of the unique challenges of their
field:
The social scientist. . . is not always in a position to assign cases randomly
to different conditions. Compromises with the ideal of random selection
are often necessitated by practical circumstances. (Selitz, Jahoda, Deutsch,
and Cook 101)
Purity in research is important even though it may be difficult to preserve. Convenience
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samples, i.e., nonrandomized and, even, self-selected samples, are allowable in scholarly
research even though not ideal:
Although random assignment, where it is feasible, is generally considered
to provide adequate protection against interpreting differences on the
dependent variable as resulting from the independent variable,. . . it is not
the most effective procedure from the point of view of increasing the
sensitivity of the experiment. In the interest of research efficiency, it is
desirable that the experiment reveal true differences brought about by the
experimental treatment, even if they are small in relation to differences
produced by other variables. (102)
Exhausting every practical possibility in the attempt to maintain the integrity of an
experiment is essential even though absolute protection from corruption is impossible.
"Few of the techniques available to the social scientist provide 'pure' measures of any
given characteristics." (150) Limitations in the research designs, methodological
approaches, and inherent difficulties of sociological, educational, and theological studies
should foster academic humility among researchers in these areas. The possible
shortcomings of these types of research do not preclude the necessity of good research,
however. Good research should follow logical progression and integrity of inquiry. Leedy
presents the characteristics of research:
"Research begins with a question in the mind of the researcher".
"Research requires a plan".
"Research demands a clear statement".
"Research deals with the main problem through subproblems".
"Research seeks direction through appropriate hypotheses".
"Research deals with facts and their meaning".
"Research is circular" [i.e., moving from unanswered questions to interpreted
meaning of facts to hypotheses]. (4-8)
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The structure of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization
follows the research structure Leedy maps out. Wiersma says, "When conducting
educational research, it is not always possible to select or assign subjects at random"
(139). Agreeing with Borg and Gall, Leedy, and the editors ofResearch Methods in
Social Relations. Wiersma explains quasi-experimental research with nonrandomized
subjects:
When intact groups of subjects are used in an experiment, we have what is
called quasi-experimental research [original emphasis]. Such research can
make valuable contributions, but it is important that the researcher be
especially cautious about interpreting and generalizing results. (139)
This trinitarian ontological approach research project is a preexperimental case study of
LUMC utilizing content validity and a nonrandomized one-group pretest/posttest with no
quasi-experimental or true experimental qualitative research designs. "The
nonrandomized control group pretest-posttest design configuration is similar to the [one
group pretest-posttest true experimental design], except for the lack of randomization"
(152). The sampling bias of this study, when seriously considered, interprets the findings
of this research not as representative of the general ecclesial or national population but as
potentially helpful to local congregations similar to the control groups ofLUMC,
TFUMC, and CHUMC.
Since life does not exist in a vacuum, chance, unexpected phenomena, and factors
not accounted or controlled for can influence findings and analysis. The researcher,
however, is not neither powerless nor unprotected from the anomalies of life and chance
variables. Several statistical tests are available to detect extraneous forces (the chance
phenomena of life) that possibly cause disruption to the equilibrium ofnormal
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distribution in instruments:
Examples of various statistical tests are the chi square test. Student's t test,
the F-ratio, and other similar procedures. These have only one purpose: to
test the conformity of the data which the researcher has to the expectancy
of the normal curve. (Leedy 33)
Paired samples t-tests can be used as an appropriate method of discovering true
differences, particularly if the same subjects are given separate measurements for the
same variables on two different occasions. T-tests are "used to determine whether two
means, proportions, or correlation coefficients differ significantly from each other" (Borg
and Gall 428). These tools available are not foolproof against the corruption of research
and findings, but they do help.
Another concern, besides the reservations about sampling, research design, and
extraneous phenomena undermining the integrity of the scholarly inquiry, is the issue of
validity. According to Borg and Gall, "It is much easier to establish the reliability of a
test than to establish its validity" (218). Researchers want their studies to be valid. For
research to be valid, it must be based on factuality and be justifiable. Wiersma explains,
"validity involves two concepts simultaneously, internal validity and external validity"
(4). Internal validity relates to the accurate interpretation of the results of research, and
external validity relates to the generalizability of the findings to larger populations and
conditions (4-8). Reliability and validity are not the same. "Reliability refers to the
consistency of the research and the extent to which studies can be replicated" (8).
Replicability is very important in scholarly research and, as stated earlier, is easier to
substantiate than is validity. In quasi-experimental research, the "[l]ack of random
assignment potentially introduces problems with the validity of the experiment�both
internal and external validity" (128). The researcher must take responsibility and be
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careful to identify the limitations of such a design (quasi-experimental) and to be cautious
in arguing for possible representativeness and generalizability. "[W]ith quasi-
experimental designs, the confidence that can be placed in the validity of results depends
in large part on the case that can be made for the similarity of the groups" (129). In other
words, when using a quasi-experimental design, the internal and external validity can
prove to be difficult to assert, but the replicability (reliability) of the study may be less
difficult to prove, provided that the control groups are similar. Borg and Gall warn,
"Content validity should not be confused withface validity [original emphasis], which
refers to the evaluator's appraisal ofwhat the content of the test measures" (212). Face
validity is the subjective appraisal by an outside party that the test appears to correlate to
the content that is relevant to the study; whereas, content validity is the systematic
deployment of a set of operations that define, with great specificity, the "content universe
to be sampled,. . . describing how the content imiverse will be sampled to develop test
items" (212).
Many concerns abound with regard to research methodology. In this brief review
of literature, only a few areas of concern were discussed, namely because these
aforementioned concerns pertain to this project (the trinitarian ontological approach to
congregational revitalization) and the design of this study.
Conclusion
Distilling the essential insights that emerge from this review of literature can be a
rather laborious work. This chapter presented a broad, sweeping study of social science,
biology, history, anthropology, theology proper, and ecclesiology. Emerging from the
review of literature are eight conceptual factors that may possibly measure the affective
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and cognitive variables of the subjects in this study following the introduction of the
trinitarian ontological approach. These eight conceptual factors relate not to a technique
that has been developed as a result of this research but, rather, a theological grounding or,
better yet, a theological re-envisioning of the Church. These eight conceptual factors are:
� Unity in diversity,
� Self-giving love and mutuality,
� Unity of purpose and mission,
� The glorification of the Godhead,
� Christian education,
� Preaching/Teaching,
� Character of the pastor, and
� The Eucharist.
The correlation between the relationality of the divine Persons and the dynamics of
community in the Church, the significance of leadership in the modeling of
trinitariocentric ethics, the formative approach to the study of Scripture, and the
eschatological import of Eucharist are represented in these eight conceptual factors.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Mainline churches have been in decline for several decades. This situation is true
for many congregations in the United Methodist denomination and for the denomination
as a whole. Plateaued and/or declining congregations are not the exception in mainline
denominations; they are the norm. Popular methodologies available today often employ
business principles, management stratagems, and behavioral-oriented formulae to
revitalize plateaued and declining congregations. Although offering possible short-term
benefits and potential, temporal relief from plateau and decline, the secular tools can
perpetuate and/or exacerbate the problem of decline and plateau in the long run. Another
way to revitalize congregations must be explored. This is a study of a trinitarian
ontological approach to congregational revitalization for plateaued and/or declining
churches, like Loudsville United Methodist Church (LUMC), Cleveland, Georgia.
Trinitarian Ontological Approach Pilot Program
Two pilot programs were conducted before the LUMC study began. As noted
earlier, the pilot programs are not tests of validity; they are, however, narratives of the
experience in developing the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational
revitalization. Both congregational settings in the pilot program were churches that
demonstrated plateau and decline according to the barometers of spiritual health and
vitality. These barometers are not reductionistic regarding the total life of the
congregation being studied but indicative of a congregation that could potentially benefit
from the model presented in this study.
The first congregational setting in which the trinitarian ontological approach was
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implemented was Thomson First United Methodist Church (TFUMC), Thomson,
Georgia. The second congregational setting was Chapel Hill United Methodist Church
(CHUMC), Rome, Georgia. Both churches yielded some positive results after having
experienced the approach set forth in this study. The positive results simply indicate the
integrity of the model but do not prove the efficacy of the model.
Pilot One Context of Study
Thomson First United Methodist Church (TFUMC) was the first pilot context for
the trinitarian ontological approach. TFUMC is what is commonly called a county seat
church because Thomson is the seat ofMcDuffie County. The church is the second-
largest congregation in McDuffie County, is the largest United Methodist church in a
fifty-mile radius from the city proper, and is among the most influential institutions in
this area. The influence ofTFUMC is due in large part to two factors. First, this church
has been present since Thomson was founded and has been intertwined with education,
politics, and community development for over a century. Another reason for the
significant influence of TFUMC is that a large number of the civic leaders, bankers,
educators, and physicians in the town attend this church. It has a rich heritage of
excellence, benevolence, and leadership in the community in which it exists and in the
denomination with which it is affiliated.
Over the course of fourteen months, I studied the historical, financial,
evangelistic, and demographic information of TFUMC. I sought to understand the
cultural and theological context and the spiritual condition of this congregation. I did not
presume to have captured the essence ofTFUMC. I did, however, ascertain some of the
growing edges of this church through my research. TFUMC demonstrated a need for
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revitalization. Most church growth and church renewal experts identify average
attendance at the principal worship service, Sunday school attendance, missional giving,
and the budget as primary barometers of spiritual health and vitality (Warren 47-71;
Easum, Church Grov^h Handbook 120-53; Schaller 223-39; Bama, Second Coming 45-
48; McGavran and Am 107).
In 1989, the average attendance at the principal worship service offered on
Sunday was 370 people, and in 1999, the average attendance was 371. Only a net
increase of one person in worship attendance occurred over a decade. In 2000, the
average attendance at the principal worship service decreased by forty-seven people to
324 active participants (see Figure 3. 1). In that same period of ten years, 148
"Confessions ofFaith" (conversions) occurred, eighty percent ofwhich were made by
confirmands (sixth grade students) joining the church. Only thirty people, who were
previously unchurched, came to a saving faith in Jesus in the last decade and joined the
church at TFUMC outside of confirmation class. The study revealed that 303 persons
transferred their membership into the church. The majority ofnew people coming into the
membership ofTFUMC were already churched persons.
In the ten years between 1 9 8 9-
1999, one {1} add itio n a I
person was retained in active
m em b e rs h ip .
In 2 0 0 0 , th e active
membership decreased by
forty-seven (47}peopIe.
Figure 3.1. Active Membership in Worship at TFUMC
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Another telHng barometer of spiritual health in a congregation is Sunday school
attendance. The study of TFUMC showed that Sunday school participation had
significantly declined (see Figure 3.2). In 1989, 414 persons were involved, and in 1999,
283 were involved in Sunday school. Over the course of a decade, TFUMC experienced a
decrease of 131 people in Sunday school.
1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999
Figure 3.2, Active Membership in Sunday School at TFUMC
The missional enterprise of a congregation is not only a theological indicator but
also a pragmatic one as well. Finances approximate congregational values more often
than not. Jesus said, "Where your treasure is, there your heart is also" (Matt. 6:21). The
missional giving ofTFUMC decreased over the decade between 1989 and 1999 (see
Figure 3.3). The missional giving of the church in 1989 was just over 24 percent of the
budget. In 1999, the church gave nearly 17 percent toward missional giving.
Denominational apportioimients were factored into the missional giving of the church.
Therefore, based on the current system in the North Georgia Conference, the
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denominational apportionments made up nearly 75 percent of the missional giving in
1999; whereas, in 1989, the apportionments comprised only 40 percent of the missional
benevolence. In 1 999 less money (per dollar) was given toward missions, and more of the
mission dollars given were sent to the denominational apportiormients. This change
means that less was invested in the local community. In fact, only 5 percent of the
missional giving ofTFUMC stayed in McDuffie County in 1999.
Figure 3.3. Missional Giving at TFUMC
Even though the percentage ofmissional giving in the church remained relatively
stagnant over that decade and the active attendance had not demonstrated any significant
growth in that same period of time, the expense for staffing grew markedly (see Figure
3.4). In 1989, the church paid $146,769 in staffing expenses. In 2000, over $364,000 was
paid in staffing expenses. TFUMC experienced an increase of $217,231 in salaries and
benefits for staff members. TFUMC paid less in missions but more in staffing and
remained relatively the same size over a period of ten years with the exception of
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decreasing active participation in Sunday school by 22 percent. TFUMC was paying
more to staff, accomplishing less in ministry, and paying less in missional outreach.
Fewer people were being converted to a saving faith in Christ, and fewer added members
were remaining active.
400000
350000
300000
250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Figure 3.4. Staffing Expenses at TFUMC
The various interviews and focus groups conducted at TFUMC provided insights
that amplified what the decadal data collection demonstrated. A ministry survey was used
to ascertain the congregation's understanding of its context and an appraisal of the
effectiveness of the ministry ofTFUMC (see Appendix A). The ministry survey data was
shared with the congregation through a PowerPoint class.
The data that the ministry survey produced was helpfiil in understanding. When
asked, "What would you say people (those with whom you work and play) outside this
church are yeaming for?" 93 percent responded, "A sense of belonging." The other
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responses were "stability" (4 percent) and "answers to life's questions" (2 percent). When
asked, "How is TFUMC doing in our efforts to offer McDuffie County and Thomson that
for which they are yeaming?" The subjects said TFUMC was "doing an adequate job"
(64 percent). Some subjects said TFUMC was "doing a poor job" (22 percent). Other
subjects responded, "We are not sure (14 percent) (see Figure 3.5). A majority of those
interviewed (68 percent) felt that TFUMC offered some great programmatic opportunities
and ministries, but that same group also said they felt that the church was not focused. Of
those interviewed, 74 percent acknowledged that they could not state the vision, mission,
and purpose ofTFUMC. When asked, "What opportunities are present, that you avail
yourselfof, that enhance your most important relationship, your relationship with God in
Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit?" Bible studies and Sunday school were identified as
being very significant (67 percent). The other responses were "involvement in local
mission and age level ministries" (28 percent), "the worship service" (3 percent), and
"involvement with United Methodist Women" (3 percent).
How is TFUMC doing in our efforts to offer McDuffie and Thomson that
for which they are yearning?
14%
nDoing an adequate job
?Doing a poor job
�Unsure
64%
Figure 3.5. Ministry Survey Question #2 Results TFUMC
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The cost ofministry at TFUMC escalated, but the missional work stagnated, and
Sunday school involvement decreased sharply. The cost of staffing nearly tripled, but a
clear sense of identity and purpose was elusive, if not absent, among the members and
constituents. The uncompensated lay ministers (those who lead Sunday school) were
among the most effective in ministry in the opinion of the members and constituents of
TFUMC, even though a significant decrease in the active participation of Simday school.
The operating budget of TFUMC more than doubled over that decade, and a
demonstrable need for significant relationships and a sense of belonging was revealed.
TFUMC was precisely the kind of congregational context for a test run of the trinitarian
ontological approach.
Pilot One Population and Subjects
The subjects of the pilot one study of TFUMC were all those who participated in
Sunday school, in general, and the persons who volunteered to participate in the evening
service ofworship, in particular. The population and sample were identical in the pilot
one study. The study group was comprised of ten Sunday school classes (Men's class.
Faith Fellowship, Exodus, J.O.Y., Alathean, OSME, New Life, Devoted Disciples, ninth-
twelfth grade classes, and Friendship Class) with a combined active participation of 1 87
persons. The 187 active participants represented 57 percent of the total active
membership ofTFUMC.
Pilot One Methodology
A ministry survey was mailed to every member of the ten Sunday school classes
at TFUMC. The data from that survey was incorporated into a four-week PowerPoint
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presentation of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization. Each
of the ten Sunday school classes at TFUMC participated in this presentation over a ten-
month period. I presented the four-week PowerPoint class on four sequential Sunday
mornings at 9:45 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. The classes met in the respective classrooms of each
group, one class per month over ten months. The first PowerPoint session was a spiritual
examination and reflection on the spiritual health and vitality of TFUMC based upon the
barometers of spiritual health. The second session was a theological exploration of the
doctrine of the Trinity. The third session invited the participants to reflect upon the nature
and work of the Church through the lens of trinitarian thought. The fourth session
presented recommendations regarding ways to reorder the life ofTFUMC to be
commensurate to the communio of the Trinity including the code of ethics of those who
model their lives after the example of the Trinity. This last session functioned as a
prolegomenon for the planning meeting on developing an evening service ofworship
modeled after the Trinity. The Administrative Board agreed to allow the evening service
to be used for this experimental case study.
Pilot One Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to apply the trinitarian ontological model of
revitalization to a service ofworship that had experienced concomitant plateau and
decline in TFUMC. This study presented TFUMC with a way to recover the essential
being of the Church and humanity and align the community of the church to the model of
the communio of the Trinity. Changing an institution often involves changing behavior,
rules, regulations, the way people think, and/or space. The trinitarian ontological
approach tries to change the way people think and their being-ness.
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The pilot one context was TFUMC Sunday school classes, in general, and the
evening worship service, in particular. The purpose ofpilot one was to create a small
community within the larger community ofTFUMC that modeled its life after the
example of the Trinity. This smaller community created of the volunteers that
participated in the evening service modeled itself after the archetype ofTrinity. The
theory behind the study was that the trinitarian koinonia established among the evening
worship service community would demonstrate a way to revitalize the larger
congregation ifproven successful.
Pilot One Findings of the Study
Following the PowerPoint presentations, the elected leadership ofTFUMC
(Administrative Board) allowed the evening worship service to be a laboratory for the
application of the trinitarian ontological model presented in this study. The challenge
from the leadership ofTFUMC was to apply the insights that emerged from the trinitarian
ontological model to a plateaued and declining area of the congregation on a small scale
as an experiment. The evening worship service fit the criteria. The evening service
maintained an attendance of thirty- five active participants for over a decade. Permission
was given by the Administrative Board to reorder, restructure, and/or revamp the evening
service in any way necessary to reflect the model of the Trinity.
Among the active membership ofTFUMC, 57 percent were exposed to the
PowerPoint classes through Sunday school. All 1 87 graduates of the classes were invited
to the plarming meeting of the new evening service; forty-three responded and attended
the plarming meeting. The forty-three persons, ranging in age from 10-72 became the
community that would create a new evening service. The service was called "Power
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Encounter." The participants agreed to function as a community wherein the diversity of
gifts and giftedness of each individual would be celebrated and honored within the
community while retaining the essential unity of our community. The ethics of
relationality (see Table 2.1, p. 77) were employed as the normative rule of life and
ministry together and the insights gained about the missional enterprise of the Godhead
were applied as the guiding force behind the service (Session 3 of the PowerPoint
program). Ideas were shared and received warmly, and new ways of experiencing God
the Father, Son, and Spirit were explored. The primary criteria for the consensus decision
making in the community was whether or not God the Father, Son, and Spirit would be
glorified by what was proposed. The celebration of a common meal was at the center of
the community's time together. At each gathering the Eucharist was celebrated.
In keeping with the commitment to celebrate the individual giftedness ofevery
community member, a diversity ofmusic, media, and modes of delivering the message
was presented regularly. The community of "Power Encounter" was intentional in its
commitment to inclusiveness, and it became the first and only racially integrated worship
service in McDuffie County. The community understood power as self-giving service,
humility toward others, and the empowerment of others. In the process of authentically
being together with one another in a manner commensurate to the Trinity, this
community led the evening worship to 248 persons in active participation. While the
growth of this service from thirty-five to 248 (700 percent increase in active
participation) is something to be celebrated, it does not prove the validity or success of
the model. What can be deduced from the experiment at TFUMC is that the model has
some integrity. Unfortunately, the model was not implemented into the larger ecclesial
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community of TFUMC, and the decline of the principal (moming) worship service
continued. The evening service, "Power Encounter," now neeirly rivals the active
participation of the principal service ofworship at 1 1 :00 a.m.
Pilot Two Context of Study
Chapel Hill United Methodist Church (CHUMC) was the second pilot context for
the trinitariEin ontological approach. Unlike TFUMC, CHUMC was a nascent
congregation. In 1983, the Full Gospel Tabemacle, Inc. (a privately owned incorporated
entity) purchased land on which to build a church. The site was 1818 Kingston Highway
on the new bypass outside the city ofRome, Georgia. The church building was completed
in 1985, and the Sunday school class space was finished in 1986. The pastor-owned
church was not as successful as expected, and so in 1990, Full Gospel Tabemacle, Inc.,
sought to liquidate its existing assets to become more economically solvent. At the same
time this happened to Full Gospel Tabemacle, Inc., the North Georgia Conference of the
United Methodist Church began making plans for the start of a new congregation in the
Rome area in North West Georgia. The Committee on Church Development set a goal to
plant a church in 1992 in the Northwest Georgia area. As denominational officials looked
for potential sites, among their chief conditions was that the site would have accessibility,
visibility, and potential for future expansion. The former property ofFull Gospel
Tabemacle, Inc., met all of these conditions and even had an adequate church plant. After
consultation with various experts in the field and in the North Georgia Conference,
denominational leaders decided to start a new church at 1818 Kingston Highway. On 28
June 1992 this new congregation had its first service ofworship as a United Methodist
congregation.
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Using the same barometers of spiritual health and vitality that v/ere employed in
pilot program one, CHUMC demonstrated some growing edges and areas of concern
(Warren 47-71; Easum, Church Growth Handbook 120-53; Schaller 223-39; Bama,
Second Coming 45-48; McGavran and Am 107). McGavran and Am contend,
"Membership statistics are not everything, but they do indicate trends. Statistics are a
kind of shorthand that compress into a very small compass the information which
members of the church, and leaders of the church ought to have" (61). In addition to these
barometers of congregational health, I believed that a conversion ratio was of significant
import in attempting to discover the health and vitality ofCHUMC. A conversion ratio is
the percentage ofpeople that join a congregation through a confession of faith in Jesus as
opposed to those that join a congregation through the transfer of their membership from
other Christian churches. My bias was both a practical and theological one. Churches
grow through various means. Some congregations grow primarily through transfers
within the denomination; whereas, others grow through transfers from different
denominations. McGavran and Am say, "Churches grow in three ways-biological
growth, transfer growth and conversion growth" (12). Growing churches through
transferring members is not actual growth of the kingdom of God. The missional
enterprise of the Church is to evangelize the world, win the lost, rescue the perishing, add
to the body those that are being saved, and reconcile unto God those who were previously
hostile. Moving Christians from one church to another church is like reshuffling a deck of
playing cards. The biblical way to grow is through converting people to an allegiance to
Jesus Christ (Matt. 28:18-20; Acts 2:42-47). Looking at the conversion ratio, the
percentage of growth through "confessions of faith," was another means of ascertaining
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the health of CHUMC.
One area of concern that irrmiediately surfaced was related to the origin of
CHUMC. This congregation began with a core group of transferred members from other
United Methodist churches in the Rome-Carrolton district. These transferred members
were regarded as charter members. Unlike several of the other new churches being
planted throughout the North Georgia Conference today, CHUMC was started with
existing members of other congregations (Trinity, Mitzpah, Riverside, and North Rome
United Methodist Church). The North Georgia Conference Committee on Church
Development, under the leadership ofClay Jacobs, now stresses church planting through
conversion, but at the time ofCHUMC's launch this was not the case (see Figure 3.6).
Since its inception, a trend emerged in this congregation. The trend was that CHUMC
increased its membership primarily through the transfer ofmembers from other United
Methodist congregations rather than solely relying upon conversions to the Christian
faith. This barometer of spiritual health and vitality demonstrated that a significant
percentage ofnew members to Chapel Hill came from other Christian congregations
rather than from converting unbelievers to Christianity. In 2001, only fifteen people
joined Chapel Hill, and all of those were transferred members from other United
Methodist churches. Several potential difficulties accompany this trend. One sociological
difficulty is that CHUMC could potentially inherit disgruntled members from other
congregations who bring with them personal agendas and biases related to the churches
of their previous affiliation. A spiritual difficulty that could emerge would be that the
congregation perceives itself as growing when truly it is not. Thus, an illusion of vitality
and health could appear that would blind CHUMC to the fulfillment of its biblical
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mission. Other potential hazards could accompany the trend of transferred members.
Although membership rolls are helpful in some areas of congregational study, the
active participation ofmembers in worship give a more reliable picture of the actual size
and the participatory dynamics of a collectivity (see Figure 3.7). In 1992, the average
attendance at the principal worship service offered at CHUMC was 140 people. In 2000,
the average attendance at the principal worship service on Sunday was 130. Despite the
significant growth CHUMC experienced in the late 1990s, in less than a decade this
church had fewer active members than there was when it started. In 2001, the active
participation at the principal service ofworship dropped to eighty people.
Year Those added to Body Convereiorj Ratio
1992 167 6%
1993 38 23%
1994 27 37%
1995 58 38%
1996 51 31%
1997 67 31%
1998 77 45%
1999 40 35%
2000 29 48%
Figure 3.6. Conversion Ratio at CHUMC
Figure 3.7. Active Membership in Worship at CHUMC
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In many mainline churches, often a disparity between those members on the
congregational roll and those members who attend regularly appears. In churches that
have plateaued or declined, a disproportionate number of inactive members are present
on the roll. The vitality of a congregation depends on the active members not merely
those on the membership roster. Having one's name on the membership roster ofa
church does not necessarily mean that the person is an active participant in the life of the
congregation. In less than a decade, the fissure between members on roll and members
and constituents who attended regularly grew to the disproportionate dispersion
concomitant to other mainline churches (see Figure 3.8). The barometers of spiritual
health and vitality did not demonstrate congregational fitness at CHUMC.
BAttendance
�Membership
Figure 3.8. Active Members Versus Members on Roll at CHUMC
Another telling barometer of spiritual health in a congregation is related to
Simday school attendance. Simday school has long been the veritable backbone of the
Protestant Church. A church often grows in concert with its Sunday school ministry.
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Sunday school significantly declined at CHUMC (see Figure 3.9). The decline ran
concurrent to the decrease ofactivity at the principal service ofworship. By 2001, only
thirty-five people were involved with the Sunday school ministry ofCHUMC. In 1997-
1998, one of the most significant problems with the Sunday school ministry of the church
was the lack of adequate space to hold the various classes that were meeting in the
primary building. In June 2001, the issue was not classroom space, but the continuation
of the Sunday school progreim. The finance committee ofCHUMC investigated the cost
effectiveness ofpurchasing church school literature in relation to the apparent lack of
participation among the members and constituents. Before voting to discontinue the
Simday school ministry ofCHUMC, the matter was tabled, and the issue was never
revisited. The fact that the issue was raised in the first place identified that the Sunday
school ministry program of CHUMC was not healthy and the participation was poor.
�Active Participants
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Figure 3.9. Active Membership in Sunday School at CHUMC
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The budget of a church can be another reliable indicator as to the driving forces of
a particular congregation (Warren 75-83; Callahan, Effective Church Finances 3-34;
Miller 1 13-33). The budget should also be regarded as a faith document. It testifies to
those things, concems, and needs that are most important to a congregation. The spiritual
barometer ofmissional giving at CHUMC demonstrated the concurrent trend toward
decline. Callahan, in Effective Church Finances, discusses the relationship between
church finance and missional endeavor:
People with passion for mission are motivated to learn effective church
finance practices. Effective church finances will advance your mission.
Effective practices in church finances will strengthen the health of your
congregation. (3)
Not only is the missional giving of a church indicative of the spiritual health and vitality
of that congregation, but also it is a key to revitalizing a congregation. Giving begets
giving. In the same way that increasing the active participation revitalizes a congregation
so too does increasing the missional enterprise of the church reinvigorate a plateaued or
declining congregation.
Figure 3.10. Missional Giving at CHUMC
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In order to provide consistency, verifiability, and replicatability, I used the North
Georgia Conference journals to gather data on the barometers of spiritual health and
vitality, such as conversion ratio, active participation at the principal worship service,
participation versus membership, Sunday school attendance, and missional giving. One
carmot rely solely on the data obtained from the journals because of the potential for
human error in reporting this information; therefore, humility regarding the conclusions
at which one arrives using this data is essential. Nevertheless, this kind of information is
readily available for leaders in mainline denominations and is a good begirming place.
The information obtained about the context ofCHUMC demonstrated plateau and
decline.
In addition to studying the historical, financial, evangelistic, and demographic
information of this congregation, I conducted seven different listening sessions with the
committees of the church. Ammerman et al.'s book. Studying Congregations, was very
helpful in gathering and learning fi-om material I collected Irom the research and these
encounters with the congregation. I also mailed a ministry survey out to the sixty-two
church/conference approved leaders (see Appendix B). This survey provided helpful
material in ascertaining the spiritual health and vitality ofCHUMC. Sixty-two surveys
were mailed out with self-addressed stamped envelopes included so they could be
returned conveniently. Forty-three completed surveys were returned. The findings were
processed, and a barometers report was created to demonstrate the opinions of the leaders
on such topics as the community needs, the effectiveness of the church at meeting those
needs, the health ofministry, and those facets of community life at CHUMC that enhance
the leaders' spiritual health and vitality and charted the vitality ofCHUMC.
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The leaders revealed that the community ofCHUMC, for some, had a positive
effect on their spiritual lives (see Figure 3.11). Other leaders, however, claimed that the
communio of this congregation marginally or adversely affected their spiritual lives.
When asked what facets of community life at CHUMC strengthened their relationship
with God, the leaders revealed four primary encounters that positively affected them.
Discovering the leaders' perceptions of the effect of the communio ofCHUMC on their
spiritual lives and the opportunities that they availed themselves of that strengthened their
relationship with God revealed that communal activities were most efficacious,
particularly those ofworship and Bible study. The survey revealed that improvements in
community life were necessary and that some of the activities of community life were
proficient in strengthening their relationship with God. This information confirmed the
value of this project and the timeliness of the subject matter. Recovering a trinitarian-
based ecclesiology, reordering the congregational life toward the relational dynamics of
self-giving love as modeled out in the Divine Archetype of the Trinity, and recalibrating
the missional enterprise of the church toward a theocentric endeavor would certainly help
in fostering unity, good relationships, evangelistic outreach, and larger community
benevolence. The leaders expressed concem about several areas of community life. In
their estimation, CHUMC was not very effective in meeting the needs they identified as
being significant.
The results ofministry question #3 were surprising when considering that these
same subjects identified four areas of community life as being helpfiil enhancing their
spiritual lives (see Figure 3.12). Of the four areas of community life at CHUMC
identified as efficacious to their relationship to God, three related directly to being in
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community together: "small groups" (44 percent), "fellowship" (67 percent), and,
"church school/Bible study" (78 percent).
How would you rank the significance of the Chapel Hill community to
the living out your spiritual life?
Excellent Poor
0% ^ No Comment F 11%
11% HPoor
� Fair
� Good
? Excellent
BNo Comment
Figure 3.11. Ministry Survey Question #3 Results CHUMC
What opportunities are present at Chapel Hill (that you avail yourself of) that enhance your
most important relationship, your relationship with God in Jesus Christ through the Holy
Spirit?
Small Groups
Fellowship
Church School/Bible Study
Preaching/Worship
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Figure 3.12. Ministry Survey Question #4 Results CHUMC
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One of the surprising results of the plateau and subsequent decline of this
congregation was the experience ofdisunity, fragmentation, and relational difficulties
that accompanied this shift to dysfunction. Although the experiences of disunity,
fragmentation, and relational difficulties could emerge as a result of the sociological
verities ofAmerican civil religion, utilitarian individualism, institutionalism, and
biblical/theological ignorance, the problems at CHUMC may have been more concretely
related to the nature of its origin. According to the leadership of the church, the needs of
the congregation were not being satisfied, and the community life was unfavorably
affected by the lack ofunity and relational problems (see Figures 3.13 and 3.14). This
may accoimt for the 55 percent of those who claimed that the significance of community
life had amarginal to poor effect on their spiritual life. Discovering ways to improve
relationships in this congregation was essential for the overall well-being of the church.
Figure 3.13. Ministry Survey Question #1 Results CHUMC
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How would you rank Chapel Hill's effectiveness in meeting those needs
you have identified?
^Poor
HFair
� Good
? Excellent
3No Comment
Figure 3.14. Ministry Survey Question #2 Results CHUMC
The ministry survey revealed the leaders' estimation of the need for community
unity and right relations among the membership and constituents ofCHUMC. The lack of
unity and relations among the members and constituents had a contributive influence on
the marginal to poor effect of the commimity on the spiritual lives of the leaders.
CHUMC was not doing a great job at fostering congregational unity, evangelistic
outreach, good relationships, and programmatic outreach to the larger community.
CHUMC was in need of congregational and relational revitalization.
Pilot Two Population and Subjects
The subjects of the pilot two study were the sixty-two leaders of CHUMC. These
leaders were nominated by the Corrmiittee on Lay Leadership and confirmed by the
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Church/Charge Conference of 2001. These leaders represented every area of
congregational life at this church. Their responsibilities ranged from care of the church
plant and program to the care of the spiritual life of the membership and constituency.
For this study the population and the sample were identical.
Pilot Two Methodology
A ministry survey was mailed to all sixty-two leaders ofCHUMC (see Appendix
B). The data from that survey was incorporated into a two-week PowerPoint presentation
of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization. The project
presented at CHUMC consisted of a two-week PowerPoint class that met on two
sequential Wednesday evenings at 6:15 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in a large classroom. Fifty-eight
of the sixty-two leaders ofCHUMC attended. The first session was a spiritual
examination and reflection on the spiritual health and vitality ofCHUMC based upon the
barometers of spiritual health and also the demographic information provided by the
Percept study. The second session explored of the doctrine of the Trinity, invited the
participants to reflect upon the nature and work of the Church through the lens of
trinitarian thought, and presented recommendations to the leadership regarding ways to
reorder the life ofCHUMC to be commensurate with the communio of the Trinity
including the code of ethics (see Table 2.1, p. 77). The PowerPoint presentation
ftinctioned as a prolegomenon for the one-day retreat that would follow. The purpose of
the one-day retreat was to develop a mission and vision statement for CHUMC that
would align the congregation with the Trinity and reorder congregational life.
Pilot Two Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to present an ontological approach to
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ecclesiological revitalization ofCHUMC modeled after the example of the Trinity.
CHUMC had been a congregation for less than a decade yet it had experienced the
plateau and decline concomitant to that of older congregations; nevertheless, lay
leadership and laity-led ministries had been among the primary foci of this congregation.
I sought to use those distinctive attributes to the advantage of the project by teaching the
lay leadership about the ontological, relational, and missional enterprise of the Trinity
and empowering them as primary change agents.
"Leadership is originally the source of the beliefs and values that get a group
moving in dealing with its internal and external problems" (Schein 26). Bolman and
Deal, however, offer an observation that helps to balance the perception of leaders as the
cure for congregational dysfunction:
Though leadership is widely accepted as a cure for organizational ills, it is
also widely misunderstood. Many views of leadership fail to recognize its
relational and contextual nature and its distinction from power and
position. Inadequate ideas about leadership often produce oversimplified
advice to managers. (317)
A balanced approach to the efficacy of leadership as a curative for congregational
dysfunction was observed in the study ofCHUMC.
A church could possibly be revitalized from the inside out through a trinitarian
ontological approach. For some, changing an institution involves changing behavior,
practice, rules, regulations, and/or space. For the trinitarian ontological approach,
changing the way people think is the primary intent. The incidentals ofpraxis naturally
follow. In fact, this way of congregational revitalization is more about recovering
something that has been lost than it is about finding out something new. Once a recovery
of trinitarian communio occurs, the culture of the church should change. Schein explains.
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"Ifwhat a leader proposes works and continues to work, what once was only the leader's
assumption gradually comes to be shared assumption" (26-27). Transforming the way the
leadership of CHUMC thought and experienced the Godhead and one another was the
intent behind pilot project two. The collateral improvement throughout the ecclesial
community was anticipated.
The experiment at CHUMC had several aims. The transition from a culture of
American civil religion to the recovery of a trinitarian-based ecclesiology was one of the
goals of this pilot program. Another goal was the shift from the praxis ofutilitarian
individualism to agapic commimalism. A third objective was the recalibration of an
institutional-centered missiology to a theocentric missiology. The final aim was to
reorient CHUMC's congregational life toward a unity ofpurpose and mission whereupon
the dynamics ofpower and giftedness were employed for the glorification of the
Godhead.
Pilot Two Findings of the Study
Following the demographic study, the survey, the analysis of the accumulated
data, and the PowerPoint presentation, the leaders agreed to go on a one-day retreat at the
Rome Library and attend to those identifiable areas of concem and develop a mission and
vision statement that would be commensurate to the Divine Archetype of the Trinity. The
elected leadership identified three immediate needs present in CHUMC (see Table 3.1). I
was able to offer possible alterations in the community of CHUMC to address the needs
that the leaders identified. The retreat included time for prayer, conversation, directed
study of Scripture, planning, review of the PowerPoint class material, contextual study of
CHUMC, the development of a mission and vision statement, and celebration of the
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Eucharist.
Table 3.1. Community Needs and Needed Alterations at Chapel Hill
Community Needs Alterations
Unity in diversity/diversity in unity Recover a trinitarian-based ecclesiology
in which ministry is shared and owned by
all and that the use ofpower (formal and
informal) is exercised for the purpose of
glorifying the Godhead
Sense ofmeaningful community Reorder congregational life according to
the relational dynamic of self-giving love
and mutuality
Clear missional and visional purpose Recalibrate the missional endeavor of
Chapel Hill from an ecclesiocentric
missiology to a trinitariocentric
missiology
The leaders agreed that CHUMC was not functioning in congruence to its
ontology and that reordering life corrunensurate to the trinitarian ontological Imago Dei
was essential to the revitalization of the congregation. The reordering of life that occurred
at CHUMC was not simply a shift or change in praxis; it was, rather, a modification of
the self-identity and life of this congregation. Chapel Hill had to reorder congregational
life in concert with the model of the Trinity if the community dysfunction was to be
treated. The leadership adopted a relational code of ethics that had a formative influence
on the dynamics of interaction among themselves (see Table 2.1, p. 77). The leaders
agreed to model right relations for the rest of the congregational conmiunity, by
following the code of ethics.
The relational dynamics of the Trinity reveal that the purpose of glorification of
the Godhead is central to the Persons' ontology. Consequently, the purpose of the
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community modeled after the Trimty is the glorification of the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit. Changing the way CHUMC's leaders, members, and constituents related to one
another as the Church was central to addressing the apparent lack ofunity and inadequate
relations among the members and constituents and the concomitant marginal to poor
effect the church had on the spiritual lives ofpeople. Changing the way the leaders,
members, and constituents understood their purpose was paramount to addressing the
same areas ofdysftanction.
CHUMC developed a new mission and vision statement in which the primary
question at all church meetings was, "Will God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit be
glorified with this?" The driving force behind missions was no longer the economic
benefit of adding members but rather the glorification of the Godhead and the creation of
community. CHUMC shifted fi-om the bureaucratic hierarchical structure it formerly had
to the new congregational organization ofN.O.W. (Nurture, Outreach, and Witness) that
is recommended in the United Methodist Discipline (United Methodist par. 251). This
new structure created a consensus-based, decision-making process and fostered
cooperation and communication among the members and constituents of CHUMC. The
Church Council adopted the code ofChristian ethics as the normative behavior for the
community and posted them throughout the church plant (see Table 2.1, p. 77). CHUMC
became intentional in its commitment to the empowerment of all people to discover and
employ their giftedness for the glory of God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit by
using spiritual gift assessments as a means for deciding areas of service at CHUMC.
Within three months of this experiment, attendance at CHUMC increased from eighty to
211 participants (264 percent increase), and Sunday school attendance increased by 171
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percent (from thirty-five to sixty participants). Missional giving and regular offerings did
not increase. The disunity and general hostility among the members did not go away
within that same period of time, and the trinitarian ethics were assented to only in word,
not praxis. However, the discord and division dissipate following the reordering of
CHUMC. This trinitarian ontological approach helped CHUMC rediscover the essential
being of the Church and humanity and then encouraged the congregation to align the
community of the church to the model of the communio of the Trinity. The success of the
model was not proved, but the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational
revitalization was efficacious. Success of the model at CHUMC could only be
determined over a long period of time (ten years or more). Pilot two program was another
step along the way toward developing a model and project that could prove successful.
The Population and Subjects
The two pilot program case studies served as helpfiil preparation for this study of
LUMC. Like the two pilot program congregational contexts, LUMC had experienced
some plateau and decline. In the decade between 1991-2001, LUMC left a three-church
circuit, increased membership by 200 percent, increased its budget by 300 percent, and
became a station church. Before that time, LUMC remained relatively the same size and
composition for nearly 160 years. Even though during the decade between 1991-2001
LUMC markedly grew, the same barometers of spiritual health and vitality used at
TFUMC and CHUMC revealed that LUMC had experienced plateau and some minor
decline. LUMC, although clearly in better shape than the two pilot program churches,
was a congregation that could benefit from the trinitarian ontological approach to
congregational revitalization.
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A critical consideration of LUMC revealed some growing edges. Despite the
apparent growth LUMC experienced between 1991-2000 active participation was only
marginally affected (see Figure 3.15). Over this period of time, 117 people became
members of the church but the attendance increased by only fifty persons, which is less
than halfof those that joined the church. The attendance versus membership barometer of
spiritual health and vitality illustrated nominal rise in active participation and raised some
concem about assimilation and retention ofnew members.
! Attendance
I Membership
1991
45
74
1992
50
82
1993
53
82
1994
40
80
1995
68
85
1996
77
100
1997
95
120
1998
105
136
1999
105
143
2000
95
155
HAttendance
� Membership
Figure 3.15. Active Members Versus Members on Roll at LUMC
Often a disparity between those members on roll and those persons who actively
participate in the life of the congregation is conmion in mainline churches. The churches
in the two pilot programs demonstrated a disproportionately larger dispersion of roll
members to faithfiil participants than that which existed at LUMC. Nevertheless, the
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fissure between active and inactive members did exist at LUMC.
Another barometer ofhealth and vitality that was considered in all three cases was
Sunday school (see Figure 3.16). As said before, Sunday school has long been the
veritable backbone of the Protestant church. A churchwill often grow or decline in
concert with the program of Sunday school and Christian education. The Sunday school
ministry ofLUMC demonstrated significant decline and near demise. Even though some
have called the Simday school hour "the most wasted hour of the week," the active
membership in this program ofministry compared to the membership roll can illustrate
the potential growing edge of a congregation (Westerhoff 1-25). Other possible small
group ministries were not factored into this barometer of spiritual health and vitality
namely because attendance data does not exist for those ministries and therefore carmot
be verified with any certainty.
Figure 3.16. Sunday School Active Participants Versus Members at LUMC
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The two pilot programs employed the barometer ofmissional giving as a means
of ascertaining the strength and vitality of a congregation. This same barometer was
employed in the study of LUMC. Callahan contends, "[D]eveloping a strong budget is
the first area of effective church finances" (Effective Church Finances 4). One of the
most important facets to a strong budget is missional giving. Missional giving closely
approximates the values and vision of a congregation. Callahan describes a budget of
integrity as having a strong missional emphasis. A healthy budget, according to Callahan,
is one that "is a budget that is generous in mission" (47). The missional giving of LUMC
demonstrated undulation and then a concurrent trend toward decline (see Figure 3.17).
Even though the amount for missional giving remained between $2,000 and $9,000 over
the years between 1991-2000, the aimual budget increased over 300 percent over that
same period of time. The missional giving at LUMC did not remain consistently
proportionate to the annual budget of the church. By January 2002, the entire missions
portion of the budget at LUMC was cut. In 2001 , the finance committee voted to give
nothing toward missions in 2002.
Figure 3.17. Missional Giving at LUMC
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The third barometer of spiritual health and vitality considered was the conversion
ratio at LUMC (see Figure 3.18). Some congregations grow primarily through transfers
within the denomination, whereas others grow through transfers from different
denominations. Looking at the conversion ratio, the percentage of growth through
"confessions of faith" is another means of determining how healthy a church is. Growing
churches through fransferring members is not actual growth of the kingdom of God. One
facet of the missional enterprise of the Church is to evangelize the world. Moving
Christians from one church to another is like reshuffling a deck ofplaying cards. As in
the case ofCHUMC, but to a lesser extent, LUMC increased its membership by
transferring persons from other United Methodist churches and other denominational
congregations instead of relying solely upon conversions. Over the years the trend of
increasing membership through transfer rather than conversion emerged at LUMC. Of the
117 persons that joined LUMC from 1991 to 2000, only 21 percent were new converts to
the Christian faith.
Year Those added to Body Conversion Ratio
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
9
3
10
6
15
20
21
11
16
33%
0%
30%
17%
6%
25%
28%
9%
6%
2000 6 66%
Figure 3.18. Conversion Ratio at LUMC
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These barometers of spiritual health and vitality are not comprehensive or
reductionistic. These barometers do not adjudicate the total well-being and vivacity of a
congregation but are simply indicators. They are indicative ofpossible trends, strengths,
and growing edges in congregations. Basing a diagnosis solely upon these indicators
would be imprudent. Interpreting these indicators as possible reflections on the health of
a congregation is a better approach.
Sociologists have long understood the relationship between a smaller collectivity
and the larger collectivity ofwhich it is a part. This sociological correlation exists
between a congregation, its congregants, and the surrounding community. Biologists
would call this correlation a phylogenetic relationship. A phylogenetic relationality exists
between congregations and communities in the same way that any species relates to its
surrounding habitat phylogenetically. This contextual reality is not, however,
deterministic. Congregations, like many other sociological collectivities, are open
systems. Observations of the ontogenetic/phylogenetic relationality of a collectivity and
its conmiunity help in understanding an interactionist perspective of congregations. "A
congregation-its theology and ethics, its worship, its programs, its style of operation, and
what it does or does not to with reference to mission-is profoundly shaped by its social
context" (Roozen, McKinney, and Carroll 31). The larger community dynamics and
needs ofWhite County offered an interesting perspective and deeper dimensional
understanding of the vitality and health ofLUMC.
The Percept study ofWhite County revealed that the current population was
17,478 and projected a five-year population increase of 13.5 percent (2,359 people) (see
Appendix F). Of the citizenry in White County, 29 percent (5,069 people) had no faith
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involvement according to this study. The Percept study also revealed that 80 percent of
White County was under the age of sixty years old (see Appendix F).
Many of the citizens of the county (14 percent) were struggling with family
problems such as divorce and abuse, and many citizens (25 percent) were in need of the
basics of life like food and adequate shelter. The Percept study showed that the
Regionally Indexed Stress Conditions (RISC levels) for the public ofWhite Coimty was
higher than the national average (see Appendix F). The faith receptivity of the general
public ofWhite County was also higher than the national average. The study of the larger
context of LUMC revealed that the people ofWhite County were not resistant to change
and were receptive to small group ministry, traditional to contemporary churches, and
historically rooted denominations.
Placing LUMC's barometers of spiritual health and vitality in comparison with
the Percept study of the larger conmiunity context ofWhite County elucidated my
understanding of the growing edges of the LUMC congregation (see Appendix F). With
5,069 unchurched potential Christians in the community, LUMC could potentially have
grown through conversions rather than simply increasing its membership through
transfers ofmembership. The larger community of LUMC was struggling with issues
such as acquiring the basic needs of life (25 percent), divorce and abuse (14 percent),
disappointment and loss (28 percent), and spiritual and existential needs (16 percent)
while at the same time the Sunday school ministry of LUMC dwindled into near oblivion
and missional giving/programs decreased. The faith receptivity of the larger White
County community matched the worship style, organization, and character of LUMC;
nevertheless, LUMC did not increase its active participation in worship and Sunday
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school in a manner commensurate with the larger community, the felt needs of the
citizenry, and the potential number of new converts. Sunday school involvement
significantly decreased while at the same time the need for small support groups
increased in White County. The missional giving ofLUMC decreased over the decade
studied even though the needs ofWhite County continued to escalate. Although growth
did occur in LUMC, it was nominal, and less than halfof those that joined the commimity
remained active in the congregation. LUMC was not effectively ministering to the larger
community and as a result was declining in vitality and strength. The barometers of
spiritual health and vitality, coupled with the demographic data related to the larger
community ofWhite County demonstrated that LUMC could benefit from the trinitarian
ontological approach to congregational revitalization.
The ministry survey data helped to clarify further the critical examination of
LUMC (see Appendix C). The ministry survey was mailed to every member's home with
a self-addressed, stamped envelope included so that the survey could be returned to the
church office. The ministry survey, like the same instruments mailed to TFUMC and
CHUMC, was designed so as to ascertain the members' perceptions of LUMC's
community life. Of the sixty-eight surveys sent out to the members ofLUMC, fifty-two
were returned.
The ministry survey revealed that the "care of existing members" was considered
the most significant need ofLUMC, according to the respondents (see Figure 3.19).
Evangelism was regarded as the least important need to be met at LUMC. The
relationship between the apparent lack of interest in evangelism and the conversion ratio
demonstrated some correlation. Those who responded to the surveys seemed to recognize
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that small group ministry was important. This concem correlated to the needs that were
revealed in the larger conmiunity by the Percept Study. The LUMC nominal commitment
to meeting the needs of the larger conmiunity also appeared in the first ministry survey
question. Improving worship was another concem that the respondents identified as being
important. The needs that should be met (according to the respondents) were primarily
related to the already existing membership ofLUMC and those responding seemed
unconcemed for the larger community constituents who were not members ofLUMC. In
fact, 72 percent of the concems identified were "in house" concems.
What are the most significant needs that Loudsville UMC should
meet?
�Evangefism
QCare of Existing Members
?Small Support Groups
� Improving Worship
�Larger Community
Outreach/Meeting Needs
Care ofExisting
Members
40%
Figure 3.19. Ministry Survey Question #1 Results LUMC
ImprovingWorship
12%
Larger Community
Outreach/Meeting
Needs
18%
Evangelism
10%
all Support Groups
20%
Mainline churches often stmggle with the issues of institutionalism and become
rather insular in their ministry perspective. This institutional ministry perspective can
give rise to an ecclesio-centric missional enterprise. Considering the 2002 budgetary cut
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in all missional outreach, the data from the ministry survey, the decline of the Sunday
school program, the low conversion ratio, and the escalating needs of the larger
community and growing numbers of xmchurched constituents, LUMC had some serious
growing edges.
The ministry survey sought to evaluate the effectiveness of the congregation of
LUMC in meeting those needs the respondents identified as significant (see Figure 3.20).
The respondents' evaluation of the congregation's effectiveness in caring for its members
and presenting small support groups was relatively optimistic. None of the respondents
ranked LUMC as "poor" or ineffective in meeting the significant needs of the
congregation.
How would you rank Loudsville UMC's effectiveness in meeting
those needs you have identified?
HPoor
� Fair
� Good
? Excellent
�No Comment
Figure 3.20. Ministry Survey Question #2 Results LUMC
The ministry survey helped to clarify the significance of the LUMC community to
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the congregants' spiritual health and vitality. Question three was based upon the
presupposition of a phylogenetic/ontogenetic relationship between an individual and
larger collectivity. Interactionist sociological understanding takes the relationship
between the smaller and larger components of a collectivity very seriously. The
respondents identified LUMC as strongly to marginally significant to their spiritual lives
(see Figure 3.21). Fewer people regarded the LUMC commimity as an excellent influence
on their spiritual lives than those who had no comment. Those who were marginally
affected in positive ways spiritually by the LUMC conmiunity outnumbered those who
ranked the conmiunity as being "good" for them. Perhaps the reason why the "care of
existing members" was regarded as the most important need to be addressed by LUMC is
related to the marginal effect the congregational community had on its members.
Howwould you rank the significance of the Loudsville UMC community to the
living out your spiritual life?
No Comment Fair
� Poor
� Fair
� Good
? Excellent
�No Comment
Excellent
12%
Figure 3.21. Ministry Survey Question #3 Results LUMC
Although growth did occur in LUMC after a 160-year stasis, the congregation
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was not effectively ministering to the ecclesial and larger commmiity and, as a result, was
declining in vitality, strength, and spiritual significance. The larger community needs of
the unchurched were escalating, but the primary concem of the members was the
congregational needs. The missional enterprise of the church was cut from the budget in
2002, and the ministry survey showed that evangelism and meeting community needs
were less important to the members than the institutional concems. As the congregation
stmggled with concomitant influence of the sociological factors contributive to the
decline ofmainline churches (American civil religion, utilitarian individualism,
institutionalism, and biblical/theological illiteracy), the spiritual significance of the
LUMC community diminished among the members. The barometers of spiritual health
and vitality, the demographic data related to the larger community ofWhite County, and
the results of the ministry survey demonstrated that LUMC could benefit from the
trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization.
"Leaders fail when they take too narrow a view of the context in which they are
working" (Bolman and Deal 379). One of the potential hazards pastors/leaders face in
helping develop lay leadership is focusing all energies toward the training, motivating,
and encouragement of existing leaders without cultivating potential leaders. In the
attempt to broaden the perspective and the potential of revitalization at LUMC a larger
collectivity than the existing leadership of the congregation were invited to participate in
this study. At the time of this study, LUMC had twenty-two leaders that had been
nominated by the committee on lay leadership and confirmed by the charge/church
conference of 2001. These leaders represented every area of congregational life at this
church. Their responsibilities ranged from care of the church plant and program to the
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care of the spiritual life of the membership and constituency. The pretest questiormaire
that was mailed to sixty-eight homes of existing adult members included a cover letter
that provided explanation of the study and an invitation to participate in the research (see
Appendix D). The cover letter explained that in completing the pretest questionnaire and
returning it to the church office, the respondent was agreeing to participate in the
treatment and the posttest. Sixty-eight pretest questionnaires were mailed in self-
addressed stamped envelopes, and forty-two were returned. Those forty-two potential
leaders of LUMC were the subjects in this study. For this study the population was sixty-
eight and the sample was forty-two.
Purpose of the Study
This was a case study ofLUMC, a mainline United Methodist church that had
experienced some plateau and decline. Like so many other mainline churches, LUMC
was impacted by the sociocultural and ideological factors of American civil religion,
utilitarian individualism, institutionalism, and biblical/theological ignorance. These
factors have had a contributive influence on the decline of congregations in mainline
denominations for years. In addressing the plateau and decline of congregations, many
scholars and successful pastors and leaders have presented methodologies, tactics, and
models to revitalize and grow forward churches. Many of these are behavioral-oriented
approaches employing stratagems, formulae, and practices that are secular in nature.
These behavioral-oriented approaches, although successful at times, are designed for
collectivities that are ontologically different from the Church. Therefore, this study
presents another way to revitalize congregations like LUMC, a trinitarian ontological
approach.
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The approach of this study was to present a model for ministry that is
ontologically congruent to the essential nature of the Church and might revitalize a
plateaued or declining mainline congregation. The approach in this research sought to
help LUMC to rediscover the essential being of the Church and humanity and then to
align the community of the church to the model of the communio of the Trinity. A church
could possibly be revitalized from the inside out through a trinitarian ontological
approach. Once a recovery of trinitarian communio occurs, the culture of the church
could potentially change.
As in the pilot program with CHUMC, this study had very similar goals. The
transition from a culture ofAmerican civil religion to the recovery of a trinitarian-based
imderstanding of the Church and humanity was one of the goals of this study. Another
goal was the shift from the experience of utilitarian individualism to self-giving love and
koinonia. A third objective was the recalibration of an institutional-centered missiology
to a theocentric missiology. The final aim was to reorient LUMC's congregational life
toward a unity ofpurpose and mission whereupon the dynamics ofpower and giftedness
were employed for the glorification of the Godhead. These shifts in congregational being
might revitalize the church and change the way community is experienced at LUMC.
These shifts should also have a positive demonstrable effect on the barometers of
spiritual health and vitality.
Research Questions
This study synthesized three fields of scholarship: sociology, theology proper, and
ecclesiology. The sociological area of this study considered systemic factors that were
contributive and participatory to the problem being researched. The theological area of
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this study sought to bridge accepted doctrinal postulations and perspectives with that
which the sociological inquiry revealed about the contributive and systemic factors that
have played a significant role in the problem being discussed. The ecclesial field of study
considered ontological, organizational, and constitutional themes as they related to the
sociological and theological discoveries. The research questions that guided the study
were reflective of these subjects and their respective relational dynamics.
Research Question 1
How do congregants ofLUMC experience communio at this church?
The answer to this question provided a baseline understanding of the nature,
efficacy, and significance of communio among the subjects of the control group before
the introduction of the independent variable, which for this study was the PowerPoint
presentation on the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization.
Without this baseline understanding, the difficulty in determining the change, if any, that
occurred in the subjects' knowledge, affect, and behavior in relation to the trinitarian
ontological model would be hard to ascertain.
Another aim behind question one was to discem the correlatives, if any, between
the broad sociocultural Zeitgeist and the sociocultural factors that have contributed to
plateau and decline in mainline churches, in general, and the experience of community
among the subjects of the control group, in particular (see Figure 3.22). The answer to
this question could possibly reveal some systemic correlatives between the experience of
the LUMC communio and the Zeitgeist because of the relationship between ontogeny and
phylogeny. The essential question of ontogeny/phylogeny relates to whether an
individual organism affects the class of species or the class of species has a formative
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role in the development of the individual organism. From a socio-biological perspective,
a phylogenetic relationship subsists between a differentiated collectivity and the larger
community. The environment in which a congregation finds its being, meaning, and
purpose is formative to the ontology and praxis of that congregation. The pretest
questionnaire could possibly provide the baseline understanding of the nature, efficacy,
and significance of communio among the subjects of the control group (see Appendix D).
Table 3.2. Sociocultural Factors Contributive to the Decline ofMainline Churches
1. The theophilosophical matrix ofAmericein civil religion
a. Reduces Christianity to patriotism
b. Reduces doctrine ofTrinity to unitarianism
2. The praxis ofutilitarian individualism
a. Asseverates "every man for himself or "every woman for herself
b. Undermines cohesion of community
3. The influence of institutionalism
a. Members exist to maintain and perpetuate the institution
b. Congregation ordered as business not community
4. The biblical/theological ignorance
a. Divests the church of her distinctiveness
b. Negates understanding of Imago Dei
Research Question 2
How would LUMC have to reorder congregational life to imitate the revelatory
self-disclosure of the communio of the Trinity?
The second research question also followed the phylogenetic/ontogenetic line of
reasoning considering the communio of the Trinity as the environment of the ecclesia.
This question attempted to ascertain the needed alterations to the community ofLUMC
that would bring it into alignment with the communio of the Trinity. The second research
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question focused on the communicable attributes of the Godhead as they related to the
sociocultural factors contributive to the decline ofLUMC and other mainline churches
and the baseline data revealed from the pretest questionnaire. The second research
question revealed the possible changes that should be made in the congregational
community of LUMC that would bring the conmixmity into alignment with the trinitarian
communio.
Research Question 3
What changes occurred in LUMC's congregational life subsequent to the
reordering according to the model of the communio of the Trinity?
This research project was built on the presupposition that the introduction of a
model that is ontologically correlative to the Divine Archetype (the Trinity) and the
essential nature of the Church could positively impact the cognitive, affective, and
behavioral change in a congregation. In other words, the supposition behind this study
was that a congregation that has experienced plateau and decline could possibly be
revitalized through a trinitarian ontological approach to ecclesiological revitalization. The
ontological reality of the revelatory self-disclosure ofGod reveals not only the possibility
for community in those who have been created in the Imago Dei but also reveals that
community is a part of the intrinsic nature of God as well as humanity. God is Trinity;
trinity is community. The church that orders its life after the example ofGod's revelatory
self-disclosure as trinitarian communio aligns itself to its Divine Archetype.
The four sessions of the PowerPoint project and the leadership retreat presented
the trinitarian ontological model and encouraged a recalibration of the congregation
toward a trinitarian mode ofbeing and a reorientation of the way the congregants
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perceive themselves, each other, and the Godhead. The posttest questionnaire measured
how the project's content impacted the subjects' understanding and experience of
communio at LUMC (see Appendix E).
Research Question #4
What other prevailing variables might correlate with the changes in how
communio is experienced by those who attend LUMC?
The fourth question considered the possible intervening and confounding
variables that were not controlled for in the design of this study. This question recognized
that life does not exist in a vacuum and that many possible variables exist. Potential
intervening variables like the pastor's character, sermons, and celebration of the
Eucharist were controlled for in the instrumentation as they pertained to the experience of
communio. Potential intervening variables that were not controlled for in the
instrumentation were visitation (lay and pastoral), pastoral tenure, trust between members
and clergy, changes in the existential geography of the larger community at the time of
the study, and human sociological situatedness (gender, age, race, etc.).
Methodology
This research was a preexperimental case study ofLUMC that utilized content
validity and a nonrandomized one-group pretest/posttest with no quasi-experimental or
true experimental qualitative research designs. The study group was comprised of the
forty-two adult subjects who agreed to participate in the pretest, treatment, and posttest.
The primary instrument was an rmtested instrument. LUMC was the context of the trial-
run of the primary instrument.
The treatment consisted of a four-week PowerPoint class presented on four
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sequential Sunday evenings from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the sanctuary of LUMC (see
Appendix H). The first class was a spiritual examination and reflection on the spiritual
health and vitality of LUMC based upon the barometers of spiritual health and the
Percept study on the larger White County community (see Appendix F). The second class
was a theological exploration of the doctrine of the Trinity. The third class invited the
participants to reflect upon the nature and work of the Church through the lens of
trinitarian thought. The fourth class presented recommendations to the leadership
regarding ways to reorder the life ofLUMC to be commensurate with the communio of
the Trinity including the code of ethics (see Table 2.1, pg. 77). The last class fimctioned
as a prolegomenon for the one-day retreat that followed (see Appendix I). The three-fold
purpose of the one-day retreat was (1) to teach the subjects about the trinitarian missional
enterprise ofGod, (2) to train leaders to do their new jobs as a result of reordering the
church from the bureaucratic hierarchical structure it formerly had to the new
congregational organization ofN.O.W. (Nurture, Outreach, and Witness) that is
recommended in the United Methodist Discipline (United Methodist par. 251), and (3) to
assist the subjects in strategic and visional planning.
Every home of every member on the LUMC membership roster was mailed the
pretest questiormaire. Sixty-eight questionnaires were mailed two months prior to the
treatment (the PowerPoint class). The pretest questiormaire served to provide the baseline
understanding of the respondents' experience and knowledge of communio. The posttest
questionnaire was exactly the same as the pretest and served to measure the changes that
occurred in the cognitive and affective areas of the respondents. The pretest/posttest
instrument was a questiormaire on a five- point Likert scale (see Appendixes D and E).
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This questionnaire sought to measure the affective and cognitive variables.
Participation in the principal worship service and Sunday school, the conversion
ratio ofmembers added to the community between 21 June 2002 and 1 January 2003, and
the amount ofmissional giving budgeted for 2003 serve to measure the behavioral
variable. The barometers of spiritual health and vitality were employed in both the pilot
programs and the case study ofLUMC to determine whether or not these congregations
could benefit from the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization.
The barometers of spiritual health and vitality can also serve to measure the behavioral
change that occurred as a result of the treatment.
Variables
The independent variable of this research project is the PowerPoint presentation
that was presented to the forty-two subjects. The dependent variables of this study were
the affective, behavioral, and community changes made in relation to the presentation of
the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization. Regarding the
validity of the independent variable, two levels of validity were sought. My faculty
mentor, whose expertise is in theology, substantiated, contested, and recorrunended
alterations to my presentation of biblical, theological, and ecclesial material reviewed,
thus conferring face validity. My faculty mentor conferred content validity by verifying
that the doctrinal suppositions were in alignment to orthodoxy and provided guidance in
the development of a workable and efficacious model for the local church.
The secretarial staff of the different congregations and I compiled the data on both
the pilot programs and the case study of LUMC. Only those sources that could be
verifiable were employed, even though, at times, participants in the study contested the
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data and questions were legitimately raised regarding the veracity of the data from the
North Georgia Conference journals.
Instrumentation
A researcher-designed, pretreatment ministry survey was created to measure the
members' perceptions of LUMC (see Appendix C). The ministry survey consisted of five
questions. Three of the questions were based on a Likert scale of five responses ranging
from poor to excellent. Two of the questions were open ended and allowed for varied
response. Every home of every member on LUMC's roll was mailed the ministry survey.
Sixty-eight ministry surveys were mailed out with self-addressed stamped envelopes and
a cover letter included. Fifty-two were returned to the church office. The survey was
designed for the purpose of ascertaining the members' impressions of the ministry needs
and performance of LUMC. The data collected from the surveys was charted and
included in the retreat on 27 September 2002 (see Appendix I).
A researcher-designed questionnaire was the primary instrument used to measure the
participants' perceptions of LUMC in relation to the trinitarian communio (see
Appendixes D and E). Forty statements made up the pretest/posttest questionnaire that
sought to measure the experience of community among the subjects in light of the
archetype of the Trinity. According to a Likert scale of five possible rankings (strongly
agree, agree, unsure, disagree, and strongly disagree), the respondents were asked to
identify their understanding and experience of commvinity at LUMC related to each of
the forty statements. The eight conceptual factors used in the development of the primary
instrument were as follows:
� Unity in diversity.
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� Self-giving love and mutuality,
� Unity ofpurpose and mission,
� The glorification of the Godhead,
� Christian education,
� Preaching/Teaching,
� Character of the pastor, and
� The Eucharist.
The pretest questiormaire was mailed to the subjects two months prior to the
treatment and reordering of congregational life at LUMC, on 1 July 2002 (see Appendix
D). The cover letter explained that returning the completed survey was a commitment to
participate in the study. Sixty-eight pretest questionnaires with self-addressed stamped
envelopes to be returned to the church office and a cover letter included were mailed out.
Forty-two were returned to the church office.
The posttest questionnaire was administered to the same forty-two subjects that
agreed to participate in this study two months after the congregation was reordered (13
October 2002) in accordance with the revelatory self-disclosure of the Trinity. The
posttest questiormaire was identical to the pretest questionnaire. As with the pretest
questiormaire, the questiormaires were mailed out with a cover letter and a self-addressed
stamped envelope for return to the church office by 1 3 December 2002 (see Appendix E).
Data Collection
In order to provide consistency, verifiability, and replicatability, the North
Georgia Conference journals were used to gather data on the barometers of spiritual
health and vitality, such as conversion ratio, active participation at the principal worship
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service, participation versus membership, Sunday school attendance, and missional
giving. This kind of information is readily available for leaders in mainline
denominations. Participants often contested the data collected from the North Georgia
Conference Journal when presented to them. The contestation occurred among the
subjects from both the pilot programs and the case study of LUMC. Many possible
explanations exist for this experience. The most obvious possible reason that the subjects
contested the data is that the data challenged their self-image. A patient who believes she
is 150 pounds and finds that the scale records her weight at two-hundred pounds may
vehemently protest the reading of the scale in the same way that a baseball player looks at
his glove after making an error and failing to catch the ball. Another possible explanation
is that the subjects of this study recall events and statistics differently than the person(s)
who reported the statistical data to the conference headquarters. Those who sent the data
to the conference headquarters may have sent in erroneous data. Of course, amyriad of
possibilities exist that could account for the level of discomfort and disagreement the
subjects of this study had with the data presented. The North Georgia Conference
journals were not the only source of data for the congregational contexts explored.
Additionally, the historical, financial, evangelistic, and demographic information
of each congregation was studied. Upon completing the study of these sources, several
listening sessions were conducted with the leaders of the church. The leaders were invited
to share with the pastor their concems, hopes, goals, and dreams for the congregation.
Their responses were written down. The pastor also initiated a comprehensive visitation
program so that every member on roll at LUMC could be visited in order to get better
acquainted with the people of the conmiunity and to ascertain their perspectives of
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LUMC. Ammerman et al.'s book, Studying Congregations, was very helpful in gathering
and interpreting the material collected from the research and the various encounters with
the congregational members.
The ministry survey also provided helpful material (see Appendix C). An
independent colleague processed the findings and created charts to demonstrate the
opinions of the leaders on such topics as the community needs, the effectiveness of the
church at meeting those needs, the health ofministry, and those facets of community life
at LUMC that enhance the leaders' spiritual health and vitality.
The researcher-designed pretest/posttest questionnaire was created in conjunction
with a faculty mentor, faculty advisor, internal reader, and an independent colleague. Dr.
George Stone, who has a Ph.D. in marketing and is professor of Business and Marketing
at Georgia State College. These persons were consulted in order to verify the integrity of
the instrument and its administration. After a few alterations, the primary instrument was
approved. Dr. Stone is the one who processed and verified the data from the collected
questionnaires and was a consultant for Chapter 4. The pretest/posttest instrument was
untested before its administration.
Data Analysis
The primary statistical assessments utilized in analyzing the data gathered in the
pretest and posttest were t-tests, which are "used to determine whether two means,
proportions, or correlation coefficients differ significantly from each other" (Borg and
Gall 428). The behavioral measures of active participation in the principal worship
service, active participation in Sunday school, conversion ratio, and missional giving
were analyzed by comparing the pre-study and post-study barometers of spiritual health.
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The pre-study barometers of spiritual health and vitality comprised a decadal study of
LUMC. The post-study barometers of spiritual health and vitality comprise a twelve
month study, from January to December 2002 ofLUMC. To determine the actual
efficacy of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization model
over a time commensurate to the pre-study data would take considerably more time than
the six-month post-study.
Hypotheses for the Study
The primary instrument used for this study was a questionnaire designed around
eight factors related to the areas that could possibly be affected by the trinitarian
ontological approach to congregational revitalization. Intervening variables such as
congregational history. Christian memory, varied experiences with ordained and non-
ordained persons in ministry, trust levels, conflict history, perceptions of the
institutional/denominational hierarchy, and other related experiences and histories can
help shape how certain factors are affected. LUMC is a church with very real differences
from the other two congregations in this study (TFUMC and CHUMC). Taking into
consideration the history of LUMC, the barometers of spiritual health and efficacy, and
the general impressions that emerge from the varied encounters with this community, I
hypothesized that some factors may demonstrate increase, while others may remain the
same and/or decrease. Wiersma explains hypotheses:
A hypothesis is a conjecture or a guess at the solution to a problem or the
status of the situation. In a general sense, hypotheses take on some of the
characteristics of a theory, which is usually considered a larger set of
generalizations about a certain phenomenon. (40)
Hypotheses are designed to assist the research process but should not be conftised as
proofs of anything. Borg and Gall present four standards that hypotheses should fiilfill:
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1) The hypothesis should state an expected relationship between two or
more variables.
2) The researcher should have definite reasons based on either theory or
evidence for considering the hypothesis worthy of testing.
3) The hypothesis should be testable.
4) The hypothesis should be as brief as possible and consistent with
clarity. (64)
The following hypotheses relate to the eight conceptual factors.
Hypothesis on Factor #1
The first conceptual factor measured in the primary instrument is unity in
diversity. The subjects of the study at LUMC should have some observable increase in
their understanding and experience ofunity amidst diversity following the treatment and
the subsequent reordering of the LUMC community to the Divine Archetype of the
trinitarian communio. The cognitive awareness of the wonder of diversity, God's gift of
uniqueness and spiritual giftedness, and the model ofunmitigated equanimity within the
collectivity ofbelievers as modeled in concert with the Persons of the Trinity should
increase among the subjects of this study.
Hi : I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for unity in diversity than the pretest mean
scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect this increase
to be statistically significant.
Hypothesis on Factor #2
The second conceptual factor measured in the primary instrument is self-giving
love andmutuality. The subjects of the LUMC study should have a demonstrable increase
in their perception and experience of agapic, disinterested, self-giving love within the
community of the congregation. The subjects, following the treatment and subsequent
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reordering, should feel and be willing to give greater love to those within and without the
community. The relational dynamic of self-giving, agapic love and relational mutuality is
intrinsic to the relationality of the Divine Persons of the Trinity and should characterize
the believing Christian commxmity.
H2: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for self-giving love andmutuality than the
pretest mean scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect
this increase to be statistically significant.
Hypothesis on Factor #3
The third conceptual factor measured in the instrument is unity ofpurpose and
mission. The subjects should demonstrate an increase in their perception, experience, and
cognitive awareness of LUMC's unity of purpose and mission. The third factor should
increase to a greater extent than the other factors. This increase is anticipated because the
treatment is related to the development of unified visional and missional directives for the
congregation.
H3: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for unity ofpurpose andmission than the
pretest mean scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect
this increase to be statistically significant.
Hypothesis on Factor #4
The fourth factor the primary instrument measured is glorification ofGod.
Following the treatment, an increase in the cognitive awareness of the Godhead's
glorification through the being and activity of the believing community at LUMC is not
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anticipated. Sensitivity to whether or not the Divine Persons are glorified through the
agency of the reordered community takes time to be developed. Too little time will have
elapsed between the introduction of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational
revitalization and the implementation of the model to dramatically increase the church's
awareness and perception ofhow much/how little the Godhead is glorified. Nevertheless,
anticipation for increase in this conceptual factor is expected as a result of the efforts of
the congregation to move closer to God and consequently to experience a greater sense of
divine approval.
H4: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for glorification ofGod than the pretest mean
scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect this increase
to be statistically significant.
Hypothesis on Factor #5
The primary instrument measured the fifth conceptual factor. Christian education,
seeking to find a correlation between the experience of small group ministries in LUMC
and the reordering of congregational life according to the model of the Trinity. The
question ofwhether or not one experienced an inter-factor correlation within small group
ministries at LUMC was also an issue in this factor. The expectation for increase in this
area is low. The significant decline in the Christian education program at LUMC and the
near demise of the ministry itself results in little expectation for increase to occur.
Perhaps in one of the other churches considered in the research an increase in inter-factor
correlation and experience of communio within the small group ministries would occur,
but in the case of LUMC, it should not be anticipated.
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H5: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to the
same as measured ft>r Christian education in the pretest mean
scores for test subjects prior to treatment.
Hypothesis on Factor #6
The primary instrument measured the sixth conceptual factor ofpreaching and
teaching. This factor sought to measure the correlation between the model espoused in
this research and the sermonic and pedagogic presentations of the study. Expecting an
increase in the cognitive awareness of the correlation between the sermonic and
pedagogic presentations and the model espoused in this study is logical. As the subjects
become better acquainted with the model, the more cognizant of it they will become.
However, the subtleties of the model can be missed by those unfamiliar with its tenets.
The change, if any, could easily go either way. An increase in the cognitive awareness of
the subtleties of the trinitarian ontological model could be anticipated in a congregation
as eager to learn as LUMC.
He: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for preaching and teaching than the pretest
mean scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect this
increase to be statistically significant.
Hypothesis on Factor #7
The character ofthe pastor was another factor measured in the primary
instrument. Intentionality in the wording of the instrumentation sought to achieve a high
inter-factor reliability and an item-to-item correlation. Multicollinearity is possible with
this instrument; nevertheless, the relationship ofmy character, as pastor, to the model
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espoused in this study is significant. The trinitarian ontological model is related to
"being-ness" not merely performance. Whereas sermonic and pedagogic presentations are
related to the "doing" of the pastor, issues of relationality, self-giving love, and honoring
differences correspond to matters of "being." This factor sought to measure the subjects'
perception ofmy character through the matrix of the trinitarian model both before and
after the treatment. The treatment, being essential to helping the subjects become
cognizant of the trinitarian ethics of relationality, should enable the subjects to discem the
presence of said ethics in the being and doing of the pastor. A rather small increase in the
subjects' perception ofmy character should occur following the treatment.
H7: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for character of the pastor than the pretest
mean scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect this
increase to be statistically significant.
Hypothesis on Factor #8
The last factor, the Eucharist, measured in the primary instmment considers the
perception and experience of the subjects as they relate to the celebration of the
Eucharist. The expected outcome in this measurement is a large positive increase. Ofthe
many means of grace present and active in the Church, the Eucharist is the best at
illustrating and incarnating the communio of the Trinity. The insights and experiences of
perichoresis, koinonia, agape, equanimity, mutuality, self-giving, and unity amidst
diversity are all present and active in the holy meal. Upon introduction to the trinitarian
ontological model, the subjects should experience Eucharist differently than they did
prior to the treatment. Of all the factors measured in this instrument, this one should
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demonstrate the greatest increase.
Hg: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for the Eucharist than the pretest mean scores
for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect this increase to be
statistically significant.
CHAPTER 4
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FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The most comprehensible measure of the efficacy of the trinitarian ontological
approach to congregational revitalization at LUMC is evidenced through the barometers
of spiritual health and vitality. The barometers, however, are not conclusive and can be
reductionistic to the point at which the participants in the study and their experience of
communio become secondary to the transformation. With the trinitarian ontological
approach, increase in the number of active participants in worship, proliferation of the
number of converts, rise in Sunday school participation, and the upsurge in missional
giving are symptoms of, rather than proof of, the renewal of a congregation. Changing
the way people think and, therefore, transforming their experience of communio was the
primary intent of this research. The purpose of this research was to evaluate the affective,
behavioral, and cognitive changes in the experience of communio among the subjects of
the nonrandomized, self-selected control group as a result of a four-week PowerPoint
class that introduced the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization.
The untested pretest/posttest instrument was designed to measure the experiential,
cognitive, and affective changes, if any, that would occur in relationship to the
introduction of the trinitarian ontological model.
Four research questions guided this study: How do congregants of LUMC
experience communio at this church? How would LUMC have to reorder congregational
life to be commensurate to the revelatory self-disclosure of the communio of the Trinity?
What changes occurred in LUMC's congregational life subsequent to the reordering
according to the model of the communio of the Trinity? What other prevailing variables
might correlate with the changes in how communio is experienced by those who attend
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LUMC?
Methodology
This study used a pre-experimental, nonrandomized control group pretest-posttest
design in which forty-two self-selected individuals from the LUMC congregation were
given a questiormaire prior to the administration of the PowerPoint treatment. Selitz,
Jahoda, Deutsch, and Cook, in Research Methods in Social Relations, warn that self-
selected samples (convenience samples) produce difficulties for research design. Due to
the small size of LUMC, a random sample could not be procured. This study opted for a
self-selected sample. An inherent flaw with this sampling necessity is that the self-
selected subjects may be more receptive to the treatment (because they chose to be
involved in this study) and would, thus, be more likely to indicate some change following
the treatment. (102) In a quasi-experimental design the self-selected sample is
permissible. Nevertheless, statements of causality need to be avoided (80-143).
The forty-two self-selected subjects were presented the four-week PowerPoint
freatment on four sequential Sunday evenings from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the
sanctuary of LUMC. The first class was a spiritual examination and reflection on the
spiritual health and vitality ofLUMC based upon the barometers of spiritual health and
the larger White County community. The second class was a theological exploration of
the doctrine of the Trinity. The third class invited the participants to reflect upon the
nature and work of the Church through the lens of trinitarian thought. The fourth class
presented recommendations to the leadership regarding ways to reorder the life of LUMC
to be commensurate to the communio of the Trinity including a code of ethics. The last
class fimctioned as a prolegomenon for the one-day retreat that followed (see Appendix
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I). The three-fold purpose of the one-day retreat was (1) to teach the subjects about the
trinitarian missional enterprise ofGod, (2) to train leaders to do their new jobs as a result
of reordering the church from the bureaucratic hierarchical structure it formerly had to
the new congregational organization ofN.O.W. (Nurture, Outreach, and Witness) that is
recommended in the United Methodist Discipline (United Methodist par. 25 1), and (3) to
assist the subjects in strategic and visional planning toward a trinitariocentric missiology.
Profile of the Subjects
The pretest questionnaire was mailed to every home of the members on the
membership roster of LUMC. One adult from each of the sixty-eight homes was invited
to complete the questiormaire with the understanding the completing and returning the
instrument was the subjects' agreement to participate in the study, the treatment, and the
posttest. Forty-two subjects (62 percent) returned the pretest measurement. These same
forty-two subjects completed and returned the posttest measurement. In this study, each
of the subjects was a member ofLUMC. The years of active membership and
participation among the subjects ranged from under one year to sixty-two years.
Attempting to remain consistent to the commitment to inclusivity, demographic
information like gender, race, and economic situatedness of the subjects was not included
in this study. The speculative exercise in how people of different gender, social,
economic, or racial orientation experience communio was not explored because of the
natural proclivity toward broad generalizations that tend to separate rather than unite. The
trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization at LUMC is interested in
humanity in general terms.
Administration of the Instrument
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Sixty-eight questionnaires were mailed to the homes of the members on the
church membership roster two months prior to the treatment on 1 July 2002. A cover
letter accompanied the questiormaire and explained the purpose of the instrument and
provided directions to the subjects on how to fill it out and what to do with the
questionnaire upon completion. One adult from each home was invited to complete the
questiormaire and return it in the self-addressed, stamped envelope to the church's main
office with the understanding that completion of the pretest questiormaire was a
commitment on their part to participate in the study. The respondents were asked to
return the completed questionnaires to the church's main office within a week of
receiving them. When the instruments were received, they were placed in a file cabinet in
the secretary's office. Extra time was allowed between the date (1 July 2002) when the
instrument was sent and the date (15 July 2002) when the pretest questionnaire return
envelopes were opened and the data processed to allow for stragglers and postal delays.
The secretary opened the envelopes, and counted the respondents, then called them to
confirm their participatory role in the study. The questionnaires were placed into a large
envelope and mailed to the outside consultant. Dr. George Stone, for processing. This
same protocol was followed for the posttest.
The posttest questionnaire was mailed two months (13 December 2002) following
the treatment and the reordering of the congregation at LUMC to the same forty-two
subjects who participated in the study. A cover letter similar to the one that accompanied
the pretest questiormaire was included in this posttest mailing. The cover letter explained
the purpose of the instrument and provided directions to the subjects on how to fill it out
and what to do with the questionnaire upon completion. The subjects were invited to
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complete the questiomiaire and return it in the self-addressed, stamped envelope to the
church's main office within a week of receiving it. When the instruments were received,
they were placed in a file cabinet in the secretary's office. Extra time was allowed
between the date (1 3 December 2002) when the instrument was sent and the date (20
December 2002) when the pretest questionnaire return envelopes were opened and the
data processed. The extra time was allowed for both the pretest and posttest to
accommodate the possibility for postal delays. The secretary opened the envelopes,
placed the completed questiormaires into a large envelope, and mailed them to the outside
consultant. Dr. George Stone.
Reliability
The primary instrument used for this study was a non-tested researcher-designed
questiormaire that sought to measure eight factors essential to the trinitarian ontological
approach to congregational revitalization. The subjects, on both the pretest and posttest,
were asked to rate each factor based on a five-point Likert scale, with strongly agree;
agree; unsure; disagree; and, strongly disagree (see Appendixes D and E). Among the
various instrument designs available to social researchers is the Likert-scale. The Likert-
scale is a summated scale, very similar to the differential scale, using five categories of
agreement-disagreement.
Although, the most frequently used scale the study of social attitudes, [t]he
Likert-scale does not claim to be more than an ordinal scale; that is, it
makes possible the ranking of individuals in terms of the favorableness of
their attitude toward a given subject, but it does not provide a basis for
saying how much more favorable one is than another, nor for measuring
the amount of change after some experience. (Selitz, Jahoda, Deutsch, and
Cook 368-69)
Regarding the validity of the eight factors covered in the independent variable.
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two levels of validity were sought. Following several alterations, and fiirther discussion
and reading, the faculty mentor. Dr. Chuck Gutenson, the internal reader. Dr. Stuart
Palmer, and Dr. Tom Tumblin conferred face validity by verifying that my doctrinal
suppositions were in aligrraient with orthodoxy and that the instrument seemed to
measure what it claimed to measure. The outside consultant. Dr. George Stone, conferred
face validity by verifying the integrity ofmy primary instrument. Dr. Stone was involved
throughout the development of the primary instrument of this study.
Eight conceptual factors were used in the development of the primary instrument (see p.
129). The eight factors reflected both the trinitarian ontological model of communio as
well as the facets of community that could potentially be affected by the introduction of
the model. Each factor was measured using five items relating to the factor in question.
The items were intentionally worded so as to achieve both high inter-factor reliability as
well as an acceptable level of item-to-total correlation. The correlation matrix revealed
that some evidence ofmulticollinearity between the various items used in the
questiormaire. The scales as well as the items selected to measure each factor were
developed in accordance with the theory presented in Chapter 2. The Tukey estimate of
power to which the observations must be raised to achieve additivity is 2.7546.
"Reliability coefficients vary between values of .00 and 1.00, with 1.00 indicating perfect
reliability and .00 indicating no reliability" (Borg and Gall 219). Perfect reliability simply
does not occur in practice. The individual item-to-total correlation and the reliability for
the pretest survey instrument are listed in Table 4. 1 . The reliability for each of the
individual factors used on the pretest instrument in this study ranged fi-om a low of .755
to a high of .931.
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Table 4.1. Item-Total Statistics
Item Scale Mean if Scale Variance if Item Corrected Item- Square Alpha of Item
Item Deleted Deleted Total Correlation Multiple
Correlation
Deleted
UNIQDIVI 1S4.3000 207.4974 .6662 - .9308
UNIQDIV2 1S4.2S00 210.8590 .6078 - .9315
UNIQDIV3 1S4.2S00 208.2949 .5963 - .9314
UNIQD1V4 154.3500 216.1308 .2297 - .9348
UNIQDIV5 154.2000 210.4205 .4754 - .9325
LUVI 154.2000 215.0359 .3406 - .9336
LUV2 153.9500 207.8436 .7056 - .9306
LUV3 153.9500 205.9974 .7206 - .9302
LUV4 154.2000 218.2154 .1450 - .9354
LUV5 154.4000 215.6308 .3081 - .9338
PURPl 154 8500 211.3103 .4128 - .9332
PURP2 155.1000 213.0154 .4718 - .9325
PURP3 155.1500 215.9256 .3941 - .9332
PURP4 155.5000 213.5385 .4113 - .9330
PURP5 154.8500 212.1308 .4151 - .9331
GODl 154.2500 209.2179 .5524 - .9318
G0D2 154.4000 206.2974 .6103 - .9312
GOD3 154.7000 209.7538 .5935 - .9315
GOD4 154.4500 214.3051 .3616 - .9334
GODS 154.6500 207.3103 .6564 - .9308
BIBLEl 154.7500 207.1667 .7244 - .9303
BIBLE2 154.7500 204.2949 .7209 - .9300
BIBLE3 155.0000 214.5641 .4160 - .9330
BIBLE4 154.8500 206.6949 .6728 - .9306
BIBLES 154.7000 203.4974 .6569 - .9306
PREACH 1 153.7000 214.2667 .4129 - .9330
PREACH2 153.6000 213.3744 .6021 - .9320
PREACH3 153.6500 213.0538 .6004 - .9319
PREACH4 153.7000 213.3436 .4056 - .9331
PREACHS 153.6500 218.6949 .1589 - .9348
PASTOR 1 153.8000 219.0359 .1122 - .9356
PASTOR2 153.5500 218.3051 .2513 - .9340
PASTOR3 153.5500 216.2538 .4115 - .9331
PASTOR4 153.5000 217.4872 .3434 - .9335
PASTORS 153.8000 215.8564 .2417 - .9347
EUCHl 1S4.7S00 206.0385 .6434 - .9308
EUCH2 154.8500 206.3872 .5412 - .9320
EUCH3 154.7500 202.4487 .6949 - .9302
EUCH4 154.5500 205.6897 .6944 - .9304
EUCH5 154.8000 201.2923 .6957 - .9302
The statistics included in this chapter are presented as a way of looking at the
congregation of LUMC. Leedy says, "Statistics is merely a way of looking at the facts of
the real world." (20) The importance of considering the statistical data of any study
should not be imderstated. "'Statistics is a language which, through its own special
symbols and grammar, takes the numericalfacts oflife and translates them meaningfully
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[original emphasis]" (21). This study employed decadal statistics of the congregations
and interpreted them as barometers of spiritual vitality. This study also used descriptive
statistics as a way of understanding the findings of the research:
Looking at data in only one way yields but afractional view of those data
and, hence, provides only a small segment ofthe full meaning that those
data contain [original emphasis]. Any one set of facts can be viewed from
many angles statistically; each view reveals another facet of the total
meaning contained in the data. (23)
Analysis and Descriptive Statistics
A paired samples t-test was used to test for differences between the pretest
respondents and the posttest respondents after receiving instruction and undergoing the
treatment (the PowerPoint program). Why are t-tests necessary? "The searcher goes
through a procedure of testing a hypothesis to determine whether or not it is consistent
with the sample data" (Wiersma 345). A paired design allows the researcher to detect
differences between two measurements for the same individual or for a matched pair. The
sign of the difference is important since it indicates both the difference (if any) and the
direction of change. "If it is consistent with the sample data, the hypothesis is retained as
a tenable value for the parameter" (345).
If one subtracts the before mean values from the after mean values and the results
are positive, then the mean values for the after treatment group are obviously greater than
the values for the before treatment group (see Table 4.2). Subsequently, if the values are
the same, then the treatment has had no effect. Likewise, negative scores indicate that the
values are less than they were prior to the treatment. Paired samples t-tests can be used as
an appropriate method of discovering true differences, particularly if the same subjects
are given separate measurements for the same variables on two different occasions.
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Table 4.2. Paired Sample Test
FACTORS PAIRED
DIFFERENCES
MEAN
STANDARD
DEVIATION
STANDARD
ERROR
MEAN
95%
CONFIDENCE
INTERVAL OF
THE
DIFFERENCE
LOWER
UPPER 1 DF SIG (2
TAILED)
1 UNIDIV-
POSTUNIDIV
-6.50000E-02 .9029 .1428 -.3537 .2237 -.455 39 .651
2 LUV-
POSTLUV
.2950 .6809 .1077 7.725E-02 .5127 2.740 39 .009**
3 PURP-
POSTPURP
-.7137 .9238 .1461 -1.0092 -.4183 -4.887 39 .000**
4 GOD-
POSTGOD
-.6550 .7961 .1259 -.9096 -.4004 -5.203 39 .000**
5 BIBLE-
POSTBIBLE
-.3188 1.3557 .2144 -.7523 .1148 -1.487 39 .145
6 PREACH-
POSTPREAC
H
7.000E-02 .6572 .1039 -.1402 .2802 .674 39 .505
7 PASTOR-
POSTPASTO
R
2.500E-02 .7635 .1207 -.2192 .2692 .207 39 .837
8 EUCH-
POSTEUCH
-.8821 1.2638 .2024 -1.2917 -.4724 -4.358 38 .000**
** significant at the .01 level
"The basic idea in making inferences from statistics to parameters is to obtain the
sample distribution and then to use accepted techniques to make the inferences to the
population" (345). In pre-experimental research designs with nonrandomized control
groups (with no quasi-experimental or true experimental research designs) generalizing
inferences to the population should not necessarily be made. The results of the analysis
from the paired groups tested (see Tables 4.3-4.4) revealed statistically significant
differences along four factors; self-giving love and mutuality, unity of purpose and
mission, the glorification ofGod, and the Eucharist.
The descriptive data provided a baseline reading of the subjects' knowledge.
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feelings, and experience of communio at LUMC prior to the PowerPoint treatment. Fom-
factors, that emerged from the paired groups tested, demonstrated a statistically
significant change following the treatment. The changes that occurred among the control
group subjects correlated closely with the data the first question sought to ascertain.
Table 4.3. Pretest Statistics
n UNIDFV LUV PURP GOD BIBLE PREACH PASTOR EUCH
Mean 3.9905 4.1333 3.3095 3.7905 3.4524 4.6190 4.6381 3.5600
Median 4.0000 4.2000 3.0000 3.8000 3.2500 4.6000 4.8000 3.5000
Mode 4.20 4.40 3.00 3.60 3.00 5.00 5.00 2.80
Standard
Deviation
.6040 .4892 .5733 .5975 .6130 .4092 .4823 .7912
Variance .3648 .2393 .3287 .3570 .3757 .1674 .2327 .6261
Slcewness -.644 -.516 .279 -1.231 .044 -.637 -1.067 .470
Standard
Error of
Slcewness
.365 .365 .365 .365 .365 .365 .365 .374
Range 2.60 1.80 2.50 2.60 2.75 1.20 1.40 2.60
Minimum 2.40 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.80 3.60 2.40
Maximum 5.00 4.80 450 4.60 4.75 5.00 5.00 5.00
Table 4.4. Posttest Statistics
n POST-
UNiorv
POST-LUV POST-PURP POST-
GOD
POST-
BIBLE
POST-
PREACH
POST-
PASTOR
POST-
EUCH
Mean 4.0850 4.4450 3.9950 4.4600 3.7750 47150 4.6500 4.4400
Median 4.2000 4.5000 4.0000 4.6000 4.0000 5.0000 5.0000 4.8000
Mode 4.20 5.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
Standard
Deviation
.8138 .5154 .6267 .4924 1.2355 .4661 .5392 .8901
Variance .6623 .2656 .3928 .2425 1.5265 .2172 .2908 .7922
Skewness -3.343 -.593 .040 -.528 -2.156 -1.310 -1.437 -3.399
Standard
Error of
S]<ewness
.374 .374 .374 .374 .374 .374 .374 .374
Range 5.00 1.60 2.20 1.60 5.00 1.40 1.80 5.00
Minimum 0.00 3.40 2.80 3.40 0.00 3.60 3.20 0.00
Maximum 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
The factors that demonstrated a statistically significant increase among the
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subjects were: Self-giving love andmutuality, unity ofpurpose and mission, the
glorification ofGod, and the Eucharist. Self-giving love andmutuality had a pretest mean
score of4.13. Unity ofpurpose and mission had a pretest mean score of 3.31. The
glorification ofGod had a pretest mean score of 3.79, and, the Eucharist had a pretest
mean score of 3.56.The baseline reading of the subjects' experiences of communio at
LUMC indicated a generally positive sense of ecclesial community, unity, mutuality,
encounters with the Godhead through the sacrament, experience of being affirmed and
respected, and sense ofmissional/visional purpose. These scores were registered on a
scale ofpossible scores ranging from 5 (strongly agree) to 1 (strongly disagree).
Results of the analysis from the paired groups tested revealed statistically
significant differences along four of the eight factors of the instrument (see Table 4.5).
The paired design assisted in detecting differences between two measurements for the
same individual or for a matched pair. The sign of the differences was important in this
study since it indicated both the difference and the direction of change in the subjects at
LUMC following the treatment.
The pretest mean score for the factor self-giving love andmutuality was 4.13, and
the posttest score was 4.44 (significant at p< .009). The first statistically significant factor
indicated a real mean increase of .3 1 . The pretest mean score for the factor unity of
purpose andmission was 3.31, and the posttest score was 3.99 (significant at p< .000).
The second statistically significant factor indicated a real mean increase of .68. The
pretest mean score for the factor glorification ofGod was 3.79, and the posttest score was
4.46 (significant at p< .000). The third statistically significant factor indicated a real mean
increase of .67. The pretest mean score for the factor the Eucharist was 3.56, and the
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posttest score was 4.44 (significant at p< .000). The fourth statistically significant factor
indicated a real mean increase of .88. 1 anticipated the increase among these factors
because these factors correlated to the improvement of the experience of community
modeled after the Trinity.
Table 4.5. Cumulative Comparison of Four Factors
Trinity Factor
Scales
Pretest n Pretest
Mean
Pretest SD Posttest
Mean
SD t p< .05
SelfGiving
Love and
Mutuality
42 4.13 .4892 4.44 .5154 2.740 p< .009
Unity of
Purpose and
Mission
42 3.31 .573 3.99 .6267 -4.887 p< .000
The
Glorification
of God
42 3.79 .597 4.46 .4924 -5.203 p< .000
The
Eucharist
(the Lord's
Supper)
42 3.56 .791 4.44 .8901 -4.358 p< .000
The comparison of the four statistically significant factors made tracking the
cognitive changes among the subjects easier to follow. The anticipated increase in the
subjects' experience and cognitive awareness ofself-giving love andmutuality, unity of
purpose andmission, the glorification ofGod, and, the Eucharist helped to establish the
efficacy of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization. The lack
of statistically significant increase among the other four factors proved neither the
ineffectuality of the other factors nor an undependability of the primary instrument.
The pretest questionnaire provided the baseline understanding of the nature,
efficacy, and significance of communio among the members within the LUMC
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community (see Appendix D). The data indicated that the subjects in the study
experienced community in a positive way at LUMC before the treatment. Following the
treatment, the posttest questionnaire revealed the positive experience of communio
among the subjects at LUMC increased. Pretest/posttest questionnaires sought to measure
the affective and cognitive responses to the treatment and model. The behavioral
responses were measured using the barometers of spiritual health and vitality that were
employed in this study with regard to the two pilot programs and the research of LUMC.
Hypotheses for the Study
The primary instrument used in this study sought to establish a baseline among
the subjects prior to the treatment and measure the changes in the subjects that would
possibly occur after the treatment. This preexperimental case study of LUMC utilized
content validity and a nonrandomized (self-selected) one-group pretest/posttest with no
quasi-experimental or true experimental qualitative research designs and used eight
conceptual factors to measure the changes that occurred as a result of the trinitarian
ontological approach to congregational revitalization. In Chapter 3 eight different
hypotheses were posited regarding the conceptual factors measured in the instrument.
Hypothesis and Findings on Factor #1
The first conceptual factor measured was unity in diversity. An observable
increase in the subjects' experience and awareness of unity in diversity was anticipated in
Chapter 3. This expectation was based on the cognitive and experiential changes that
occur in a congregation following its reordering and alignument to its Divine Archetype,
the Trinity:
Hi: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
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higher as measured for unity in diversity than the pretest mean
scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect this increase
to be statistically significant.
While the posttest instrument indicated a real mean increase in the conceptual factor unity
in diversity (as anticipated), the increase was not statistically significant. The pretest
mean score for Factor #1 was 3.9905. The posttest mean score for Factor #1 was 4.0850,
representing a real mean increase of .0945. While greater conceptual awareness and
experience ofunity in the midst of diversity was reported to be experienced among the
subjects following the treatment (as based on the higher mean score in the posttest
sample), the test results indicate that the increase was not statistically significant. Thus,
the first hypothesis was not supported.
Hypothesis and Findings on Factor #2
The second conceptual factor measured was self-giving love andmutuality. A
noticeable rise in the subjects' awareness and experience ofself-giving love andmutuality
was predicted in Chapter 3. The hypothesis was based largely on the anticipated outcome
of the shift toward LUMC becoming an agapic koinonia modeled after the relationality of
the Persons of the Trinity.
H2: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for self-giving love andmutuality than the
pretest mean scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect
this increase to be statistically significant.
The posttest instrument indicated an increase in this conceptual factor {selfgiving love
andmutuality). The pretest mean score was 4.13 and the posttest mean score was 4.44,
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indicating a real mean increase of .31 and statistical significance at the .01 level.
Improved awareness and experience of self-giving love andmutuality was reported to
have occurred within the subjects of this study following the treatment, and this
movement was discovered to be statistically significant. Thus, the second hypothesis
related to the factor self-giving love andmutuality was supported.
Hypothesis and Findings on Factor #3
The third conceptual factor measured in the primary instrument was unity of
purpose andmission. In Chapter 3, a discernible improvement in the experience,
awareness, and actuality of this conceptual factor among the subjects of the LUMC study
was expected. The hypothesis was predicated upon the effects of the reordering process
wherein the congregation recalibrated its entire ecclesial enterprise to a trinitariocentric
ethic of relationality and mission.
H3: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for unity ofpurpose andmission than the
pretest mean scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect
this increase to be statistically significant.
The posttest instrument identified an increase in conceptual Factor #3. The pretest mean
score for this factor was 3.31, and the posttest mean score was 3.99, indicating a real
mean increase of .68 and statistical significance at the .01 level. Hence, Hypothesis 3 was
also supported.
Hypothesis and Findings on Factor #4
The primary instrument measured a forth conceptual factor, glorification ofGod.
Although not anticipated to increase dramatically among the subjects of the LUMC
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study, the legitimacy of the conceptual factor is secure. The expectation for this
conceptual factor not to increase dramatically among the subjects was based on the
limited amount of time that elapsed between the pretest, treatment, and posttest and the
character and nature of the congregation prior to the study. LUMC had a 163-year history
of ecclesiocentric missiology, congregational stagnation, relational habitudes based on
cultural normative ethics as opposed to trinitarian ethics of relationality, and an acute lack
of Christian memory prior to the study. These factors, when coupled with the
sociocultural impediments to koinonia, can numb a congregation to a discemable sense of
glorification ofGod. Substantial time would have had to pass while using the trinitarian
model for any dramatic increase to be expected. Nevertheless, in Chapter 3, a slight
increase in this conceptual factor was hypothesized.
H4: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for glorification ofGod than the pretest mean
scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect this increase
to be statistically significant.
The posttest instmment indicated a larger than expected increase in the conceptual factor
glorification ofGod. The pretest mean score was 3.79, and the posttest mean score was
4.46, indicating a real mean increase of .67. The hypothesis for Factor #4 correctly
estimated the sensitivity of the subjects to the glorification of the Persons of the Godhead
following the treatment
Hypothesis and Findings on Factor #5
The primary instmment measured a fifth conceptual factor. Christian education.
The Christian education program ofLUMC nearly demised prior to this study. Simday
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school class active participation diminished over a ten-year period, after having remained
largely the same size for over 1 50 years. The trinitarian ontological approach to
congregational revitalization normally anticipates an increase in the positive experience
and appreciation ofChristian education opportunities and ministries. Taking seriously the
dubious history ofChristian education programs in LUMC, I hypothesized, in Chapter 3,
that this conceptual factor would have nearly identical pretest and posttest mean scores
with little to no deviation.
H5: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to the
same as measured for Christian education in the pretest mean
scores for test subjects prior to treatment.
The pretest mean score for conceptual Factor #5 was 3.4524; the posttest mean score was
3.7750, indicating an increase of .3226. The hypothesis for Factor #5 underestimated the
effect of the study on the subjects' experiences and appreciation for the programmatic
ministries of Christian education at LUMC. The test for significance challenged the
hypothesis made for Factor #5. The increase in the subjects' conceptual awareness and
experience of and appreciation for Christian education was statistically more significant
than anticipated.
Hypothesis and Findings on Factor #6
The sixth conceptual factor measured in the primary instrument waspreaching
and teaching. An observable increase in the subjects' experiences and appreciation of
preaching and teaching was anticipated in Chapter 3. Although I was concerned about
whether or not the subjects would be able to identify the subtleties of the trinitarian
ontological matrix through which the sermonic and pedagogic presentations were made.
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my hypothesis expected some demonstrable increase among the subjects following the
treatment.
He'. I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured forpreaching and teaching than the pretest
mean scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect this
increase to be statistically significant.
The pretest mean score for this conceptual factor was 4.6190; the posttest mean score was
4.7150, indicating a real mean increase of .096. The positive change was not found to be
statistically significant; thus. Hypothesis 6 was not supported.
Hypothesis and Findings on Factor #7
The seventh conceptual factor measured was character of the pastor. The
correlation between the sermonic and pedagogic presentations of the pastor and the
character of the pastor are ofparamount significance. Factor #6 related to the "doing" of
the pastor; Factor #7 related to the "being" of the pastor. Both the "doing" and the
"being" must be in concert with one another by virtue of the integrity of the office and
responsibilities of the position. The efficacy of the trinitarian ontological approach to
congregational revitalization requires the same internal (being) and external (doing)
synchronization within pastoral leadership. A slight increase was anticipated.
Hy: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for character ofthe pastor than the pretest
mean scores for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect this
increase to be statistically significant.
The pretest mean score for this factor was 4.6381; the posttest mean score was 4.6500,
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indicating a real mean increase of .0119. While the posttest mean scores for this factor
were higher, the overall increase was not found to be significantly different statistically;
thus Hypothesis 7 was not supported.
Hypothesis and Findings on Factor #8
The eighth conceptual factor measured in the primary instrument was the
Eucharist. Ofall the factors in this study, the Eucharist was anticipated to change the
most. One of the germane contentions in the trinitarian ontological approach to
congregational revitalization is that Eucharist is not merely an activity of the Church but
is community with the Persons of the Trinity. This study argued that the life that flows
out ofEucharist is communio with the Godhead, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The
perichoretic circumincession of the Persons of the Trinity is the Church's eucharistic
experience of God and the catholic Church. Life is only truly experienced and actualized
in the event of communion with the Life Giver, the Trinity. As the LUMC congregation
aligned itself to the Divine Archetype, its understanding and experience of the Eucharist
was anticipated to increase; therefore, an increase in Factor #8 was hypothesized.
Hg: I anticipate the post treatment mean scores for test subjects to be
higher as measured for the Eucharist than the pretest mean scores
for test subjects prior to treatment, and I expect this increase to be
statistically significant.
The pretest mean score for Factor #8 was 3.56; the posttest mean score for this factor was
4.44, indicating a real mean increase of .88 and statistically different at the .01 level.
Thus, Hypothesis 8 was supported.
Summary
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All of the conceptual factors measured in the primary instrument experienced a
real mean increase, and, from a numeric standpoint, seven of the eight hypotheses were
proven. Only four of the eight conceptual factors showed statistically significant
increases. In summary, the hypotheses that were statistically supported were Hypotheses
#2, #3, #4 and #8. The trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization
effected some improvement in the subjects' experiences of communio in the
congregational life ofLUMC according to the pretest/posttest data.
Other Prevailing Variables
The trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization is not the
only variable that could potentially correlate to the changes in how communio was
experienced by the members and constituents of LUMC. LUMC experienced a change in
pastoral leadership in late June 2002. Their senior pastor of eight years moved away, and
a new pastor arrived. Changes in pastoral leadership have the potential to positively or
negatively affect a congregation in dramatic ways. The personality, charisma, and
dynamics ofpastoral leaders can also play a significant role in congregational receptivity
to new ideas and potential change.
Race, gender, income, and other demographic information were not factored into
the instrument. The reason behind the intentional non-inclusion of the demographic
information in the instrumentation was to allow for people to be understood in the most
general terms, as human beings, without the sweeping generalizations and biases that can
potentially accompany specific demographic information. Nevertheless, the possibility of
the dispersion ofmale to female, income, educational level, and other sociological factors
having a potential effect on the experience of communio at LUMC is conceivable.
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Issues of trust between clergy and laity could have potentially correlated to the
changes in how communio was experienced by the congregants ofLUMC. Lack of trust
can be an impediment to authentic community. Fostering trust can strengthen community.
The pastor's role in the creation of an environment of trust was not considered in this
study but could have had a significant influence on the changes in how communio was
experienced. The role of laity in creating an environment of trust among each other and
their pastor was not considered, either.
The existential environment of both the larger community and the smaller
collectivities changed during the course of this study. The terrorist attacks on the United
States and other nations, the emphasis on community building and patriotism, and the
accentuation of the need for togetherness following the tragedy of 1 1 September 2001
may have had a contributive influence on the changes that occurred in LUMC regarding
how communio was experienced among the members and constituents. All of these
possible intervening and confounding variables were not controlled for in the design of
this study.
CHAPTER 5
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The seminal interest that spawned this research is the concem for both the decline
of active participation among members and constituents in mainline denominations and
the plateau and decline of local mainline congregations. Empty pews, the absence ofnew
converts to the Christian faith, classrooms that function as storage space rather than
sacred space, financial stmggles, ecclesiastic cultural and spiritual irrelevance, and
missional/visional myopia are typical ofmany mainline churches in America today.
These troubles were endemic in all three churches in this study.
Thomson First United Methodist church was a large county seat, suburban, white-
collar congregation with exceptional facilities and staff It had nearly one-thousand
members on roll with fewer than four-hundred active. Chapel Hill United Methodist
church was a new church start-up in a suburban community with large facilities, an
enormous number ofpotential converts in the inmiediate community locality, and an
exceptional staff but less than half of its membership and constituency were active.
Loudsville United Methodist church was a 1 65 year-old church in amral setting. The
facilities were considerably smaller than the need of the congregation. Scarcity of space,
lack of funding, the absence ofmissional/visional clarity, few converts and even fewer
active participants in Sunday school, and declining numbers troubled the congregation.
All the churches, regardless of their location, member and constituent background, and
evangelistic prospects, were either in a state of plateau or decline, characteristic of so
many mainline congregations.
Pilot programs were tested in the TFUMC and CHUMC congregations. LUMC,
however, was the congregational setting for this study. All three churches benefited from
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the presentation of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization.
The barometers of spiritual health and efficacy used in each of the three churches (active
participants in principal worship service versus members on roll, active participants in
Sunday school, missional giving, and conversion ratio) indicated that the congregations
could benefit fi-om this study. To test the true efficacy and success of the model, one
would have to track these congregations over a significant period of time, perhaps ten
years or so.
This project did not merely respond to the congregational needs of LUMC but
also sought to address the cultural problems of American civil religion, institutionalism,
radical individualism, and biblical/theological ignorance (lack of Christian memory) that
have a contributive influence on the decline ofmainline churches in America. The
triniarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization is a possible corrective to
the problems that emerge from these aforementioned societal ills within the
congregational context.
The approach of this study was to help the congregations (TFUMC, CHUMC, and
LUMC) to be rediscovered by their ontology, the Divine Archetype, and the necessity of
modeling ecclesial life together after the relational dynamics of the Persons of the Trinity.
The goal of the study was not church growth but church health. The problem is that the
Church is not a business but a body. The Church is not an organization but a living
organism. An inherent danger in approaching the issue of revitalization with tools that
were designed for collectivities intrinsically and ontologically different from the Church
is that the tools simply will not correct the problem. Although offering possible short-
term benefits and potential temporal relief from plateau and decline, the secular tools can
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perpetuate and/or exacerbate the problem of decline and plateau in the long run. Some of
the solutions offered today are programs, stratagems, and models that are based, in large
part, on doing certain things, and employing specific business/consumer-based
methodologies. In this study, that approach was called the behavioral approach to
ecclesiological revitalization. A behavioral approach to revitalization represents one
possible way to strengthen and revitalize congregations. This study suggests that a better
way to revitalize congregations is by introducing the Trinity as a model for life together
and aligning the congregation's relational dynamics to the model of relations evident
among the Persons of the Trinity. This approach helped the churches in this study and
could potentially help other mainline churches to rediscover the essential being of the
Church and humanity and then to align the community of the church to the model of the
communio of the Trinity. Being recovered by the ontology of the Church and being
aligned to Trinity can revitalize a congregation from the inside out. This argument
formed the core of this research project.
Major Findings
The results of the study at LUMC demonstrated that positive change was
observed in the eight factors measured (see p. 143). Some of the positive change was
numerical and some was statistical. The difference is that all eight factors indicated, in
the posttest, a numerical increase over the pretest. Not all eight factors, however,
evidenced a statistical positive posttest change over the pretest; nevertheless, the subjects'
conceptual awareness and experiences of these eight factors increased after the treatment.
Eight conceptual factors were measured in the primary instrument.
In Chapter 3 a hypothesis for each factor was offered, and in Chapter 4 the results
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of those hypotheses were reported. Of the eight factors, only four indicated statistical
increases between the pretest and posttest scores. The factors that statistically increased
were self-giving love andmutuality, unity ofmission andpurpose, the glorification of
God, and the Eucharist. No significant increase in the posttest score over the pretest score
was anticipated in factor five. Christian education. The scores did not corroborate the
hypothesis for this fifth factor. The fifth factor scored a statistically significant increase
among the subjects in the posttest. The other three factors {unity in diversity,
preaching/teaching, and character of the pastor) indicated a numerical increase but not a
significant statistical increase in the posttest over the pretest scores.
The subjects indicated, in the posttest, they experienced and were aware of greater
unity among the members, staff, and constituents ofLUMC and the celebration of
individual uniqueness and giftedness within the unified community of the congregation.
The subjects evidenced, in the posttest, a greater awareness and experience of belonging,
love, and mutuality among the staff, congregational members, and constituents of
LUMC. The posttest indicated that the subjects observed an increase in their awareness of
the direction of LUMC's missional/visional purpose. The subjects experienced a greater
awareness and experience ofGod's approval and God's being glorified within the
community ofLUMC as indicated in the posttest. The conceptual awareness ofGod's
presence, unity in the midst of diversity, and the celebration ofpersonal and communal
giftedness and uniqueness within the small group ministry ofLUMC (Sunday school
ministry) increased among the subjects following the treatment. The subjects indicated,
following the treatment, an increase in their awareness of the congruity between the
pastor's activities (doing) and character (being) with the trinitarian model set forth in the
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study. The subjects also indicated a significant increase in their awareness of the activity
and presence of the Persons of the Trinity and experience of communio in the Eucharist
following the treatment.
The correlation between the subjects' sense of greater communal belonging and
the increased significance and understanding ofEucharist was anticipated. Additionally,
the correlation between the subjects' celebration of individual and corporate giftedness
and the feeling of receiving the approval of the Divine Persons was anticipated. The
posttest increase in participation, appreciation, and positive experience in the Sunday
school encounters was unanticipated but a positive outcome nonetheless.
The long-term implications of these cognitive changes are difficult to predict. The
posttest positivism among the subjects could be an emotionally fiieled, sanguine reaction
to the newness of the model and the increase in active participation among the members
and constituents. In other words, the posttest increased scores in the eight factors could be
a pendulum effect reading of the experience and optimism of the subjects in relation to
the collateral improvements that were regarded as secondary to, and symptomatic of, the
introduction of the trinitarian ontological model. LUMC experienced an increase in active
participation in Sunday school and worship, an increase in offertory collections, and a
significant rise in lay involvement in decision making. These improvements are the
secondary results of the trinitarian ontological model. The posttest scores may reveal the
subjects' experience of these collateral improvements in the communio of LUMC.
Difficulty ascertaining the actual long-term implications of the model and the posttest
scores of the eight conceptual factors is to be anticipated because of the collateral
improvements. Furthermore, discovering what biases have actually changed among the
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subjects of this study would involve more research and, perhaps, a different set of
instruments.
Anticipating the replicatability of this study is also difficult. Borg and Gall remind
researchers of the limitations of non-representative samples:
In reviewing the research of others, one must remember that non-
representative samples do not produce data of general significance; rather,
they often yield results that are misleading and can lead to serious
blunders ifapplied to the generalpopulation [emphasis mine]. (155)
The trinitarian ontological approach to the congregational revitalization of LUMC did not
present a technique to be replicated in mainline congregations. This research project
simply re-envisioned, through a theological grounded approach, the nature of human
beings and the Church. Generalizing statements correlating to the Church or mainline
congregations cannot be made here. The efficacy of the trinitarian ontological model has
not been proved, but the potential has been explored in this study.
Furthermore, in relation to the potential replicatability of this study in other
congregational contexts, the necessity of a pragmatic and internal agreement of ethos and
pathos within the pastor/researcher in relation to the trinitarian ethics adduced in this
particular model cannot be overstated. The significance of the pastor/researcher should
not be underestimated. Additionally, the dynamism of the pastor/researcher is essential to
the perceived integrity of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational
revitalization.
Theological Reflections on the Eight Factors
The purpose of the study was to present the trinitarian ontological approach to
congregational revitalization ofLUMC. Revitalization was not understood as being
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synonymous with church growth but related to congregational health and vitality (life) in
the context of conmiunity with God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, and with all
other persons. The attempt to foster koinonia among the members and constituents of
LUMC was the primary intent. Secondary to the fostering of koinonia was the
concomitant changes that naturally occur when a congregation is aligned to its Divine
Archetype (the Trinity), namely, the increase in active participation in worship, Sunday
school, and the increase in conversions and missional giving. The primary instrument
produced data that was helpful in answering the research questions. The eight conceptual
factors measured in the primary instrument provided insights related to the efficacy and
weaknesses of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization. Other
data collected, from the research and the barometers of spiritual health and vitality in the
LUMC congregation, proved advantageous as well.
Unity in Diversity
The pretest mean score for unity in diversity was 3.9905. The posttest mean score
for unity in diversity was 4.0850, representing a real mean increase of .0945. Although
greater increase in this factor among the subjects was anticipated, it did not occur. A
greater experience of unity in diversity and appreciation for individual uniqueness and
organic unity was expected among the members and constituents with the introduction of
the trinitarian ethics and the doctrine ofperichoresis. On the pretest, the subjects scored
their awareness and experience of unity in diversity relatively high with a 3.9905 on a
scale of one to five. Some improvement in this area did occur following the treatment,
although not significant statistical improvement.
The first hypothesis was not supported by the data. The basis for the expectation
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that the treatment and trinitarian model would possibly facilitate a greater appreciation,
experience and awareness of the duality of unity in diversity was my understanding of the
ontology of the human being made after the Divine Archetype of the Trinity. In nature
one observes the presence of infinite variety yet one created order and one Creator.
Employing the theological matrix of this perspective could alter one's worldview,
experiences, appreciation, and awareness of inexhaustible variety amidst irrevocable
connectedness or unity. One result of this shift in worldview would be the discovery that
the life of koinonia is a collaborative life together:
Collaboration is coming to the table with spiritual gifts to be used in
ministry. Collaboration works against competition. The collaborative team
recognizes the unique gifts of its members and makes those members
shine. The collaborative team is able to reinforce the cultural value that
each person is a child ofGod created in love for a purpose. (Cladis 14)
The unity in diversity perspective is the antithesis to the radical individualism of
postmodem American culture.
One of the possible explanations as to why Hypothesis #1 was unsupported was
the already favorable experience among the constituents of unity in diversity prior to the
treatment, evidenced in the pretest. Improving on an area that is already doing
considerably well is difficult. Another possible explanation as to why Hypothesis #1 was
unsupported is that not enough emphasis was placed on the wonder of human giftedness
and uniqueness as compared to the wonder of the Persons of the Trinity. Fearing the
cormption of humanocentric theism, this research focused more on the Godhead than it
did on developing trinitariocentric anthropology. As such. Factor #1 was, perhaps, not
well balanced in the research and PowerPoint project.
Self-Giving Love and Mutuality
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The pretest mean score for self-giving love andmutuality was 4.13, and the
posttest mean score was 4.44, indicating a real mean increase of .3 1 and statistical
significance at the .01 level. The hypothesis for this conceptual factor was that a
significant statistical increase in the posttest scores over the pretest scores would possibly
occur in the subjects following the treatment. The hypothesis on the factor self-giving
love andmutuality was supported.
This study anticipated a significant increase in the subjects' awareness and
experience of self-giving love andmutuality as a result of the introduction and
implementation of the trinitarian ethics of relationality (see Chapter 3). Understanding the
corollary between spirituality and relationality is possible through consideration of the
perspectives of the ancient Abbas and Ammas. Dorotheos of Gaza explained the spiritual
life through the metaphor of a wagon wheel. For Dorotheos, the center of the wheel is
God and the radiating spokes are people. The closer the spokes get to the center the closer
the spokes are to each other. The same is true for the spiritual life. The closer people get
to God the closer people draw to one another (Bondi 24-27). The principle Dorotheos of
Gaza provides a practical frame of reference for the spiritual life of the LUMC
congregation following the treatment and the reordering of communio in accordance with
the model of the Trinity.
Unity ofMission and Purpose
The pretest mean score for unity ofpurpose andmission was 3.31, and the posttest
mean score was 3.99, indicating a real mean increase of .68 and significance at the .01
level. The hypothesis for this factor in Chapter 3 was an increase in the subjects'
awareness and experience of congregational missional/visional unity. The hypothesis for
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this factor was supported by the data.
One of the problems in mainline churches today (that this study sought to address)
is the presence of an institutionally driven ecclesiocentric missiology. For many mainline
churches, existing and potential members represent an economic means to an institutional
end. The missional/visional intention of the church is imperialistic rather than
evangelistic. Instead of a self-giving, altruistic intent behind evangelistic outreach, an
economically driven ecclesiastic expansionism drives the missional enterprise of some
churches. When a congregation is rediscovered by its ontology and aligns the church
community to the Divine Archetype, the missional/visional directive of that congregation
is refocused toward a theocentric end:
The calling of the church to be missional . . . leads the church to step
beyond the given cultural forms that carry dubious assumptions about
what the church is, what its public role should be, and what its voice
should sound like. (Guder 1 09)
The impetus behind the missional/visional enterprise of a trinitariocentric congregation is
the glorification of God.
The reason that this study anticipated an increase in this factor is because the
treatment readjusted the aim of every congregational activity. The unifying principle
behind the missional/visional enterprise of LUMC moved from the growth of the church
to faithfiilness to the God that the church worshiped. The subjects of this study were
encouraged to do that which the Persons of the Trinity do in the missional/visional
enterprise of the beloved community.
The Glorification ofGod
The pretest mean score for the glorification ofGod was 3.79, and the posttest
mean score was 4.46, indicating a real mean increase of .67. The hypothesis for this
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factor correctly estimated the sensitivity of the subjects to the glorification of the Persons
of the Godhead following the treatment. My hypothesis was proven statistically
significant at the .01 level. A greater increase in this factor occurred than what was
expected in this study.
The hypothesis for the glorification ofGod seriously weighed the sociocultural
impediments to koinonia present in many mainline congregations. Those impediments,
when coupled with the contextual variables such as the age of the church, the
ecclesiocentric and expansionistic missiology, and the spiritual and numeric stagnation of
the church for over one hundred years, lowered the expectation of a statistically
significance increase in this factor. The openness of the congregation to a heightened
sensitivity to the glorification ofGod was underestimated by the hypothesis for this
factor. In this study, the subjects were invited to contemplative critique of the communio
of the church and a serious evaluation of the many facets of community life. The primary
standard, by which all facets of community life at LUMC were judged, was whether or
not the Persons of the Trinity received glory from that facet of the church. The
contemplative theological critique of congregational activities and the potential glory
those activities brought the Persons of the Godhead, raised awareness of the glorification
ofGod among the subjects of this study.
Christian Education
The pretest mean score for Christian education was 3.4524; the posttest mean
score was 3.7750, indicating an increase of .3226. The hypothesis for this factor did not
expect a significant statistical increase in the effect of the study on the subjects'
experiences and appreciation for the programmatic ministries of Christian education at
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LUMC. The test for significance challenged the hypothesis. The test presented an
increase and, so, failed to corroborate the hypothesis as stated.
The crisis of Christian education in mainline churches today is symptomatic of the
Biblical/theological ignorance characteristic of postmodem culture. The acute lack of
Christian memory is unraveling the very fabric of Christendom. "Many people in the
contemporary church ... do not have an adequate understanding of their faith. Biblical
illiteracy, of the sort that John Wesley would have deplored, is rampant" (Willimon and
Wilson 81).
LUMC's Christian education ministries were stagnant for over one hundred years
and began to sharply decline in 1999-2000. By 2002, the future presence of these
ministries was debatable. Taking seriously the dubious history ofChristian education and
the apparent lack of urgent concem among the participants in this study (the subjects
scored the Christian education program of the church fairly high, 3.4524 out of a
potential 5.0), a statistically significant increase was not anticipated.
The hypothesis for this conceptual factor should give neither the impression that
the factor is less valuable than the other factors measured nor that the trinitarian
ontological approach does not effect an improvement in this area of congregational life.
A healthy, vibrant Christian education program is not only a viable facet to
trinitariocentric communio but is also a by-product of the shift to a trinitariocentric
ecclesiology. That Christian education was not anticipated to dramatically affect the
LUMC community is not a pejorative valuation of the factor itself Over time, the
members and constituents of LUMC were expected to demonstrate a significant increase
in their appreciation, experience, and valuation of the ministry ofChristian education.
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The increase in the posttest score was a sign that the appreciation and awareness of the
value of Christian education among the subjects had and, possibly, will continue to
increase over time.
Preaching and Teaching
Preaching and teaching measured the subjects' appreciation, awareness, and
cognizance of the congruity between the trinitarian ontological model and the sermonic
and pedagogic presentations. An increase in this factor, among the subjects, was
anticipated in the hypothesis. Nevertheless, a statistically significant change was not to be
found among the subjects and the hypothesis was not supported. The pretest mean score
for this conceptual factor was 4.6190; the posttest mean score was 4.7150, indicating a
real mean increase of .096.
The anticipation of increase in this factor was grounded in my intentionality in
presenting material, both sermonically and pedagogically, that was in concert with the
model espoused in this study. The expectation of the subjects becoming more cognizant
ofmy theological consistency as a result of the introduction of the treatment gave
credence to the anticipation for increased appreciation, awareness, and experience among
the participants of this study. Although, in the posttest, the subjects indicated an
improvement in this factor, the improvement was not statistically significant.
As in the case of the first factor, the pretest score for this sixth factor was
relatively high. Improving scores on already high marks becomes very difficult in any
model, possibly explaining the relatively small improvement in this factor's valuation.
Another possibility is that the sermonic and pedagogic presentations were clear enough
from the outset that the official introduction of the model in the project was not as
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revelatory as was expected. Nevertheless, the numerical increase in this factor was
positive and reflects well on the treatment. In Leaders of the Future, Rosabeth Moss
Kanter writes about the "first law of leadership":
What we found in our investigation of admired leadership qualities is that,
more than anything; we want leaders who are credible. We must be able to
believe in them. We must believe that their word can be trusted, that they
are personally excited and enthusiastic about the direction in which we are
headed, and that they have the knowledge and skill to lead. We call it the
first law ofleadership [original emphasis]: "If you don't believe the
messenger, you won't believe the message." (103)
The credibility of the pastor/researcher is largely contingent upon the clarity, reliability,
and believability of the presentations made. The subjects of this study indicated that they
believed the messenger of the model presented.
The Character of the Pastor
The character of the pastor measured in the primary instrument related to the
"being-ness" of the pastor/researcher as compared to the pedagogic and sermonic
presentations, the "doing" ofministry. Both factors, preaching and teaching and the
character of the pastor, are interrelated. The hypothesis for the character of the pastor
was that a statistically significant increase would possibly be indicated among the
subjects in the posttest. The pretest mean score for this factor was 4.6381 ; the posttest
mean score was 4.6500, indicating a real mean increase of .0119. While the posttest mean
scores for this factor are higher, the overall increase was not found to be significantly
different and thus Hypothesis 7 was not supported.
As in the case of the related factor, preaching and teaching, the character ofthe
pastor scored high in the pretest. The character of the pastor factor most likely was
scored in a way similar to that ofpreaching and teaching. The reasons for the numerical
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but not statistical increase explored regarding the sixth factor probably pertain to the
seventh factor as well. The noticeable congruency between the being and doing of the
pastor/researcher as they are both aligned to the model of the trinitarian ontological
approach is a necessity. The success of this study's model is contingent upon many
factors including the presentation and presenter. "Leadership is a performing art. Leaders
don't 'act' in the same sense as Broadway performers. [T]hey enact the meaning of the
organization in every decision they make and in every step they take toward the fliture
they envision" (Kouzes and Posner 221). Pastor's character and performance of
ministerial duties represent an incamational facet to the trinitariocentric ecclesiology
advocated in this study. Regardless of the model employed, the pastor's sermonic and
pedagogic presentations must be in concert with the pastor's character. Kouzes and
Posner write, "[L]eaders, when at their best, recognize that intentional modeling is
essential to focusing people's attention, energy, and effort on the expected behaviors until
such actions (become) standard operating procedures" (220). The subjects indicated in
the pretest/posttest that the pastor/researcher demonstrated both internal and external
consistency with the model espoused in this study.
The Eucharist
The pretest mean score for this factor was 3.56; the posttest mean score for this
factor was 4.44, indicating a real mean increase of .88 and statistically different at the .01
level. The hypothesis for this factor anticipated a statistically significant increase among
the subjects in the posttest. The hypothesis was supported by the data. Of all the factors
measured by the primary instrument, the anticipation of larger statistical increase in the
eighth factor was hypothesized.
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When a congregation's life together is informed, shaped, and entirely contingent
upon the eucharistic communio of the Divine Persons of the Trinity, revitalization will
occur. The Eucharist is more than a mere observance; it is more than a ritual. The
formative power of the Eucharist transcends totemic principle. The Eucharist is
participation in the communio of the Divine Persons. Zizioulas explains the participatory
role the communicants play in the eucharistic communio with the Divine Persons:
The eucharist reveals the Christ-truth as "visitation" and as the
"tabemacle" (Jn. 1:14) of God in history and creation, so that God can be
beheld in the glory ofHis tmth and partaken ofwithin His communion of
life. The Church has therefore no other reality or experience of tmth as
communion as perfect as the eucharist. (115)
The subjects of the LUMC study leamed that the Eucharist was something more
than a rite of the Church but rather a participation in the very life of the Godhead. This
cognitive shift had behavioral and experiential consequences. In the posttest, the subjects
indicated (1) a statistically significant increase in their experience of the presence of the
Divine Persons, (2) awareness of the glorification of the Persons, (3) A greater sense of
oneness and unity among themselves and with the Divine Persons, (4) A greater sense of
participation in the eucharistic communio, and (5) A greater understanding of the
meaning of the Eucharist.
The Eucharist is an eschatological event and a kingdom sign. The ordering of life
after the model of the Divine Archetype is not only the recovery of the
human/ecclesiastic ontological reality but also the fulfillment of the promise of the
immanence of the kingdom of God (Matt. 3:2; Luke 10:9; 17:21). In the eucharistic
communio. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s vision of the beloved community becomes a
reality. For King, the beloved conmiunity was an inclusive, integrated, celebrative
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communio ofpeople with the Divine Persons that transcended time, differences of race
and gender and age, and sociocultural and political situatedness (Erskine 127-28, 142-43,
173-77).
The eschatological hope of a kingdom in which "[tjhere is neither Jew nor Greek,
slave nor free, male nor female" (Gal. 3:28) is realized in the Eucharist. In other writings
St. Paul described the kingdom as a place wherein "there is no Greek or Jew, circumcised
or uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian, slave or free, but Christ is all, and is in all" (Col.
3:11). The subjects of the study perceived and experienced the Eucharist from a
perspective different from the one they had prior to the treatment. The treatment
(PowerPoint program) introduced a new theological matrix ofunderstanding the
Eucharist. The eschatological hope of koinonia is manifest in the Eucharist. Zizioulas
explains the importance of the catholic community:
The eucharistic community was in its composition a catholic community in
the sense that it transcended not only social but also natural divisions, just
as it will happen in the Kingdom of God ofwhich this community was a
revelation and a real sign. (152)
The missional/visional shift that occurred in LUMC created the possibility of a new
understanding of the Eucharist. For the subjects of this study the kingdom ofGod was no
longer a promise related to the "sweet by and by" but rather, an ever-present reality
emerging within the trinitariocentric community.
Reflections on the Changes That Occurred in LUMC
This study synthesized three fields of scholarship: sociology, theology proper, and
ecclesiology. The research questions that guided the study were reflective of these
subjects and their respective relational dynamics. The purpose of the study was to present
the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization ofLUMC.
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Revitalization was not understood as being synonymous with church growth but related
to congregational health and vitality (life) in the context ofcommunity with God, the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, and with all other persons. The attempt to foster
koinonia among the members and constituents of LUMC was the primary intent.
Secondary to the fostering of koinonia was the concomitant changes that naturally
occur when a congregation is aligned to its Divine Archetype (the Trinity), namely, the
increase in active participation in worship, Sunday school, and the increase in
conversions and missional giving. The primary instrument produced data helpfiil in
answering the research questions. Other data collected from the research and the
barometers of spiritual health and vitality in the LUMC congregation proved
advantageous as well.
Experience of Communio at LUMC
Although the subjects noted a positive experience of communio at LUMC prior to
the treatment (the PowerPoint class, the retreat, and the subsequent reordering of the
church) a positive change was observed in the pretest/posttest measures. Of the eight
factors measured, four indicated significant difference between the pretest and posttest. I
anticipated the four factors that indicated significant statistical differences between the
pretest and posttest. self-giving love andmutuality, unity ofpurpose andmission, the
glorification ofGod, and the Eucharist appreciably relate to the affective and cognitive
encounters with community or koinonia.
Reordering toward the Divine Archetype
The research discussed in previous chapters revealed the Trinity as the Divine
Archetype for the Church. A congregation that is modeled after its archetype would be a
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community of self-giving love, mutuality, unity, and equanimity. Koinonia encounters
God, communes with God and each other, and glorifies God in all things. The
bureaucratic structure ofmainline congregational order is not commensurate to the
revelatory self-disclosure of the Godhead as Trinity, nor is the structure in concert with
the ontology of the Church. Through the adoption of the trinitarian code of ethics (see
Chart 2.1, p. 77), the institution of a new United Methodist order ofN.O.W. (Nurture,
Outreach, and Witness) recommended in the United Methodist Discipline (United
Methodist par. 251), and the recalibration of the missional enterprise of LUMC from an
ecclesiocentric missiology to a theocentric missiology LUMC aligned itself to the model
of the Trinity. The posttest questiormaire that measured the cognitive and affective
experiences of the subjects indicated a positive increase among the subjects of the
nonrandomized control group following the reordering toward the Divine Archetype.
Reordering congregational life to be in agreement with the Divine Archetype represents
the undoing of church life as we know it in mainline congregations today.
Changes That Occurred in LUMC
The barometers of spiritual health used throughout this study also indicated
improvement during and following the reordering of LUMC toward the archetype of the
communio of the Trinity. An inherent danger that accompanies organizational renewal
and systemic recalibration is that increase alone becomes evidence of efficacy. Among
the most tangential measures of the behavioral efficacy of the trinitarian ontological
approach to congregational revitalization at LUMC are the barometers of spiritual health
and vitality. These were used to determine whether or not the LUMC congregation could
benefit from such a model as the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational
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revitalization. These same barometers were used in the two pilot programs (TFUMC and
CHUMC). The barometers of spiritual health, however, are not conclusive. Three decadal
studies of the churches in this research and the barometers of each congregation were
conducted to determine whether or not the churches in question had experienced plateau
and/or decline. The same measure used to determine the need for the introduction of the
trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization should be employed to
determine the actual efficacy of the model. Nevertheless, the behavioral measures of
active participation in the principal worship service, active participation in Sunday
school, conversion ratio, and missional giving were analyzed by comparing the pre-study
(January 2002 to June 2002) and post-study (July 2002 to December 2002) barometers at
LUMC in order to ascertain if any behavioral changes accompanied the cognitive and
affective changes that occurred following the treatment (see Table 5.1).
Table 5.1. Barometers of Health and Vitality at LUMC
Month in 2002 Active Attendance at
Principal Service of
Worship
Active Attendance at
Sunday School
Conversion Ratio
January 64 13 0%
February 62 10 0%
March 62 10 0%
April 69 11 0%
May 61 5 20%
June 59 5 0%
July 78 8 57%
August 84 11 75%
September 86 15 66%
October 91 19 75%
November 112 22 66%
December 123 27 87%
Active participation at the principal service ofworship increased at LUMC by 52
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percent between January 2002 and December 2002. Sunday school active participation
increased at LUMC by 48 percent between January 2002 and December 2002. The
conversion ratio indicated a significant change at LUMC between January 2002 and
December 2002. As the active participation increased, so too did the number ofpotential
converts to the Christian faith. The months between January 2002 and June 2002 are pre
treatment months. The months between July 2002 and December 2002 are months
wherein the treatment was administered. The data does not prove the efficacy or
legitimacy of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization. The
data does indicate a behavioral change coinciding with the cognitive and affective
changes that occurred among the members and constituents of LUMC in relation to the
introduction of the trinitarian ontological model.
The barometer ofmissional giving cannot be determined in the same way as the
barometers of attendance and conversion because the budget ofLUMC is set once a year,
whereas the attendance, participation, and potential conversions can occur from a day to
day, week to week, etc. basis. In 2001, the LUMC Finance Committee voted to give
nothing toward missions. The budget was cut in 2001 and the majority of those items
removed from the budget were missional. In fact, the budget was cut by 8 percent. 98
percent of the decrease in the budget was missional giving. The Church-Conference
approved budget for 2003 included an increase of 20 percent over the budget for 2002.
The budget increased from $101,339.00 to $121,621.00. 78 percent of the increased
amotmt in the 2003 budget was designated as missional giving. The barometer of spiritual
health and efficacy that is directly related to missional giving would demonstrate a
significant increase in the LUMC congregation.
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Congregations experiencing plateau and decline often reveal their predicament
through the barometers of spiritual health and efficacy. Although not proving the
legitimacy of the trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization, the
barometers of LUMC do look promising. Tracking the development of LUMC over a
period of at least ten years will prove most helpful in discerning the actual long-term
changes that may have occurred within the membership and constituency as a result of
the introduction of this study's model for revitalization.
Other Prevailing Variables
The trinitarian ontological approach to congregational revitalization is not the
only variable that could potentially correlate to the changes in how communio was
experienced by the members and constituents of LUMC. LUMC experienced a change in
pastoral leadership in late Jrme 2002. Changes in pastoral leadership have the potential to
positively or negatively affect a congregation in dramatic ways.
Race, gender, income, and other demographic information were not factored into
the instrument. The reason behind the intentional non-inclusion of the demographic
information in the instrumentation was to allow for people to be understood in the most
general terms, as human beings, without the sweeping generalizations and biases that can
potentially accompany specific demographic information. Nevertheless, the possibility of
the dispersion ofmale to female, income, educational level, and other sociological factors
having a potential effect on the experience of communio at LUMC is conceivable.
Issues of trust between clergy and laity could have potentially correlated to the
changes in how communio was experienced by the congregants ofLUMC. Lack of trust
can be an impediment to authentic community; the fostering of trust can strengthen
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community. The pastor's role in the creation of an environment of trust was not
considered in this study but could have had a significant influence on the changes in how
communio was experienced. The role of laity in creating an environment of trust among
each other and their pastor was not considered, either.
The existential environment of both the larger community and smaller
collectivities changed during the course of this study. The terrorist attacks on the United
States and other Nations, the emphasis on community building and patriotism, and the
accentuation of the need for togetherness following the tragedy may have had a
contributive influence on the changes that occurred in LUMC regarding how communio
was experienced among the members and constituents. All of these possible intervening
and confounding variables were not controlled for in the design of this study.
Weaknesses of the Study
Although pleased with the depth of inquiry, the stringent commitment to
theological discovery, and the applicability of the insights gained to real congregations in
need, improvement in this study is necessary. Regardless of how much effort is expended
and how valiant the attempt to produce something of value, every study can be improved.
This study could have been strengthened in three areas: (1) the balance between the
cognitive and experiential aspects of the model presented in this study, (2) lengthening
the period ofposttest observation, and (3) developing fiirther the understanding,
experience, and observation of the Eucharist.
Balancing Cognitive and Experiential Aspects
This research depends heavily upon the cognitive development of the subjects but
failed to give concomitant attention to the experiential facets of the model presented. The
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primary instrument measured experiential and cognitive changes in the subjects, but the
treatment could have employed additional opportunities for discovery. These
opportunities could have included experimenting with small test-group implementation of
the trinitarian ethics over an extended period of time, small test-group application of the
ethics of relationality in problem-solving scenarios, and test-group exploration and
interpretation of the relationship between the Persons of the Trinity through the medium
of art, drama, and role-playing. These are just some of the many possibilities for
experiential encounter that would have, perhaps, balanced the cognitive facets of this
study.
Lengthening Posttest Observation Time
A decadal study of the three congregations was used to determine whether or not
the churches in question could potentially benefit from the trinitarian ontological
approach to congregational revitalization. The decadal studies were also used to prove the
presence ofplateau and decline in the respective congregations. To be fair, the same
measure used to determine the necessity of the model should also be employed to
determine the efficacy of the model. A posttest decadal study of all three congregations
would have been very helpful in determining the long-term effects of the model.
Curiosity regarding the enduring nature of the initial improvements in TFUMC,
CHUMC, and LUMC still remains.
Developing the Eucharist Further
The theological inquiry and development ofEucharist in this study only scratches
the surface of this critical facet ofChristian life together. The implications of the theo-
contextual model of eucharistic communio are farther reaching than that which was
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presented in this research project. Furthermore, exploring the observance, celebration,
and participation in the Eucharist in a variety of different ways could have strengthened
this study.
For centuries the Church has celebrated its communion with the Persons of the
Godhead. Diverse cultures in sundry ways have observed, celebrated, and participated in
the Eucharist event. Studying the various liturgical modes of observance and allowing the
subjects of this study to explore and experience those various modes would possibly have
strengthened the study and deepened their eucharistic encounter with the Divine and each
other. Excellent resources for liturgical exploration abound and should have been
consulted in this study.
Contribution to Research Methodology
The primeuy contribution this study makes to research methodology is in its
serious theological inquiry and application of truth and ontology to real�^time
ecclesiastic and sociocultural problems. The design of the study was to approach the
prevalent problem of congregational plateau and decline with a theological and revelatory
corrective rather than a behavioral-oriented corrective. This study identified the inherent
dangers of approaching the issue of congregational revitalization with tools designed for
collectivities intrinsically and ontologically different from the Church and presented an
altemative means to change.
The design of this study included (1) the treatment-a PowerPoint presentation of
the model and the necessity of ordering life according to the Divine Archetype of the
Trinity, (2) the retreat-applying the insights of the treatment to the context of the
individual congregation, and (3) the reordering of congregational life according to the
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Divine Archetype. The primary instrument (a researcher-designed survey of eight factors)
measured the cognitive and affective responses of the subjects. Each of the eight factors
related to a facet of trinitariocentric koinonia. By the end of the study, positive change
had occurred in the subjects.
This research was a preexperimental case study of LUMC utilizing content
validity and a nonrandomized one-group pretest/posttest with no quasi-experimental or
true experimental qualitative research designs. Although generalizing statements and
correlatives to the population carmot be made with such a research design, the model
asseverated in this research has the potential to assist congregations and leaders to re-
envision the nature of humanity, the Church, and our extraordinary connection to Creator
and all things in creation. Furthermore, the applicability of the theological material
toward a pragmatic end strengthens the design of this study. The trinitarian ontological
approach to congregational revitalization does not present a technique that can be
packaged and strategically reproduced in mainline congregations across the globe. The
approach in this study does present a new way of being the Church God created it to be.
Further Studies
Trinitariocentric anthropology and ecclesiology are potential fields of study that
could offer additional theologically groimded pragmatic solutions to congregational
plateau and decline. Conducting a similar multi-year congregational study of churches in
suburban, urban, and rural contexts would be an interesting follow-up to this research
project. Being rediscovered by the ontology, verity, and model of relationality of the
Persons of the Trinity offers far-reaching application to every facet of koinonia life
together. The revolutionary prospects of a trinitariocentric ontological approach to
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anthropology, ecclesiology, sociocultural relationality, eschatology, and ethics are
inexhaustible.
Epilogue
My committee asked me what surprises occurred over the four years of
researching and writing this dissertation. My big surprise was related to truth. I was
surprised at how elusive absolute truth is. Ascertaining truth is like trying to catch a fish
with your bare hands in a cold moimtain stream. The water is painfiilly cold, the fish
seems always slightly out of reach, and without tenacity and common sense the only
thing to catch is a cold. I found that ascertaining truth, truthfiilness, and maintaining
integrity was difficult throughout this process.
I tried to ascertain the truth about the Church. I found, however, realities I did not
want to identify, shortcomings I did not want to acknowledge, and incongruence within
the Church and its congregations between that which was claimed and that which was
practiced. I was uncomfortable discovering the prevalence of counterfeit faith in the
congregations I studied. Witnessing the exchange of a biblical faith rooted in Christian
memory for an American civil religion that perverted the revelatory self-disclosure of
God and veracity of Scripture was a disillusioning experience for me. Witnessing the
diabolical effects of utilitarian individualism on the integrity of the Christian community
and relational cormectivity of humanity was also disillusioning. Perhaps the most painful
discovery was studying the effect of institutionalism in and through the Church. I heard
many stories of hurt and betrayal related to the denominational (institutional) Church
among the members, constituents, and subjects in this research. I, myself, experienced
hurt and heartache as my family and I suffered from the institutionalization of the
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Church, which reduced us to food for the machinery of institution instead ofmembers of
a self-giving community ofmutuality. I was also pained by the discovery of the biblical
and theological illiteracy in the congregations I studied in this research. The acute lack of
Christian memory was alarming. Ascertaining and accepting the truth about the condition
ofmainline churches today, in general, and United Methodism, in particular, was very
difficult for me, especially in relation to the congregations I served in this study.
Wrestling with truthfulness was a struggle as well. The subjects (members and
constituents of the congregations in this study) experienced difficulty in hearing the truth
and accepting the truth about the Church and their particular congregations. On each
occasion ofpresenting the data that emerged from the barometers of spiritual health and
vitality to the respective congregations, I encountered opposition. Revealing potential
growing edges, weaknesses, and/or relational shortcomings to the subjects often garnered
complaints, arguments, and (sometimes) rejection. Critiquing congregations can be
painful for both the congregation and the one conducting the critique. No matter how
lovingly, tenderly, or compassionately I presented the barometric data on congregational
vitality and health, I encountered opposition and contradiction of the data. I have to admit
that I was tempted not to include the spiritual health and vitality information (aftermy
experience at TFUMC) in the presentation to CHUMC and LUMC. Realizing that the
non-inclusion of that data was not truthfiil, I decided to retain it in the project.
Truthfulness had its price. I encountered greater opposition at CHUMC, and it personally
cost me dearly. LUMC was a different story. Although contesting some of the data
reported to the North Georgia Conference in the journal as being inaccurate, the subjects
of the LUMC study received the critique of the congregation graciously. They were also
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very receptive to the presentation of the Trinity. This was due, in large part, to the good
work ofmy predecessor. My predecessor was a highly liturgical clergyperson who
intentionally kept the divine Persons ever before the congregation in liturgy, song, and
sermonic/pedagogic presentations. Maintaining truthfiilness was, at times, difficult and at
other times costly.
Maintaining integrity also proved to be challenge. This may sound strange for a
pastor to admit but is, nevertheless, true. I was bom a Jew, raised an atheist, converted to
Christianity, and became a pastor in the United Methodist Church. I am also a tattooed,
pierced biker (Harley Davidson motorcyclist to be exact) who feels more at home at the
HOG (Harley Davidson Owner Group) gatherings and Bike Rallies than I do in church.
Maintaining personal integrity about who I am and fi-om where I have come was difficult.
Adding to my stmggle was my experience of genuine communio among bikers and the
lack of said experience within the ecclesial communities I served. I stmggled to find
meaningful community in the congregations I served and studied in this research. The
pain and difficulty of this stmggle was exacerbated by the meaningful experience I
enjoyed among my biker friends. Self-giving love and mutuality, unity in the midst of
diversity, and unity ofpurpose and mission were commonplace among the subculture of
which I was a significant part. My presence and willingness to share my faith added to
the biker community the fourth component of koinonia asseverated in this study.
Although, the biker communio was a blessing to me, the relationship was bittersweet.
Maintaining my owti personal integrity proved difficult at times because of the draw of
the biker community. I often desired to leave the Church for the communio I discovered
among the broken, sick, the outlaw, and outcast. Along a different vein, maintaining
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integrity proved difficult in relation to the expectations of the congregations I
studied/served.
The journey I am on is considerably different from many ofmy colleagues. My
background, appearance, relationships with the marginalized, and (to some extent) my
theology brought to the congregations something very different. These differences were
not always warmly received. In fact, these differences, at times, became occasions for
rejection of the model because of the messenger and suspicion of the messenger that
collaterally affected the model. I was once told by an aged woman (who was a subject at
LUMC), "I'm not sure about you, what you're teaching, or the rabble you hang out with."
On one occasion, I changed my attire fi-om the normal jeans, Harley Davidson shirt, and
boots to a suit and tie. The participants in the study did not appear to notice; however, at
the end of the session the matriarch of the congregation came up to me and asked, "Who
died?" Needless to say, I changed back to my normal attire and the class seemed fine. I
leamed something very important from this research beyond the trinitarian ontological
approach to congregational revitalization; 1 leamed that although the tmth is elusive, it is
not discretionary. Ascertaining tmth, practicing truthfulness, and maintaining personal,
relational, and intellectual integrity is imperative.
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APPENDIX A
Cover Letter and Ministry Survey for Pilot Program One TFUMC
Rev. John E. Heckman
PO Box 8
Thomson, GA 30824
March 7, 2000
Greetings in the Name of Christ:
You probably know that I am currently working on my dissertation project for a Doctor ofMinistry
degree from Asbury Theological Seminary. The work ofmy doctorate helps Thomson First United
Methodist Church become stronger and more effective in ministry, while at the same time it helps me
realize a dream. I have a long way to go yet, but your participation in this little exercise advances this
study and strengthens our church. Here is how you can help:
� Complete the enclosed Ministry Survey. It should not take more than about 1 0 minu
of your time.
� Place your completed Ministry Survey in the enclosed stamped envelope and mail
back to my office.
� Keep me in your prayers as I try to fiulher my education and the cause of Christ.
Please do not sign the survey or place any information in the return address part of the return
envelope. It is important that we maintain the confidentiality of all participants. Thanks to you for
your willingness to assist.
Sincerely,
John E. Heckman
Co-Pastor & Minister ofAdministration, Thomson First UMC
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MINISTRY SURVEY FOR THOMSON FIRST UMC
In order to assure complete anonymity, please do not put your name on this survey.
1. What would you say people (those with whom you work and
play) outside this church are yearning for?
2. How is TFUMC doing in our efforts to offer McDuffie
County and Thomson that for which they are yearning?
(check one)
GREAT GOOD UNSURE ADEQUATE POOR
3. What opportunities are present, that you avail yourself of,
that enhance your most important relationship, your
relationship with God in Jesus Christ through the Holy
Spirit?
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APPENDIX B
Cover Letter and Ministry Survey for Pilot Program Two CHUMC
Rev. John E. Heckman
1818 Kingston Highway
Rome, GA 30161
July 1,2001
Greetings in the Name ofChrist:
You probably know that I am currently working on my dissertation project for a Doctor ofMinistry
degree from Asbury Theological Seminary. The work ofmy doctorate helps Chapel Hill United
Methodist Church become stronger and more effective in ministry, while at the same time it helps
me realize a dream. I have a long way to go yet, but your participation in this little exercise
advances this study and strengthens our church. Here is how you can help:
� Complete the enclosed Ministry Survey. It should not take more than about 10
minutes of your time.
� Place your completed Ministry Survey in the enclosed stamped envelope and ma
back to my office.
� Keep me in your prayers as I try to further my education and the cause ofChrist.
Please do not sign the survey or place any information in the return address part of the return
envelope. It is important that we maintain the confidentiality of all participants. Thanks so much
for your willingness to assist.
Sincerely,
John E. Heckman
Senior Pastor, Chapel Hill United Methodist Church
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MINISTRY SURVEY FOR CONGREGATIONAL LEADERS
In order to assure complete anonymity, please do not put your name on this survey.
^ What are the most signiflcant needs that Chapel Hill should meet?
1)
2)
3)
4)
? How would you rank Chapel Hill's effectiveness in meeting those needs you have
identified? Check One:
POOR FAIR GOOD EXCELLENT
? How would you rank the significance of the Chapel Hill community to the living
out of your spiritual life?
Check One:
POOR FAIR GOOD EXCELLENT
^ What opportunities are present at Chapel Hill (that you avail yourself of) that
enhance your most important relationship, your relationship with God in Jesus Christ
through the Holy Spirit?
1)
2)
3)
4)
>� What is the mission and vision ofChapel Hill United Methodist Church?
Check One:
I DON'T I CAN'T I REMEMBER I CAN QUOTE IT
REMEMBER
KNOW
If you can quote it, please write the mission and vision statement in the space below:
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APPENDIX C
Cover Letter and Ministry Survey for LUMC
Rev. John E. Heckman
1493 Highway 75 Alternate
Cleveland, GA 30528
July 8, 2002
Greetings in the Name ofChrist:
You probably know that I am currently working on my dissertation project for a Doctor ofMinistry
degree from Asbiuy Theological Seminary. The work ofmy doctorate helps Loudsville United Methodist
Church become stronger and more effective in ministry, while at the same time it helps me realize a
dream. I have a long way to go yet, but yoiu" participation in this little exercise advances this study and
strengthens our church. Here is how you can help:
� Complete the enclosed Ministry Survey. It should not take more than about 10 minutes (
your time.
� Place your completed Ministry Survey in the enclosed stamped envelope and mail it be
to my office.
� Keep me in your prayers as I try to further my education and the cause ofChrist.
Please do not sign the survey or place any information in the return address part of the return envelope. It
is important that we maintain the confidentiality of all participants. Thanks so much for your willingness
to assist.
Sincerely,
John E. Heckman
Senior Pastor, Loudsville United Methodist Church
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MINISTRY SURVEY FOR CONGREGATIONAL LEADERS
Please don't put your name on this survey.
What are the most significant needs that Loudsville should meet?
1)
2)
3)
4)
? How would you rank Loudsville's effectiveness in meeting those needs you have
identified? Check One:
POOR FAIR GOOD EXCELLENT
^ How would you rank the significance of the Loudsville community to the living out of
your spiritual life?
Check One:
POOR FAIR GOOD EXCELLENT
? What opportunities are present at Loudsville (that you avail yourself of) that
enhance your most important relationship, your relationship with God in Jesus Christ
through the Holy Spirit?
1)
2)
3)
4)
^ What is the mission and vision of Loudsville United Methodist Church?
Check One:
I DON'T KNOW I CAN'T I REMEMBER I CAN QUOTE IT
REMEMBER
If you can quote it, please write the mission and vision statement in the space below:
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APPENDIX D
Cover Letter and Pretest Questionnaire for LUMC
Rev. John E. Heckman
1493 Highway 75 Alternate
Cleveland, GA 30528
July 11,2002
Greetings in the Name of Christ:
As you already know, 1 am currently working on my dissertation project for a Doctor ofMinistry
degree from Asbury Theological Seminary. The work ofmy doctorate is helping Loudsville United
Methodist Church become stronger and more effective in ministry, while at the same time it helps
me realize a dream. I am getting closer to the end of this study and your participation in this little
exercise strengthens our church and moves me closer to the end. Here is how you can help:
� You or another adult in your home complete the enclosed Pretest Questionnaire.
should not take more than about 10-15 minutes of your time. PLEASE NOTE: B
By completing this questionnaire you are agreeing to participate in the
accompanying 4 week PowerPoint presentation on the Trinity, the LeadersI
Retreat on September 27, 2002 atWhite County Middle School, and the
posttest questionnaire.
� Place your completed Pretest Questiormaire in the enclosed stamped envelope anc
mail it back to my office.
� Keep me in your prayers as I try to further my education and the cause of Christ.
Please sign the questiormaire and we will get in contact within a couple ofweeks. Thanks so much
for your willingness to assist in this important endeavor.
Sincerely,
John E. Heckman
Senior Pastor, Loudsville United Methodist Church
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Pretest Questionnaire for LUMC*
Please respond to the following statements with our congregation in mind. Please place an "X" in the box that most closely
corresponds to your opinion. There are eight sections, forty questions in all, on the front and back of this sheet. Please place your
name on this questionnaire in the margin above.
!
i
Strongly j
Agree i
Agree | Unsure j
i
Disagree j
i
Strongly {
Disagree |
I. Unity in Diversity J . J J j 1_ J !
a). My uniqueness is celebrated in our congregation. | j i 1 1
b). The uniqueness of others is celebrated in our \
congregation. i i
i
c). We may be different, but we are one people. | \ 1 j i
d). Our leaders function as one, even though they are
niany. !
i
J
i
e). The staffmodels out an appreciation for diversity. ! 1 1
11. Self-Giving Love and Mutuality I ! 1 !
a). I feel a sense ofbelonging here in this church. 1 _ _j
b). I love thej)eo2le in our congregation. 1 1
c). PuttingjOthers first isjmportant in our church. L j
d). Our leaders are more concerned about the church
than they are about themselves. j i
e). The staff love and respect each other in our church. j i... J 1
III. Unity ofPiupose and Mission 1 i
a). I know the purpose and mission of our church. ; i i 1
b). Other church members icnow the purpose and
mission of our church. i
!
1
c). Our ministries demonstrate the purpose and mission
of our church. 1
i !
i
d). Our staff fiinction in agreement with our purpose
and mission. J
!
e). Our leaders have made clear our purpose and
mission here at my church.
1
i
IV. The Glorification ofGod j i !
a). In worship, I feel the presence ofGod, the Father, \
the Son, and the Holy Spirit. j J
I
i
b). God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is
glorified in the worship of our church. :
;
c). God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is
pleased with the life and work of our church. ;
i
1 1
d). Our leaders use their power for the glorification of i
God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy^Spirit. j
i i 1
e). Our staff uses their power for the glorification of
God, the Father, the Son, and the Hojy Spirit. ^ : ,. J
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Strongly \
Agree \
Agree \ Unsure ! Disagree ; Strongly '
Disagree ;
V. Christian Education
a). My uniqueness and the uniqueness of others is
celebrated in our Bible Study and/or Small Group
ministry. \
b). Mutual self-giving love and respect are normative \
behaviors in our Bible Study and/or Small Group !
ministry. J
!
c). Our Bible Study and/or Small Group ministry
corresponds to the purpose and mission ofour church. j
d). I learn about God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy \
Spirit in our Bible Study and/or Small Group ministry. !
!
;
e). I encounter the presence ofGod, the Father, the Son, j
and the Holy Spirit in our Bible Study and/or Small j
Group Ministry. j
i
f
!
... 1
VI. Preaching/Teaching | _]
a). God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are i'
preached about in our church. | j
b). The messages teach me how to live in a manner that is j
modeled after the example ofGod, the Father, the Son, ;
and the Holj^irit �
i
c). The pastor teaches/preaches about mutual self-giving |
love, respect, and the value of all people. j
_
1
d). The pastor's sermons are in agreement with our !
purpose and mission here at my church. j j
e). The pastor's messages express love and respect for |
everyone in our church and those outside our church. j
1
VII. Character ofOur Pastor | j ;
... j
a). Our Pastor knows and supports the purpose and '\
mission of our church.
;
i
b). Our Pastor demonstrates, in word and deed and being, |
a life that is modeled after the example ofGod, the |
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit J
c). Our Pastor honors my uniqueness and the uniqueness |
of others in our church. ! 1
(
1 1
d). Our Pastor practices mutual self-giving love and i
respect for everyone. [
!
!
i
)
e). Our Pastor uses his^er authority to Glorify God, the j
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. j
j i ]
VIII. The Eucharist [the Lord's Supper] j ! I !. t 1
a). When participating in the Eucharist, 1 feel the
presence ofGod, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. i I ii
� ' � l
I
b). God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is j
glorified in our celebration of the Eucharist. |
r
j
1 J
c). Our church experiences oneness with one another and \
God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit when we ;
celebrate the Eucharist.
�
d). We are all participants in the Eucharist. There are no
spectators.
e), I understand how the Persons of the Trinity are
involved in the Eucharist. �
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APPENDIX E
Cover Letter and Posttest Questionnaire for LUMC
Rev. John E. Heckman
1493 Highway 75 Alternate
Cleveland, GA 30528
December 13,2002
Greetings in the Name ofChrist:
As you already know, I am currently working on my dissertation project for a Doctor ofMinistry degree
from Asbury Theological Seminary. The work ofmy doctorate is helping Loudsville United Methodist
Church become sfronger and more effective in ministry, while at the same time it helps me realize a
dream. I am getting closer to the end of this study and your participation in this little exercise sfrengthens
ova: church and moves me closer to the end. Here is how you can help:
� Complete the enclosed Posttest Questionnaire. It should not take more than about 10-15
minutes ofyour time.
� Place your completed Posttest Questiormaire in the enclosed stamped envelope and mai
back to my office.
� Keep me in your prayers as I try to further my education and the cause ofChrist.
Please know that I really appreciate your help throughout this process. Your contribution is very
meaningful and has the potential to help other congregations that are interested in learning from our
experiences together here at Loudsville.
Smcerely,
John E. Heckman
Senior Pastor, Loudsville United Methodist Church
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Posttest Questionnaire for LUMC*
Please respond to the following statements with our congregation in mind. Please place an "X" in the box that most closely
corresponds to your opinion. There arc eight sections, forty questions in all, on the front and back of this sheet. Please place your
name on this questionnaire in the margin above.
1
!
Strongly j
Agree !
Agree j Unsure j
I
Disagree i Strongly i
Disagree \
I. Unity in Diversity ; 1
^ j
1
a). My uniqueness is celebrated in our congregation. j
i
b). The uniqueness of others is celebrated in our \
congregation. J 1
j
)
\
�
1
c). We may be different, but we are one people. i
�
I
1 i I
I
J
d). Our leaders function as one, even though they are
many. 1
1
\
1
i
e). The staffmodels out an appreciation for diversity.
. 1
i \ 1
II. Self-Giving Love and Mutuality ' i i, , i ! 1 1
a). I feel a sense ofbelonging here in this church. ; 1 j 1i
b). I love the people in our congregation. '< 1 J j j �J
c). Puttin^othersjirst is important in our church. i
1
J j
d). Our leaders are more concerned about the church
than they are about themselves. j i
'
'i
1
i
i
.
I
1
;
e). The staff love and respect each other in our church. 1 1 1 tI !i
III. Unity ofPurpose and Mission ! 1 1 _J
a). I know the purpose and mission ofour church. j i 1J 11
b). Other church members know the purpose and j
mission of our church. |
i
i
1
!
�
c). Our ministries demonstrate the purpose and mission |
of our church. i j
i
1
d). Our staff function in agreement with our purpose |
and mission. i j _ J
e). Our leaders have made clear our purpose and |
mission here at my church. i
i
I j i
IV. The Glorification ofGod ! !
a). In worship, I feel the presence ofGod, the Father, j
the Son, and the Holy Spirit. j
!
i !
b). God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is 1
glorified in the worship of our church. j
c). God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is 1
pleased with the life and work of our church.
\
d). Our leaders use their power for the glorification of \
God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
1
1 1 ...
e). Our staff uses their power for the glorification of
God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. 1 1
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Strongly i
Agree j
Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly
Disagree
V. Christian Education j 1
_ _ J
a). My uniqueness and tlie uniqueness of others is
celebrated in our Bible Study and/or Small Group i
ministry. j
1
i
1
j
b). Mutual self-giving love and respect are normative j
behaviors in our Bible Study and/or Small Group j
ministry. 1
j
i
!
c). Our Bible Study and/or Small Group ministry |
corresponds to the purpose and mission ofour church. j
d). I learn about God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy j
Spirit in our Bible Study and/or Small Group ministry. \ 1
e). I encounter the presence ofGod, the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Spirit in our Bible Study and/or Small !
Group Ministry. i !i
VI. Preaching/Teaching 1
a). God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are !
preached about in our church. 1
�
!
i 11 i
b). The messages teach me how to live in a manner that is \
modeled after the example ofGod, the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Spirh
i 1
1
i
i
j
1
1
1
c). The pastor teaches/preaches about mutual self-giving
love, respect, and the value of all people.
1
!
j
i'
I
d). The pastor's sermons are in agreement with our
purpose and mission here at my church.
1 i
. i J
t
\
e). The pastor's messages express love and respect for
everyone in our church and those outside our church. i 1 !J \
VII. Character ofOur Pastor j 1
a). Our Pastor knows and supports the puipose and
mission ofour church.
)
j
! !
b). Our Pastor demonstrates, in word and deed and being,
a life that is modeled after the example ofGod, the
Father, the Son, and the Holj^^pirit
i
J
!
c). Our Pastor honors my uniqueness and the uniqueness
of others in our church.
i
1
d). Our Pastor practices mutual self-giving love and
respect for everyone.
1
i
i
e). Our Pastor uses his/her authority to Glorify God, the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
!
(
VIII. The Eucharist [the Lord's Supper]
a). When participating in the Eucharist, I feel the
presence ofGod, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. 1 i
b). God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is
glorified in our celebration of the Eucharist.
c). Our church experiences oneness with one another and
God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit when we
celebrate the Eucharist.
1
d). We are all participants in die Eucharist. There are no
spectators.
e). 1 understand how the Persons of the Trinity are
involved in the Eucharist.
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APPENDIX F
Percept Study of LUMC
Pofsteifir.
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APPENDIX G
Charts for LUMC
What opportunities are present at Loudsville UMC (that you avail yourself of)
that enhance your most important relationship, your relationship with God in
Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit?
Worship Small Groups Fellowship Serving No Comment
Others
r
What are the most significant needs that Loudsville UMC should
meet?
Improving Worship
12%
Larger Community
Outreach/Meeting
Needs
18%
Evangelism
10%
Small Support
Groups
20%
B Evangelism
Q Care of Existing Members
? Small Support Groups
E3 Improving Worship
� Larger Community
Outreach/Meeting Needs
Care of Existing
Members
40%
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Conversion Ratio at LUMC
Year Those added to
Body r Conversion Ratio
1991 9 33%
1992 3 0%
1993 10 30%
1994 6 17%
1995 15 6%
1996 20 25%
1997 21 28%
1998 11 9%
1999 16 6%
2000 6 66%
Ofthe 1 17 persons that joined LUMC from 1991 to 2000, only 21 percent were new converts to the
Christian faith. A majority of the increase in the membership of LUMC came as a result of persons
fransferring in from other United Methodist Churches or other denominations.
Active Worship Attendance vs. Membership at LUMC
200
Active Attendance vs. Membership
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
� Attendance 45 50 53 40 68 77 95 105 105 95
� Membership 74 82 82 80 85 100 120 136 143 155
I Attendance
I Membership
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Missional Giving at LUMC
Sunday School Trends at LUMC
Sunday School Active Participants vs. Membership
120 /^HS^^
ioo-|-
80
60
40
20
0
I Active Participants
I Membership
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
27
26
33
"so"
29
46
20
32
35
43
35
57
40
65
45
115
35
73
15
51
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Session
I Slide 1
Slide 2
Slide 3
Slide 4
APPENDIX H
PowerPoint Slides for LUMC
The Church You Never Knew
a trinitarian approach to
congregational revitalization
Why do we
need this class?
To Answer That, Let's Consider
Some Of
A
the barometers of
f
spiritual health...
Most church growth and church renewal experts
identify average attendance at the principal worship
service, Sunday school attendance, missional giving and
Ihe budget as primary barinneters of spiritual health
and vitality. *
CimiiM i-f IhtChurA IS
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Slide 5
Despite the apparent growth Loudsville
experienced between 1991-2000, active
participation was only marginally effected. 117
people became members of Loudsville but the
attendance increased by only SO persons, which is
less than half of those that joined.
Slide 6
In many mainline church^ there is a disparity between
those members on the congregational roll and those
members who attend regularly.
Loudsville UMC is no different
Slide 7
Often, in churches that have plateaued or are in declined,
a disproportionate number of inactive members are
present on the roll. Eventually this fissure between
members on roll and members and constituents who
attend regularly grows to a disproportionate dispersion.
This fissure exists at Loudsville.
il?
Slide 8
DiAetivi PaittdpanHVLMarTtHnhl))
f,h
Sunday school has long been the veritable backbone of the
Protestant Church. A church will grow in concert with its
Sunday school ministry and will decline when this
ministry declines.
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Slide 9
This spirilual barometer ofmissional giving at Loudsville
demonstrates undulation and then a concurrent trend
toward decline as has been evidenced in some of the other
barometers that have been considered thus far.
Slide 10
Conversion Ratio
Over the years, a trend has emerged in Loudsville. This
trend is that the church increases its membership
primarily through the transfer ofmembers from other
United Methodist congregations or denominations rather
than solely relying upon conversions to the Christian
faith.
Slide 1 1
Now that we know the statistical
data about our church...
What about the larger Loudsville
community? What are some of our
growing edges?
Slide 12
Community Data: Part 1*
The currenl p�pidatlon 1* 17/478 and the
pmjeclcil 5 ynr populaHon change li an Increase
Of IhoM 17,478 penoni, �% have no faith
InvdvMDcnL Tlnt't 5,069 people!
The largcsl Dfcftylc group among the cttlzenry i�
rural Tampy group. The avenge age of the
penon IMng bi devcbiid b 38.9 year* <M.
17% of tlie homes In Ckvebnd are dnelc-parmt
homo, 9&Z% or Ihe population In Ckvdand b
Aneto, and the annual housclwld income ii
�42,294.00.
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Slide 13
Community Data: Part II*
� People bom between IMQ-ZOOI make up 17% ot
Ihc populadon in Cleveland. These children are
oHen rallnl MOIcnnlalt.
� People bombHneen 196M98I make up 24% of
the populadon in acvdand. These young adulU
are railed Survivon orGmcniion X
4 51% ofOevdand byaungerpcople.
4 People bom bctireen 1943-1960 make up 29% of
Ihe population in acvctand. These adults are
caDed Baby Boomere.
4 80% ofacvebnd b tatder the �er of stxryf
4 20% of acvctand b over Ihe age of slityl
Slide 14
Community Data: Part Ilia*
Slide 15 Community Data: Part lllb*
CoxTO ifnn >Annutf f* lamawngtnuKMvav
DtfcniPiMF tic au Bunrfa ^riHBKw to r
^Kiati(id[ai!leE(ia>aiBM. _ .
Slide 16
Community Data: Part IVa*
fUUiliniGii 1
rinraMonnn
-
RFwmiLiWfanPiiBni
F3DMKiSmi 4^
fi nnri rmf nm PirnwwT
^����iiii�aHiail�i I'-' t-i�� ���-.>--.
^tfSMMM^
III II ^ ' "1- i *- -
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Slide 17
31 #v
ir church should be^ %Mlh S,D69 iMt-diiwrhtd pcopit with no fahh invoKcmcnl, o
growing throi^h converxloni not rnnartn.*
In Ihe neil flvcyesn we re gobig to have antncrcaM oflpS? pcnoni moving -
Inlo Ctcvtbnd. Ifour church reached S% of Ihe un-chutvhed and S'/k of IhoM
nwly moving Into our town, wc would add 370 new memben to the church!*
V The tommunlt} In which we find our*elvtslt alniggtlng wHh Mme seriom
bates: 25% need Ihc bulc needs uf life like adcquale food and shelter, 14% are
having Eunlly probkmi and Iroubki wlthdlvortc and abusive rcbllonships; 28%
are wrestlingwith sertoui dbappolnlmenti and loss; and 16% are looking for
spiritual help and peace.*
^ The RISC (Regionally Indexed SIrcss CondHlon]) for dcv elaiH) arc snmewhal
hlgK'
These persons In need have a ratlwr high foilh receplivily level and are
tnlertsted in a combliullon of contemporary and Iradlllonal forms of church,
worship, and style*
Slide 18
mmil
Our arttve partlripaHon has not Incnased in a mai
community, conBnunlly needs, and available potential number oTnen members.
�>' Our Sunday School Involvement has signiflcanlly decreased even though Ihe
needs of Ihe larger community for small group have InereaHd.
Our ndsstona) giving has decreased even though Ihe needs of Ihc larger
community ofCleveland crmtlnuc lo eualale.
AHhoi)^ growth has Dccurrcd in our congregation, II has been nominal and less
ttianhalf of Ihne llmt Itavc Joined actually remain active.
� iDHTt: Picnpl Sttdj |M
Slide 19
We Can Do A BeHer Job At
Being Tlie Church We Were
Created To Bel
Slide 20
Taking seriously all this information..
what should we do?
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Slide 21
What we need to do is:
TO LISTEN
TO LEARN
TO LIVE
TO ALIGN
Slide 22
TO LISTEN
We need to listen to the Word of
God, to the teacher of this class, to
the data, and to one another.
Slide 23
TO LEARN
We need to learn what a vital
church should be, what God is
doing in our church, where God is
leading our leaders, and how we fit
into God's plan for Loudsville
United Methodist Church.
Slide 24
TO LIVE
We need to live in agreement with
our membership covenant and live
in a vital relationship with Jesus
and each other.
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Slide 25
TO ALIGN
We need to align ourselves to the
model of the Trinity in purpose,
mission, and vision.
Slide 26
y There are a number of
directions in which we could
17 go
lf we are going to become the
church God created us to be,
however, we need to be
rediscovered by one of the
greatest mysteries of oar faith...
Slide 27
The Doctrine of the Trinity
can teach us a great deal
about God and ourselves.
The Trinity can show us
how to become the church
we never knew... The church
we were created lo be!
Slide 28
In our next session we will
consider the following:
What is the Trinity?
How do the Persons of the Trinity relate to
one another?
What are the communicable attributes of the
Trimty and what can we learn from them?
We will ask the great theological question,
"So what?"
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The Church You Never Knew
a trinitarian approach to
congregational revitalization
In this session we will consider
the following:
What is the Trinity?
How do the Persons of the Trinity relate to
one another?
' What are the communicable attributes of the
Trinity and what can we leani from them?
� We will ask the great theological question,
"So what?"
Among the greatest raysleties of the Christian Faith is the
doctrine of the blessed Trinity, The ontology (the very being
and nature) of God cannot be defined, cannot be explained in
rationalistic means, and cannot be entirely ascertained. The
docnine of the Trinity is our frail attempt to describe the
indescribable using the chosen means ofGod, Ihe levelatoiy
self-disclosure ofGodself as contained in the scripture.
Slide 4
The Trinity; One God, Three Persons
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From the Latin West and our Eastern
Fathers, the Cappadocians, came the
first theological explanations for the
nature and very being ofGod...
ires persona, ma substantia - (homoovsia not
homoionsia) - (three persons ofone substance).
ireis hypostaseis, mia mtsia, (three hypostases in one
being).
This Cappadocian perspective did not become fixated ii
Christian doctrine until the fourth centuty.
These Cappadocians were the promulgators of the doctrines of
homoousias, perichoresis, irespersona, una stibsianiia, and treis
hypostaseis, mia ousia. They believed diat the ontology of God is
perfectly unified in one essence and thai each of the Persons
shared the same essence.
How do the Persons of the
Trinity relate to one another?
Four Relational Dynamics
Slide 8
i. The Godhead honors the distinctiveness of Ihe
Persons, whOe retaining the perfect unity of the
Godhead.
ii. The Persons of the Godhead are the same
essence and, as such, each Person works in
concert with the missional enterprise of the
Godhead.
iii. Each Person lives to love the other and to relate
in self-giving love for those within andwithout
the Godhead.
Glorification of the Godhead is the purpose for
all that the Divine Persons do.
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Slide 9
The Doctrine of the Trinity
can teach us a great deal
about God and ourselves.
/ \ The Trinity can show us
how to become the church
we were created to bel
Slide 10
Communicable � (adjective) - something that can be
transferred or shared.
Fbttr CmwrandciUc Attributes aid Qianctoistks ofTrinhi
1. Qveraty h unhy, unily n (fiversty
2. Sdf-gningkivEand oiiIuality(to<ncra^ irblknaldynanic
of3clf-givii^ love, and intcrpcnetiatkmperichands)
3. Uutyofpurposemdnission
4. Dynamics ofpower emplo)ed fijr gjoriScalion ofthc
Godhead
Slide 1 1
A As the Godhead honors the
distinctiveness of the Persons, while
retaining the perfect unity of the
Godhead...
t SO too can we honor each others*
difTerences while at the same time being
unifled in purpose and mission. That would
help us understand that everyone is important
and diversity needs to be celebrated.
Slide 12
A As the Persons of the Godhead are the
same essence and, as such, each Person
works in concert with the missional
enterprise of the Godhead...
t so too can we live together unifled in being,
purpose, and praxis. Everything we do
together as the Church should be adjudicated
by our missional enterprise.
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Slide 13
A As each Person lives to love the other
and to relate in self-giving love for those
within and without Ihe Godhead...
t so too can we commit ourselves to mutual,
self-giving love toward one another and
toward those that are not yet within the
community of faith.
Slide 14
A As glorification of the Godhead is Ihe
purpose for all that the Divine Persons
do...
t So too can we commit ourselves to bringing
glory to God in everything that we are, in ail
that we do, and in everything for which we
plan.
Slide 15
Archetype - n. 1. The original pattern or model of a work; or the
model from which a thing is made or formed. 2. The standard
weight or coin by which others are adjusted. 3. The plan or
fundamental stmcture on which a natural ^oup of animals or
plants or their systems of organs are assiuned to have been
constructed; as, the vertebrate archetype.
Slide 16
To say that Ihc Trinity is the Archetype, or prototype or
model, for human community is to invoke a theological
belief that is very important to our Judeo-Christian
Heritage...
The Belief tttafHynidn Beings
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Slide 17
According to Genesis 1 :26, alt
humans were created in God's
Image.
This is an essential truth that
we Christians believe.
This essential truth can show
us who God is and how to be
God's people, the Church.
Slide 18
'*Then God said, 'Let us make humanity in our
image, in om likeness, and let them rule over the
fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the
livestock, over all the earth, and over all the
creatures that move along the ground.'"
Genesis 1 :26
undencoring ailded Tor emphasb
Slide 19
|w|w|j||jj^ ''"'iifiiiiiiilifii
Genesis refers to what we call the Imago Dei.
Slide 20
IkltlliliiiliihXtl^
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Slide 21
�The Imago Del can leach us somelhing
about who God is
�The ImagoDei can leach us something
about who we are
�The Imago Dei can teach us how we should
be and how we should behave
Slide 22
The Key To Becoming
The Church We Never
Knew We Could Be Is
Modeling Our Lives
After The Example Of
Our Divine Archetype:
The Blessed Trinity,
Congregational Revitalization Will Occur When We Are
Rc-Discovcrcd By The Trinity And The Implications of The
Imago Dei.
Slide 23
1^ �inyu^i/aii(iiia li^viiHii/aiiOI
This \Mm\ is not a synonym for chuirh growth, ft is
iinplicilly a reference lo church ln.^altb but il is used to
communicalc somctliing more, hi Latin, vf/i//f.v means life.
To ;i;vitali/Ji. tlicreforc, is to bring life back to somcthiiit;.
Since Ihc origin ami souiw of life {ihc foinatis of life) is tin;
Trinity; revita^iz.^tion correlates Lo a conyregalioir s
aliynmetU to the model ofn.-laiionnIUy in the Trinity,
Slide 24
In our next session we will
consider the following:
� What is the Church?
How does the relationality ofthe Persons of
the Trimty relate to the Church?
What insights do the communicable
attributes of the Trinity offer the Church?
We will ask the great theological question,
"So what?"
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The Church You Never Knew
a trinitarian approach to
congregational revitalization
Why are we here?
What is it ail about?
What is the Church supposed to be?
What is the Church supposed to do?
The Essentials Keys
^You arc created in the Imago Dei.
are made to be loved by God and to love God in
t
arc made to be in Christian community with God
and others,
^Being apart ofthc family of God requires that you are a
pail ofthc community (Church) that loves God.
H7ty Are We Here?
When we know and love God, living in community with Him
and each other through a personal relationship with Jesus, it
produces tremendous benefits in our lives:
*A Clear Conscience Roinnn.'^ 8:1
� A Life With Peace Romans 8:6
� Hflp III Times OfWeakness Romans 8:26
� A Clear Sense Of Purpose Roinan.s 8:28
� Confidence And Security Romans S:31,39
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Slide 5
H hy Are We Here?
When we know and love God, living in community with Him
and each other through a personal relationship with Jesus, il
produces tremendous benefits in our lives:
� Power And Strength In Christ Philippians 4:13
� A Fulfilling �ii;istciice I'hitippians 4:19
� Freedom From Sin And (iuill John S:32J6
� Certainty In This Life Hebrews 11:1-3
� Everlasting Life Epiiesians 2:4-5
Slide 6
Slide 7
malls ItAll About?
First, il is about iny relniionship with God:
I am made in God's Image, therefore, 1 should
resemble God in someway;
Just as any child possesses certain character
traits of his/her parentage, so too should human
beings possess certain character traits of the
Godhead.
My relationship with God was marred and
distorted by original sin and by my own bad
choices, bul through Jesus, that relationship is
restored.
Slide 8
mial Is It AH About?
Second, it is about my relationship with others:
The way I relate to others is different because I
am in a relationship with God, as the Imago Dei
is restored so are right relations with others.
Mutual self-giving love, unity, harmony,
equanimity, and egalitarian respect are my
relational ethics for personal and communal
living.
A church that lives in accordance to Ihe Imago
Dei, as revealed in the Trinity, lives differently
than many other communities.
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Slide 9
The Tnnity is Our Relational Model
� The Persons of the Trinity honor the distinctiveness of
each other while, at the same time, remaining unified.
� There is always one singular intent in the activities of
the Persons of the Trinity... there is only one agenda.
� Self-giving love for each other and for everyone
characterizes Ihe relational ethic of the Trinity.
� Each Person exists and functions for Ihe express
purpose of Ihe Godhead.
Slide 10
The Persons of the Trinity honor the
distinctiveness of each other while, at the
same time, remaining unified.
"There is one body and one Spirit -Just as you were
called to one hope when you wer� called - one Lent,
one farth, one baptism; one God and Father of all, who
ii over all and ihrough all and tn alL"
Epbcslaru 4:4-6
Slide 11
There is always one singular intent in the
activities of the Persons of the Trinity...
there is only one agenda.
"What causei fights and quarrels among you? Don't
they come from your deiim thai battle within you?
You want something but don't get it... You donat
have iKcause you don't ask God. When you ask, you
do not receive, because you ask with wrong
motives."
James 4:1-3
Slide 12
Self-giving (ove for each other and for
everyone characterizes the relational ethic of
the Trinily.
"Jesus said, 'Love Ihe Lord yaur God with all your
heart. .soul... and mind. Tbli Is the tint and greatest
commandment And Ihe second b like it: Love your
neighbor ss yourself. All Ibe Law and Prophets bang on
these two commandments."'
Matthew 22:36-40
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Slide 13
Each Person exists and functions for the
expr^s purpose of the Godhead.
**To Him be glory in the church and in Christ
Jesus throughout all generations, for ever and
ever! Amen."
Ephesians 3:21
Slide 14
What Are Ih Implications
of Tfiis Way of
Slide 15
�Loudsville has to reorder congregational life in concert with
the model of the Trinity if the community dysfunction is to be
treated.
�The leaders have to adopt a relational code of ethics that will
have a formative influence on the dynamics of interaction
among themselves and the church.
�This code of ethics can be developed by following the example
of the Persons of the Trinity.
�The leaders, by following the code of ethics, will model out
right relations for the rest of the congregational community.
�This code of ethics must become normative to congregational
life.
Slide 16
Cock ofElhics Modeled After Ihe Trinity
Ethics of Ihe Trinity Christian Code of Ethics ]
Kl^arpm *r Mhm wMb iHiUtlllt npM. trf
't UiNrtirnpwurfMliitoB
I wfll Uyv Ikrf rwipfd my krHbvr mmi I
; (BMaHt, at ftntmi prilMiMM. I wll
! I vrLl d* Iff III llj ptnitt. ftrapi
I ttfa ikvdi ^intiWi my knakm u< ib
; �*�� r*T*>* kflufki flHj I* C*4 tW
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This Is What The Church Should Be
A community ofdifferentpeople
Slide 18
Who Model Their Life Together
After The Example Of The Trinity
?
Slide 19
The Church That Lives Together In
AgreementWith The Trinitarian
Ethics ofRelationality Becomes The
Church It Ought To Be
Doing Proceeds From Being
� There are many paths
that we can follow
� But the right one is the
one that is in concert
with the mission of the
Trinity
� When our life together is
modded after the
Trinity our path is
obvious
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We Are To Do What The Persons Of
The Trinity Do
Let's consider what the Bible tells us about the missional
enterprise of the Trinity:
�DeutcrorHuny 30:11-20
-MaltlKW S: 38-18
�Mai(l.�w28: J8-20
�Luke4;18-!9
�Lakt 19:10
�Jolm 15:12-17
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We Are To DoWhat The Persons
OfThe Trinity Do
The Bible tells us about the missional enterprise of the Trinity:
'Gentslx 1 r 1, 2fi - Crrarilng sjwwc lo Ure, (irutr,& be a people fiubhuiul tn God 's Inwee
�l>eiitcninomy 3(1:11-20- Blcali^ prospeting, & ^vingUfc to (he raltlifld
-Isaiuh 93-7 - Llbcnllng theoi^msed, tncn^slitgjoy, A cslabMiine jtwtJct
*.MaRhen 5: 38-48 - Korgivlnf! artd loilng tiie undeserving.
�Malthcw 28: 18-20 - MaUaewayward fugllivo of heaven chUilren of (lie Most lUsh
�Lute 4:18-19 - IlmHnK. dcHvtrii^ ami announcing the reign at Ihc Godhetd
�Luke 19:10- Seeking and saving Ihe Icisl, kist, & lost
�John 15:12-17 - Loving Ihc im!ovel>-
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In our next session we will
consider the following:
The possibility of a new organizational
structure that is modeled after the Trinity
The possibility of a new set of relational
ethics that correspond to the Trinity
The possibility of a vision and mission
statement that is aligned to the Trinity
Where do we go from here, having
considered these possibilities?
Session IV
Slide 1
The Church You Never Knew
� trinitarian approach to
congregational revitalization
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In this session we will consider
the following:
� The possibility of a new organizational
structure that is modeled after the Trinity
� The possibility of a new set of relational ethics
that correspond to the Trinity
� The possibility of a vision and mission
statement that is aligned to the Trinity
� Where do we go from here, having considered
these possibilities?
Slide 3
What distinctive United Methodist traits lend
themselves to the trinitarian model?
There are actually
0
distinctive traits.
Slide 4
The First Distinctive UnitedMethodist Trait
� Our church is Conciliar.
The whole community
is represented by
individual parts and
the individual parts
are represented by the
whole community.
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The SecondDistinctive United Methodist Trait
� Our church is Connectional.
The principal of
connectivity reminds us
that everything done in
community effects the
individual parts and
everything done by the
individual parts effects
the whole community.
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The ThirdDistinctive UnitedMethodist Trait
Our church is a Covenant Community.
Our retailonshlpi are not
baled on preferences,
pedigree, po�ltk>ii, power,
or pcrrormanct Our
relathinthlpi go deeper
than that.. They are bated
on the prerogative of God
lo love all God's children,
therefore our communlly
ii in covenantwith God
and in covenaiil niih other
children that belong to
God, thut, ne are family.
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What distinctive United Methodist
organizational structures lend themselves to
the trinitarian model?
There are actually
0
distinctive organizational structures.
Slide 8
The United Methodist Organizational
Structure Is Called
Nurture, Outreach, and Witness
Slide 9
The First UnitedMethodist Organizational
Structure is...
' Our Nurture Ministry Team.
The Nurture Ministry
Team exists to fulfill
the Great
Commandm�it...
Love God and love
one another.
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The Second United Methodist Organizational
Structure is...
� Our Outreach Ministry Team.
The Outreach Ministry
Team exists to ruiflll Ihe
Great Commission... Go
inio all the world and
make disciples.
Slide 1 1
The Third UnitedMethodist Organizational
Structure is...
Our Witness Ministry Team.
The Witness Ministry
Team exists toWorship
God... Jesus promised
that if we would confess
Him before others, He
would confess us before
His Father in Heaven.
Slide 12
Slide 13
The 3 distinctive theological traits
and 3 distinctive structural traits of
the United Methodist Church lend
themselves to the possibility of
organizing our church after the
model of the Trinity.
How would we do this?
By adopting the
system of organization.
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Slide 14
How does N.O.W. correspond to the Trinity?
Hie Trinity N.O.W. OrganiTalional
Sh^cturc
Sclf-glvIng, Jislntcrested ISurture� dnnomlrattnK
�Hr-(ivln{, (Hdnltrealrd love
for oD peo|dc � purpoie of
Esliblishing rdaliotuihljM
thit honor distinclivcneu
ivhilr remaining unifinl
Outreach � mchlnt out la
�II peoplctihile bnlandnt Ihe
honorinf of dllTenncci with
the unity of comnnuiilj' " Ihc
puTTKiM artb� tram
Every activity ix done for
the ^oriflcation of Ihc
G<Mlh*ad
>\ 'di.-v^ - InMllns Ihe nhob
conanunlly to elorliy God Ihc
Father. Son, and lloty Spirit
- the purpOH of Ihe teani
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�Loudsville has to reorder congregational life in concert with
the model of the Trinity if the community dysfunction is to be
treated.
�The leaders have to adopt a relational code of ethics that will
have a formative influence on the dynamics of interaction
among themselves and the church.
�This code of ethics can be developed by following the example
of the Persons of the Trinity.
�The leaders, by following the code of ethics, will model out
right relations for the rest of the congregational community.
�This code of ethics must become normative to congregational
life.
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Code of Ethics Modeled After Ihe Trinity
Ethics of the Trinity Christian Code of Ethics
Slide 17
The Old Order The New Order
Admlrristrartvc Board Council on Mbilriries
Tuk-Ortenled Councils:
Barcaucracy
MlnlHTT-OrlNtUd T�nu: Tnnu of
glR�t pcnom nurturing ibi ninimUDlty.
mching out to the lirgrr cocnnaiilly,
�od wllnrulng lo Ibt wonder uid m^ltst]'
orth* PmoDl of th* Trtnlty
Robert'* Rule ofOrder TrinKjrtaD EUita
Majority Role
Slriictnr� ttrtbtMHtlng: OiilrptrKO
bfhlnd tmtm and wrmhtnmImI il
labk or In prwt ticing rorwird lamnl
Uir chair.
Strurtort orihiMntln^ Tiwn memben
fictDft one another indrtkof cbiin-no
tililH, no lectern. Ju It bet lo fin
DttidhiB Firtor: Don Ibr AdmhibtraUvf
Board ippfovt?
Deciding Factor: Doei God Ihe Filher.
the Son, and Uie Holy Spirit approve?
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Under the N.O.W. structure the
local congregation has greater
autonomy and can, therefore,
adopt the trinitarian code of ethics
as normative for all leaders and
for congregational life.
Slide 19
Adopting a new structure and a
new code of ethics is not
enough to revitalize your
church.
Something more must be done.
Slide 20
If we are going to
experience the blessings
of life with God we will
need to align ourselves
to God's purposes.
Slide 21
We Learned In Session Three That We Are
To Do What The Persons Of The Trinity
Do
The Bible tells us about the missional enterprise of the Trinity:
-GcnnU 1:1, 26- Crcatto^ipacc loUvc. (trow, & be a people fuhlunn) bi God's Irruge
�Deuteronoiny 30:11-20- Bleuing. prospering. & giving life lo Ihe rallhtui
-liiUBh 9:2-7 - Liberating the opprcg�ed, Incieulng Joy, & cstablbhing justke
�Matthew S: 39-tS - Forgl\'tng and loving the unileservfng
�Manhcw 28: l�-20- Making waymid fugtltvo ofheavenchOdrenaflhcMotl High
�Luke 4;IS-19- Healing, delivering, and nnneunringlhe reign of Ihe Godhead
-Lulct 19:10 - Seeldng am) Hvlr� lh� least, bat, & lost
'John 15:11-17 - Loving Ihe unlovet]'
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The Mission and Vision of our Church
should be in concert with the Missional
Enterprise of the Trinity
"Every church is driven by something. There is a guiding
force, a controlling assumption, a directing conviction behind
everything that happens. It may be unspoken. It may be
unknown to many. Most likely it's never been officially voted
on. But it is there, influencing every aspect of the church's life.
What is the driving force behind your church?" (Rickw.rtni.ittt
pnrmar I�vni Church. OL TT)
Absolutely nothingwill revitalize a discouraged church faster
than rediscovering its purpose." (Him Wtrrtn. Jhy Purmm Pr Ivm church.
pg.83)
Leonard Sweet contends, that the "unholy predicament that
the church finds itself in today ~ fear-ridden, safety-fixated,
immunity-seeking, risk-averse in a high-risk postmodern
culture - can be reversed only if the church abandons its risk-
free approach to ministry and mission and rediscovers the
gangplank." It is time for the church to take the plunge!
(I^Dmrd iiwKL Anuji Church, pg. M)
Slide 24
"Unless God's people have a clear understanding of where
they are headed, the probability of a successful journey is
severely limited." (t>nr^^^lnrn��^pl^ p<mfrorvhitm.Da. id
"In evaluating churches that are growing and healthy as
compared to those that are stagnant or in decline, one of
the key distinctions that emerges is the existence of true
vision for ministry." in^m H.mi. Th* pmH oi vi�ton. de. �)
Slide 25
-Vi*lon is about sirelchtng reality to extend
beyond the existing itate." (ihrm. itn Pnwtr oi
VMon. PC �)
"Villon concentrates on Ibe future. I ( focuses
on thinking ahead rather than dwelling upon
or seeking (0 replicate the past" (Bvni.lM
Pimtr of vision, oe. 30)
"In developing vision, you muil know your
oivn abtliliei, gifts, limitations, values and
desires before you can accurately arrive al a
penpcciive on His vision for your ntinisliy."
(Burn., Thf Power of Vtaten. pg. 31)
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What's the difference
between a vision statement
and a mission statement?
Slide 27
Slide 28
Slide 29
A Mission Statement
"The mission statement is a definition of the key ministry
objectives of the church." (Bama, -n^ powtr orvfaiwi. pj. 3D
"Mission statements.- play a valuable role in defining the
basic stance of the church and its intentions. But mission
statements are too vague to provide much direction or to
motivate people to become enthusiastic about the
ministry." (Bmn,^ th, p.>.tT orvhion. pit. 39)
A Vision Statement
"The vition ilaletncnt ii Ihe clarification of Ihe specific direction and
activities the church will pursue toward making a true ministry Impact"
fteraa. The Fcmtt ofVblon. pr
"The vision stalemcnl 'puts feet' on the mission, detailing how the church
wil] influence Ibe world in nhicb il will minister. Thus, white the mission
ftalemenl Is phitosopbic in nalore, tbe vblon slalcmeni is strategic in
nature." fBama. The Power of Vbkn. pg. 39)
"IY]our vision will reflect your most basic values and beliefs. Those
elements are an inseparable part ofyou, and Ihey become integrated into
every decision and Judgement you make. They also are important
because lliey serve as part of Ihe filler through which you determine how
to respond to Ihc ever-changing circumslaDcet." marna. Tht Power of vi>iim.
Where do we go from here, having
considered these possibilities?
There are several steps
we will need to take...
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Step One
We will need to take
the time to listen to
one another and
listen to God.
Slide 31
step Two
* We will need to rank
our most basic beliefs
M and values so as to
|]o)Jaf ascertain the
IGlMi^B elements that are
^I^^^H essential to the
H-^^^L formulation ofour
vision and mission
statements.
Slide 32
Step Three
We will need to
establish our
missional and
visional target(s) by
looking to the Trinity
for guidance.
Slide 33
Step Four
Unlocking tbe door
to our success by
reordering our
congregational life
after the model of the
Trinity.
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Slide 34
Congratulations!!!!
You have completed this
study... \
May you experience the J^F
joy of the adventure that
is before you as you ^ ^^^^n ^
reorder your church
according to the model 1 Y
of the Trinity. *^7C
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APPENDIX I
Retreat Notes for LUMC
iilllftliilYIIICp 9
OurAgenda
1. The Driving Forces In Churches
2. Living Organisms Grow, Don't They?
3. What Is Keeping Our Churches From Growing?
BREAK
4. Cultural And Theological Impediments To Health
5. A Critical Look At The Ministry Of Our Church
6. The Importance Of A Small Church With A Big Vision
7. Meeting People And Their Needs Strategically
BREAK
8. Vision And Leadership
9. Video Clip: Sister Act
10. Profiles Of A Church Grovrth Pastor And Church
11. Strategic Visional and Missional Planning
END AND DISMISSAL
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Notes from Rick Warren's Book, Tke Purpose Driven Ckurck
Ckapters 1-6
Kememker: One cannot grow a great cKurcK anymore than one can grow a
plant. Plants are grown by GoJ as are great cKurcKes. Rich liheos cliurcli
growth and leadership to sur ling. When you learn to surf you learn to
choose the right equipment, use the equipment properly, recognize a surfable
wave, surf the wave effectively, and know how to get off the wave before it
dies and you wipe out.
So it is also with church leadership and growth. Whea learning how
to surf you are not taught how to create a wave. You are taught only how to
ride it. With church growth and leadership development you will not learn
how to grow a church only how to effectively and efficiently ride the wave of
growth God sovereignly provides.
gome Essential Be^innm^ Points
Instead of praying, "Lord, hiess what ] am doing' pray "Lord, help me to do what
you are hlessing-*
Instead of asbngf'Whatwill make our church grow ?' A^h, "What is keeping our
church from growing ?'
All living things grow. Illness, disease, affliction, and infirmity keep living things from
growing. A healthy organism growa, and an unhealthy organism dies.
Our primary coocem, as church leaders, should he church health.
Pastors are the most strategic change agents and can help churches become healthy.
Helping churches become healthy involves vision. Vision is the abihty lo see
opportunities within your current circumstance. But remember, do not be afraid of failure.
Learn to call every tiling you do in ministry an experiment.
You can measure the health or strength of a church by its sending capacity rather tlian
its sealing capacity.
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MatcL a Case Stud/ vitk
one of tte 8 Possikle Driving
Forces in Yoar CKurcK
Case Stutly I: Our Pastor employs rock-n-roll music from tke Doohie
Brothers during tke prelude and conducts ckurcK as if it were a kig party or
kasekall game. He wears a golf skirt wken preacking,and ke makes sure tkat
there are drums and eleclrio guitars in tke sanctuary. Our pastor insists
tkat tke ckurok kave activities tkat are not necessarily religious in nature
so 38 to attract tkose wko are looking for a place to kelong.
Case Stuay II: In our ckurck, every lime Sally Sue, oar outreack
ckairpetson, krings to tke Council on Ministries a new idea akout kow to
reack tke lost tke first question tkey ask ker is, 'How muck is ikis going lo
cost?" If ike few key leaders on tke Council feel il is loo expensive or a
waste of money, tke idea is trasked. Sally Sue is discouraged kecause ske
knows tkat tke proklem isn't tkat tke memkers do not kave enougk money...
tke proklem is tkat tkey do not want to part witk it.
Case Study III: In our ckurck eack new pastor comes in and eventually
tries to ckange sometking ke or ske doesn't like. Our ways are tried and
true and kave kept us alive and well for over a hundred years. Back new
pastor tkat likeral seminary puts out thinks he/she has tke solution to tke
proklems tkey tkink we kave. We try to tell them that our way is the kest
way ky reminding tkem tkat 'We kave tried tkat kefore... or we say, It kas
always keen done tkis way.' Will tkese pastors ever learn?
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Case Study IV: Our church received a new pastur in June, am! she lias
hroiighl so many great ideas ahoiit how to he effective and vihrant witnesses
for Jesus Christ. But she docan't understand how important Mr. Wither is to
our congregation. The church is now having prohicms with dissension
hucausc of her. Some mcmhers iiho her ideas, hut they arc mostly new
mcmhers who do not know how things are done. The other memhers of the
church do not want to anger Mr. Wither even though he rarely attends
services.
Study V: Gvery year our Council on Ministries sits down at the
tahic lo plan the year in ministry. The planning session only goes ahout 20
minutes. The Chairperson takes out her old trusty calendar from the year
hefore and simply schedules the exact same programs for the new year.
Then, in order to appease the pastor, she will allow a few new programs to
he added to the calendar, provided that they are similar to the ones already
scheduled. It doesn't matter who attends or how many attend the programs;
all that matters is that we offer as many as possihie.
Case Study VI: Our church is growing and has reached 80% of its
capacity. The pastor has explained the 80% rule (i.e.,if your church reaches
80% capacity in any area it ia lime to huild). Our pastor, however, doesn't
understand what this church means to us. He wants us to tear down walls,
move windows, and reconstruct the whole huilding. He is out of his mind!
Case Study VII: In our church the calendar of events is one of the
most significant items. We are proud to he husy. In fact, every event for the
week most he mentioned from the pulpit or the church folks will get quite
irate. We have more meetings in our church than any other congregation we
are aware of. In fact, you would he impressed if you saw our calendar... it is
simply loaded with goodies.
Case Study VIII: Our church does what Jesus did while on earth. All
our programs, outreach, nurture, witness, and other ministries are hased
solely upon what is revealed to us in the Life of Christ and in God's Holy
Word. We are doing now what the church did in the first century... we are
simply doing it in the context of the twenty-first century.
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"To Jrive itr to guide, to control, or to direct/
8 Po^siUe Driving Forces In Your diurck
#i - A church Driven By Tradition
The favorite pKrase of tliis cliurcli is, "We've always done it tliis way." Tlie goal of tkis
ckurck is to perpetuate tke past. Ckange is seen as negative and stagnation is seen as
stakility.
#J2 - A Church Driven By Personality
In tkis ckurck tke most important question js,'Wkat does tke leaderwant?' Tke
leader in tkis cktuck can ke a pastor or lay person. Tke agenda oftkeckurck ismore
determined ky tlie kadi^round, needs, and insecurities of tke leader tkan ky God.
#3 - A Church Driven By Finance
In tkis ckurck tke question is, "Howmuck will il cost ?' A ckurck witli too muck dekt,
poor stewardskip, and/or kaving difficulty financially is in tkis category.
#4 - A church Driven By Programs
In tkis ckurck all tke energy is focused on maintaining and sustaining tke programs
of tke ckurck, regardless of tkeir effectiveness and efficiency. Tkis ckuick may ke kusy
kut going nowkere.
#5 - A Church Driven By Buildings
In tliis ckurck tke smallness and inadequacy of an kistoric ckurck or tke largeness and
enormous cost of a kig ckurck can impedeministry and stifle outreack.
#6 - A Church Driven By Events
In tkis ckurck tke calendar is tke most agnificant document. Tkere is tremendous activity
yet little productivity. Meetings replace ministry,
#7 - A Church Driven By Seekers
In tkis ckurck tke seekers are not turned into saints, consumers are not turned into
conlrikutors, and memkers are not turned into ministers.
#5 - A Church Driven By Bihlical Pt^rpose
In tkis ckurck, tke congregation rediscovers its purpose. RickWarren aays, 'Aksolutely
notking will revitalize a discouraged ckurck faster tkan rediscovering its purpose.'
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i
ii i(sa! Pmrpog� Of Tike
ClkuaraliL
Jesus said in Jokn 15.5, *I am tke vine and
you are tke kranckcs.'
wken Discovering our Biklicai Purpose we
need to ask ourselves...
'Wkat did Jesus do wkile on eartk?"
'Wkat did Jesus tell us to do?'
Break up into groups and read tke Scripture passages kelow.
In your groups, nominate a scrike and a speaker. Tke scrike
will write down tke group's insigkts and tke speaker will
skare tkose insigkts,witk tke larger assemkly
in akout 15 minutes.
Wken reading tkese passages, ask yourself, 'Wkat does tkis tell me akout
wko I am and wkat I am to do as tke Ckurck?'
Mattkew 6.13-16, Matlkew 22.36-40, Mattkew 28.18-20, Mark 10.42-
46, Luke 4.18-19, Jokn 13.34-36, Acts 2.41-48, Acts 4.32-36, Acts
6.1-7, and Romans 12.4-13.
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THEJESUS
STYLE OF MINISTRY
He never organized mass meetings;
never went door to doon
nwer butt(Hiholed a person;
never judged people weighed down with
sin.
He ministered to the whole person;
met people u^cre they were;
tried to give a vision of u*iat they could
be.
He said, "As you go . . r
He went naturally.
His disdples readied out to those they
knew: Andrew brought Peter,
Samaritan woman brought her
entire village.
@ 1982 OavidC. Cook (^lbK^1ing Co. Permtesion jpaiHed to reproduce tar dassraom use <x)ly�not (or
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Growth in the New Testament
church was not by accident
PAUL HAD
A PLAN,
A STRATEGY
FOR GROWTH:
� He limited himself to
Rome-administered areas.
� He focused in two or three centers in
each area.
� He went to centers of Jewish
influence.
� In new communities, he used
contacts supplied by relatives of
people from established churches.
# He reached whole femilies.
� 1OT2 Dav� C. Cook Pi*tlsWng Co. Permission granted to repfoduce lof classroom use on!y-HTo� for resste.
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Wlkat IB tJEeepiiffiig out
QMuiaheB [torn �Towim�l
The material tlirougltout lljis session comes from Bill liasum's i)ooK,
The church Growth Book. Lyle Schallcr's hooks Tke Small Mcmkcrskip
Ckurck Book anJ It's A Different WorlJ. anJ George Barna's kook The
Prog In The Kettle.
Gain/Loss in DenominationatMembership
1970-1990 (in hundred thousands)
, �_�_�^ ^
lttlta�l,IH<�'WtrNMM<w�l<�liw(*l.
AcoorJing to Bill fiasum, tkere are four reasons for the decline in our
churches today.
I. The church is more concerned ahout its survival than it is
akout meeting tke spiritual and pkysical needs of others.
2. Regular and faithful worship is misunderstood and down
played hy memhers.
3. People do not want to grow and to change.
4. I'cw memhers are willing to pay the price of hard work
necessary to grow the church healthy.
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rlicrc ia niticli confusion Lotli wrliiiii and willioul tlio
cliuruli as to llic what i( means to he Christian and wliat it
means to he the Church.
Bill Easum reminds us of the Fundamental Law of
Congregational Life: 'Churcliet, like people are tlic lioaltliietl when
ihey reach out lo other* rather than worry ahont themsolvet. Churuhe$ grow
hecause they intentionally reach out} vliurchea die hcvauac they Jwell on
their own internal prohlemt.'
What Americans Think
It Means to Be a Christian
19%
To accept Oirist as Savior, to have a
penond relothmh^ wilhlaus
22%
21%
14%
Dontknm
To iMemtfy6im otherpe(^
To hve othen, to hfp otherpeople
TobeKevebiCod
11% wm
To go to ck/rdi, to t>e rdigloui
10%
To be 0 goodperm
Psychological Shifts for Christians to
Pursue In American Culture
Todiiywestek to othkYt:
C(m<mOmMltitbe�CQimM�imiitiaiii
more pretlgious tfe>si)fe ei^i^ing iKresed le^
SKWrr Ihrou^�^toand actions des^wd to cMnate
(esis andmawmaeWngs of sde^ and the ab% to jtirvire tur^^
lentUmej.
LOVE of sdl coiKeined sn<*ing otfters��e|>t us forwhowe
ar^ aswt an; tow�d lee^ ourdesire to be invortatit and to
bdong townething Ittat rridws us valuable.
nffACTcnthewoiid, sevbtg oiIh� sotfKtMwn beimgnbed
15 a good person and orie vrliose0ewasnxariln^ ourg^ng
�^& the world's kss and people v�9 foivfy reed our to
touch people's lv� inomy and aeatK�e intellecL
fn the futm, we sMcf seek:
SmKrE to those arotiiKlw, as a tne�)sdmaliiog iMSwmore
ineanhgfiioaMng the jwol h^iiog otIxnSHt yie
dotagw�l Cod has c^ed us to do.
FAHM In a Codwho has promised to provide for us, beSeving &at
He undeslands ow needt and has ow t)�t inteiests at hean, and
wtt (tspoid on our behaK.
LOVE ol others before o�sehr% gi*�r>3 se�4o� Ihnwgh our toM^
on otfK<>, ami gairdrig acia>p(�Kt from ihOTb^^
withUtw loved diem fim.
CONCEIBI *oiA ftepl^ofoSieis, the de*e to see fte
wofWWpeace arKl fiaoAiejs throo^CJirt* fotu^
vidl as (teng,mow on sharing pan arm love thw totwig ft
ourcomdoteness.
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Not only <lo liave -3 credibility proMem fusd �� --'Omrnitmenl
problem in our Cliurckes, we also Kave a cultural proLlem in
our society. The world is changing all around us and we are
going to have to keep up in order to reachthel ost wi th the
Gospel o{ Christ Jesus the LORD.
Our Changing Values
We used to value: We are going to value:
Quanti^ of possessions Quality of possessions
Money Time
Old traditions New Baditlons
Commitment Flexibility
Croup identity Individualism
Touting people Proven integrity
Satisfaction through worii Satisfaction through
leisure
24 Hours a Day:
HowWe Spend Our Time
ttlsure: S:30
Work: 7:10
Sleeping: 7:S0
Leliure: 6:00
eating: I.I5
dooming: 0:30
Housewort 1:4S
Sleeping: 7:4S
Wort; 6:4S Mbtg: 1:30
Cfooming: 0:30
Housetvork: 1:30
Americans and Their
Philosophy of Life
51%
No
25%
Oiristim
pNhsophy
ofm
Signs of Reduced
Commitments In Life
� Divorce rale Is climbing: lialf of aB nev/ marriages
will end in cfivorce.
� Adults feel they have fewer close (riends than did
adults in past decades.
� Brand loyalty in consumer purduslng studies has
dropped in most product categories, and by as much
as 60 percent in some categories.
� Proportion of peoplewilling lo foin an organization
as a fonnal member Is dedining in rdation lo dtuncfi-
es, tabor unions, poGtical parties and cWjs, and com
munity (nrqirovement associations.
� Book clubs and record dubs were unable to attract
new memberswfien multiple-year or multi-product
commitntentswere required; revertues have
increased greatty upon renwvlng long-lenn commit
ment demands.
� Percentage of adults who consider it their duty to
fight for Uieir couniiy, regardless of tiie cause, lias
dropped.
� Percentage of peoplewlw commit to attending
events but fail lo show is on the rise.
� Parents are less likely lo believe tliat it is important
to remain in an uniiappy marriage for Uie sake of the
children tl�n they were 20 years ago.
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BARRENNESS
THEOLOGY^
� Moral relativism-
whatever anyone thinks is
right for him.
� The church is optional.
� No awareness that people
are lost, alone, afraid,
hurting, dying.
� Meeting physical needs is
enough.
� Pessimistic concerning
mission and overiy
optimistic about condition
of people.
@ 1882 OavM 0. Cook PubteMns Co. Ponnisskxi granted lo ropnxluce tor classroom use only-nol for resale.
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Sociocultural Factors Contributive to the Decline
ofMainline Churches
1 . The theo-philosophical matrix ofAmerican civil
religion
a. Reduces Christianity to patriotism
b. Reduces doctrine of Trinity to
Unitarianism
2. The praxis of utilitarian individualism
a. Asseverates "every man for himself or
"every woman for herself
b. Undemiines cohesion of community
3. The influence of institutionalism
a. Members exist to maintain and
perpetuate the institution
a. Congregation ordered as business not
community
4. The biblical/theological ignorance
a. Divests the church of her distinctiveness
b. Negligible understanding of Imago Dei
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i
c/)
Q
01
CHURCHES
APPUES TO US . . . ^^'^^^/^o^' Prescription
ETHNIKITIS
POPULUS
ABANDONMENTOSIS
PEOPLE
BLINDNESS
HYPER-
COOPERATION
KOINONITIS
SOCIOLOGICAL
STRANGULATION
ARRESTED
SPIRITUAL
DEVaOPMENT
ST. JOHN'S
SYNDROME
9*
%O
I
CO
� 1982 David C. Cook PubUstthg Co. Permisskin granted to reproduce fa classroom use only�not for resale.
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THE NO-MAN'S-LAND
Old-Timers
"Who are all these
new people in our
church?"
*Tm not needed
anymore"
"Nobody wiU ever
take that job away
from me!"
"Ifyou don't do it
way, rU leave."
Newcomers
'They want our
money and our
bodies but not our
ideas."
"Maybe this isn't the
church for us."
"We don't want to be
a part of a one-family
church."
"Don't they want
new people?"
Needed:
Persistence
A lot of stroking
Courage to move ahead
� 1982 OavWC. Cook l^iMshingCaPemiis^grarted to tepiwJu^
People need
� bread
� justice
� peace
but even
more,
ihey need
� ground on
which to stand
� a feith around
wiiich to orient
their lives
� 1988 Daind C. Coc* PiiUkting Co. Permission granted to reproduce (or classroom use only�not (or resale.
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THE SCRIPTURES
say that people can survive
all kinds
of physical hardship if they
have faith!
HUNGER � PRISON
OPPRESSIVE GOVERNMBfTS � SICKNESS
LOSS OF GOODS � DEATH fFSELF
But physical well-being
without faith is utterly
disastrous.
� I9ffi OtM C. Cook PUMshms Co. Permlsskin panted to reproduco lor dassioom use oi^-nol for resale.
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WE HAVE OFFERED
Peace
without the peacemaker;
Service
without the servant;
Knowledge
without the mind of Christ;
Equality, Liberation,
Respectability
without the aoss as a leveling
experience;
Fellowship and Ecumenicity
without knowing Christ as
Brother and God as Father.
(�) 1962 Osvid C. Cook Publishing Co. Permission gianled lo r^xoduco Icr dassroom uss only�not tor resais.
Medical Chart 1-�The Patient's Health
Our strengths NOW: Successes experienced over
tbe past six months:
I
t
Now Immediate past six months
Successes of the past
two years:
4
FOR THE FUTURE:
Present strengths and
past successes on
which we might build:
Past two yeafs
'*V^liat ai� themost sigjoMcant nee^
should ine^?"
12%
allSu|^rtGroups
2r/o
LaiigerComoiinity
Outreadi/MBeting
Needs
18% 10%
�EvangeMsm
@Care ofExistingMendbers
?Small Support Groups
8 IinpravingW((H:ship
I larg^Goinimuiily
Outreach/Meeting Needs
CareofExisting
Meiribers
40%
"How would you rank Loudsville UMC's effectiveness in meeting
those needs you have identified?"
In a big world, the small church has
remained intimate.
In a fastworid, the small church has been
steady.
In an expenssve worid, the small diurch
has remained plain.
In a complexworid, the small churdi has
remained simple.
In a rational world, the small diurch has
kept feeling.
In a mobile worid, the small diurch has
been an andior.
In an anonymous world, the small churdi
calls us by name
� 1 882 Da^n3 C. Cook Publishing Co. Pomilssion grantod lo repfodijce lof (teMfoom use onV-nol lor r�$ale.
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Our Christian faith is
the most important
thing we have to share.
Evangelism is more
than "seeking.'*
Numbers matter.
There are workable strategies:
� Thei; are BIBUCAL.
� They cm bemonitored.
@ 1982 OavId C. Cooli PubfeMng Co. Pemtis^ granlod to reproduce for dassroom UM <xif~nct lot i^eit.
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CHRIST IS NOT
PLEASED WITH...
t Fishing without catching.
� Empty banquet tables.
� Sowing without reaping.
� A fig tree that bears no fruit.
� Lost sheep that are not brought into
the fold.
� A lost coin that is sought but not
found.
� Harvests that are not reaped.
� Proclamation without response.
� Sons and daughters outside the
Father's house.
� 1dS2 Oavid C. CwM PttMslUng Co Pennl��ian granted <o (optoduoe lorol�S(Oom uM arly--ftol for resala,
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1. Go to the groups
you are best suited
to reach.
2. Go to the receptive
people.
3. Use the tools you
have.
4. Don't dump the
whole load at once.
5. Keep evangelism
high on your list of
priorities.
� 19� Oa*W C. Cook Pubisttng Co. f'��ri!(8S�w
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Medical Cliart 6
Develop Your Own Web.
1. Pul your name in the center circle.
2. In tlie surrounding circles, enter the natnes ofnonchurch people you know best, your own "8.4" prospect
list of friends, neighbors, work or school associates, and relatives.
3. Then pick the one best prospect and write that person's name here:
4. Begin lo list elements of your strategy to bring that person to Christ this yean
� 1982 David C. Cook Publistiln|) Co. Peimisslon grented to reproduce tor dassroom use only'-not tor resais.
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Vision = a menta! picture of a preferred future given hy GoJ for otliers
tiirougli us.
V - Values of our connnou lieritage {the iion-
negotiables of our faitK)
I - Inclusive spirit in language, tradition, and
evangelism (Love all)
S - Serving others is the calling of Christ Jesus
the Lord (Serve All)
I - Imagination is the key to reaching a diversity
of people (Reach All)
O - Opliniisni is essential, for our vision needs
to he hig enough for God
N - Nurturing the minds, souls, and hodies of
others is the work hefore us.
Walt KallestaJ, a pastor and Church growth expert, says *A Great
Church is not necessarily a hig church hut a church with a Big Vision for
Missions. Church leadership is comprised of trustees of a God-given vision.
Rememher, Wesley went to where the people were... hecause he followed Jesus
and where He was going. That's the way the church is to work... lifee a
Mission Center. A Mission Center Church never starts with 'our' needs hut
the needs of the community. Finding lost people is the top priority of the
Mission Minded Church. Consider all the effort that goes into finding a
child lost in the wilderness. Then compare that to the lack of effort in most
churches to find those lost in the world of sin and self-destruction.
Rememhei that we are to dream BIG... God gives us dreams that are too hig,
so that we can grow into them. Be sure to dream hig enough to include God.
Sometimes we dream so as to exclude God.'
Seek the
VVHl^LE HE MAY
BE found;
CALL ON HiM
WHILE HE
I 5 N E A R ,
-iSAiAH S5:6
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Vi
Hffloll FfflEft DoitJBg lis |�l
just as cacK of ua tias one body witli
many parts, and the se parts do not all
have the same function, so in Christ wc
who are many form one hody, and each
memher helongs to all the others.
Rememher: As the leader goes, so goes the church. A Church doesn't
outgrown its leadership.
Tke Characteristics of Autkentic LeaJersKip
A Leader loves unconditionally.
A Leader envisions the future exceptionally.
A L�ader affirms others continuously.
A Leader disciplines with determination.
A Leader energizes others enthusiastically.
Pour Darin. Ckallen.es For Ckurck Leaders
Make a commitment to go to the lost and not expect them to come to you.
Make a commitment to start with their agenda rather than your own.
Make a commitment to focus on a relationship with Ood and not a religion
ahout God.
Make a commitment to make disciples instead of just heing a disciple.
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PROFILE ofa
CHURCHGROWIH
PASTOR
1. Hard worker
2. Always a student
3. Secure, not
threatened
4. A person of vision
5� A person of fahh
6. Disciplined
7. Very stubborn
f @ 1982 David C. Cock PutMng Co. Pennlsslon granted lo reproduce tor dassroom use only�not tor resale
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PROFILE of a
CHURCH GROWTH
CONGREGATION
1. Loving
2. Open
3. Committed
4. Flexible
5. Willing to change
6. Big in attitude
� 1982 Daifld C Cook PubSsWng Co. Pwmteskw granted to reproduce lor dassroom use ont|^�twi tor resale.
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CHAPLAIN
PASTOR
LEADER
� Pay Dues
� Go to Meetings
� Bury dead/
Marry/Visit
� Wait!
� 1982 OavW C. Co<* PuMaWog Co. PwmJsston grjiKed lo reproduce for dsssroom use only-flot
for resale.
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and faun
H
He wKo fails to plan, plans to fail. 3
Steven Covey wrote a took called Tke 7 Habits oi
Hi^klv Effective People. It kas keen tke numker one
^fationa] Bestseller. His insigkts are going to guide us
tkrougk tke conclusion of tke S.O.L.E. Event. By employing
tke *7 Hakits' Covey suggests, write out a plan for no less
than three and no more than five improvements in your
ckurck.
7 Steps to Improving Your Ckurck
* Be Proactive
* Begin With An BnJ In Mind
� put I'irst Things First
� Think Win/Win
' Seek First To UnJersUnd, Then
To Be UnJcrstooJ
'Synergize-Work in accord,
cooperation, and harmony
'Sharpen the Saw- always improve
on improvements
Write 5 Improvements
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
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Medical Chart 9
List sotne of the grou}� around us to which we could minister. Are there
singles, handicapped, deaf, some other cultural group?
Are tiKn groups to which we already have entrance?
OI9SOtvld(XCoakMifeNhe<^ FViiifs^ granted la rtpniduu Iw chKannni um or^^
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OnaPliatlonalStniGtlir6
Of
Loudsville United Methodist Cliurcli
Charge/Cburch Conference
This administrative body is the connecting link between the local
church and tbe {general church and shall have geoeiat oversight over
the church councils, conunittees, and ministries. It's primary
responsibiUties ane: review and evaluate the total minisny of iJa
dnuch, receive reports, and adopt Directives and goals.
Cbnrch Council
This adainistititfve committee provides tot planning and
implaneodng the program of nurture, outnach. and witness in tbe
local church. Il shall envision, plan, imt^emeat, and annually
evaluate the missian and ministry of tfie local church. This council
operates as the executive branch ofthe Charge/Cljurch conference.
Finance
Charged with ttw job
of devtiopiag and
impleimnting a plan
to �uSIdeM
income (o meet Ute
Inii^ ofUw dnvcli-
Trastees
Chtrgod with Ihe
Mqieiviiiaa, ovasil^
and cart of nil r�ri
property owned by the
local church lad
nviewing (nmudljr dw
adequatry ofprofniy.
Lay Leadership
Com.
To idoKify. dewlop,
deploy, tvttmve, mi
moiAor CIvistim
spiritual teaderdup ia
Nurtore
GMns aacMkHi lo dw
education, wonhip. tnult
Vmipt, Christian Ed..
tpMual (bftnation. and
memboA^ care of the
ctagetL
Outreach
aivliqi axo^iion la die
local and larger needs of
ilie commtai^ widi works
ofcaffipaaitm andJiBike.
SPRC
Charged with iswtsing
(Mts and perfomunce of
pastor and stafT,
idtmifying & ctarityiivt
vahKS for mitiiitty. iind
retk^jng an the
church's miuion end
vision.
Witness
Oiving aneniion lo d<e
wilnea to tarn Christ die
lx>rd through worship end
odwr expressions of
devedon.
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Nurture Outreach Witness
Companions in Christ
A spiritual /growth covenant
group. Will be cteating other
poups within the church.
Visitation Team
Visiting with shut-ins, those in
hospitals, members and
potentiiU members.
Altar Guild Team
Caring for and decorating altar
and overseeing liturgical arts.
UMM
United Methodist Men is a
men's group that meets for
spiritual growth, mission^
outt^ich, and fim.
Evangelism Team
Recruiting, training, and
sending forth amobilraed laity
to share the gospel w^th those
who need Jesus in the larger
commimit)'.
Prayer Ministry
Those who pray, anoint vuith
oil 10 heal, and coordinate all
ministries ofprayer in this
church.
Shepherd's Ministry
Providing loving care for the
people ofour church and
community. Remembering
speciald^, calling otbeis,
and reminding pec^le tikat
they arc special.
ScentingMinbtry
Coordinating the various
scouting ministries of the
church and fimctioning as a
liaison between the church and
tbe scouts.
Confirmation
Coordinator
This minister organizes ihe
program ofconfiratation for
children and adults.
UMYF
, United Methodist Youth
feltow^p is a youth group
made up ofmiddle school wad
hig^ school students that
meets for spiritual growth,
missional outreach,mi foo.
Ministry of
Commnnications
Cooidinatit^ flte written.
spoken, teoadcasi. and di^al
commimications of this church
with die larger conununity.
Service Sound Director
The person who coordinaus
Ihe music and other sound -
related I^Wcasts of the
church.
Small Groups
Coordinating and either
leading or training others to
lead/host small groiq>s.
Young AdultMinistries
Providing forministry,
fellow^p and activities with
young aduh families.
Communion Steward
Preparing the sacred dements
and utensils for the Eucharist.
Fellowship Meals
(Organizing and implementing
the special meals of the
church.
Handy Man Ministries
Offering tangible, physical
benevolence lo thcee in the
church and community.
Drama & Artistic
Ministries
Creatively presenting Uw
message ofJesus througji
drama, art, and other aesthetic
nunistries.
Nursery Committee
Providing general oversight to
the total ministiy of the
nursery at this church.
Fitness Ministries
OSsringother whole person
ministry in order to promote
health, lx>lh sjHritually and
physically.
Usher Captain
Coordituting the ministiy of
ushering through recruitmeni,
training, and implementatioa
UMW
United Methodist Women is a
women's group that meets for
spiritual growth, missional
outreach, and tun.
Public Relations
Coordinating themissional
program of the church and
relating the details of that
program to tbe larger
conmiunity.
Revival Coordinator
Coordinating the armual
revival service for this church;
music, preaching, and meals.
EDgher Education
Working as a liaison between
the genoal chutch, ourUM
afliliated schools, Wesley
Foundations and the youth of
this church.
Recreation Ministries
Ministry team the coordinates
the sofU�ll, goU^ fishing.
baskediaU, volleyball, and
ottet physical activities in our
church.
Greeter Ministries
Oteeters are those vAo
wricome members ar�l
newcomers into die believing
community and help them find
their way in and to the various
opportunities here at chiwch.
Barnabas Ministries
Aministry ofOKxmr^ement
for those iniKed in out diurdii
and coitunimity.
Benevolence Ministries
A hospital end clinical
ministty ofcaie and support
for ova: church and
community.
Sanctuary Stewards
A ministry of caie for the
aesthetic beauty ofGod's
Sanctuary.
Stewardship
Tetthing and co<ndiliating^
stevnordship pixygftm of the
diarch.
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